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INTRODUCTION 

The right to freedom and security is an admitted right and guaranteed to the 
individual by several charts and international convenlio11s. The Tunisian Legislation 
has followed the development witnessed by this right. However, just like other rights 
and basic liberties, the right to freedom and security remains a principle that is 
covered by a set of exceptions. Depriving an individual of his freedom is like a 
punishment imposed on him for his violation of the group's regulations and choices. 
The necessity of finding legal means to limit the individual's freedom came into the 
open. The procedure depriving the individual of his freedom became numerous and 
rliffernnt, <ierf:mding on the purpose behind the freedom limitation. 

Dele11l1011 is a µroceuurc lcou111y lo ll1e cor11inemenl of a ceriain person by ths Police. 
of the National Guard Agents for a certain period in order to check his identity, 
around which some suspicions hover for his eventual commitment of a crime. 
Detention seems to be similar to the other lcgCJI procedures, providing for imposing 
constrain ls 011 llle l11ulvldual's fr eedt.llll We car 1 quole tor exarnµle llle "co11f111e111enl1' 

which does not require the conducting of any invest1gat1on. 

Confusion comes when custody is taken for the preventive detention, which is a 
procedure managed by the Examining Magistrate. However, there is no way to 
confuse them because of their different legal basis and the authority which rs 
authorised to operate this procedure, fix the relating proceedings and period. 
Detention is different from a jail sentence, it is requested by the investigation about a 
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crime and it is based on a simple suspicion; it is within the prerogatives of the Judicial 
Police. 

Imprisonment is a punishment that requires the delivery of a judgement providing for 
the culpability and the jc:iil sentence, in addition to the fAd. thnt the jail sentence is 
served in jails, meant to host the criminals. 

Detention centres cover the police and National Guard centres and the special 
places allocated to receive detainees. Detention, however, in the Tunisian Law, 
remained for a long time governed by administrative circular letters issued by the 
Minister of the Interior, the most important of which is the circular letter dated August 
201

h, 1~)14, ~nrl the r.irr;11lar letter rlatorl /\rml :> 11u, ·1 !-111 l hus, the ~nfor c~rn~nl or 
detention lacked legal and clear cut grounds. However, the Tunisian Legislator 
stepped in, in 1987, to regulate detention in Article 13 bis ot the CPC which 
represented a fundamental renewal that was completed by the Law of August 2nd, 
1999. 

The Legislator extended, througt1 Ar lide 13 bis a1 ld A1 licle 57 of ll1e CPC, a special 
care to this procedure under all its different aspects. Hence, the recourse to this 
institution became µossible in special cases, required by tt1e investigation and for El 

l1mito<i rerinrl F11rthArmorn, It lndud~~ µrovisio11s fot ll1e exle11sin11 nf D111:1rr:i11IP.P.~ to 
the rletainees, ;:inrl which keep them in the framework ot their assumed innocence. 
The study of the detainee's guarantees seems to be important because the detainee 
is a human being who has his freedom, his pride and his physical immunity, which 
the prehrrnnary invesligat.inn 1inP.s not 11880 to violate. 

The guarantees, ruled out during dRtE·ml ion make a µr uledion lo l11e individuals 
against the violations and the misuse of authorities. They accordingly oblige the 
Judicial Police Officers to honour the basic requirements of this procedure. Based on 
the foregoing, detention has become a subject of several inspection means and 
tools, whose aim is the sound application of the relating provisions and the execution 
of such procedure as per the law requirements, prohibiting any violation or excessive 
limitations in the individual's freedom or the failure to allow him the guarantees 
offered by the Law. In order to achieve this target, the Law has regulated the 
violations affecting these guarantees. 

Based on the foregoing, one is tempted to split the research into two parts: 

Part I Contents of the Guarantees extenrlArl to the I )etn1nees 

Part II Inspection of the Guarantees Extended to the Detainees 
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PARTI 

CONTFNTS OF THE GUARANTEES EXTENDED TO THF DETAINEES 

Between the taken for granted innocence and the possible culpability, the criminal 
investigation requires depriving the individual of his freedom temporarily inside the 
detention institution. The motives for the balance between these contradictory 
requirements are different and may not be covered by a legal text. The Tunisian 
Legislator has regulated a set of guarantees inside the Criminal Procedure Code; 
however there is no echo of these guarantees in tile Law General Principles. The 
study of these guarantees shall be conducted based exclusively on the Criminal 
Prnr;c(i1 ire l,nde, in view ot its 1mrmrt~nr;c 

The protection of the individuals and in particular, the detainees, is more efficient, as 
long as the Law has provided some guarantees to them, inside the criminal texts and 
especially those dealing with the procedures. The general nature of the general 
principles, 1n most of the cases, prevails. The lndlvldual does nol slick lo lllern, 011 
one hand, and the criminal texts are set in a precise and binding framework, on the 
other hand. Nonetheless, they do include some yua1 an lees lo t11e individuals, as part 
ot the hes1r; right~ that make 11r tho Griminal law rrlndrl~s ~md In pr.H licule:lr l111;; 
innocsnce principle anrl the ner,essity tn gn tnr r:i fair rrosecution and to have a fair 
judgement. 

/\!though the detention institution remained for a long timA rn 1tsidA thP. cod1t1cat1on 
and regulation framework, and was kept for a while as an enforcement mechanism 
authorised by t11e investigation, under the control and the free management of l110 
Judicial Police Officer, as part of a his judgement, which often led him to arbitration 
with respect to the individual's rights. The preliminary criminal investigation was 
behind the intervention of the Legislator since the Law of November 261

h, 1987, in 
order to regulate detention, which resulted in the promulgation of serious guarantees 
in favour of the detainees that covered all the conditions surrounding the institution, 
especially through restricting the detention principle (First Research) and determining 
its proceedings (Second Research). 

FIRST RESEARCH: RESTRICTING THE DETENTION PRINCIPLE 

Detention remained for long years a principle that was adopted in most of the cases, 
tow.:lrds all the individuels involved in ll10 crimirn:il investigation, In thA :=ihsAncA nt 
limits and restrictions to the authority of the initial investlgc::itor, which made it a 
dangerous procedure for the individual's freedom and remained a practice without 
r:iny cnnstrnints. It is because of this that the 1987 amendment made a rupture with 
the rletention past trom all points ot view. 1 he detainee has become entitled lo 
guarantees to which he can stick and request their respect Whc::it is more important, 
one should concentrate on the restrictions brought forward by the detention 
codification to the detention field and on the Legislator's endeavour in avoiding 
detention, as much as possible, and in case recourse is made to it, one should try 
best to avoid its negative impacts on the individual, subject to detention, which can 
be felt by simply examining Article 13 bis of the Criminal Procedure Code (CPC) 
which extends an exceptional aspect to this procedure, in all its different stages and 
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the different proceedings revolving around it. Hence, it becomes clear cut that the 
Legislator is restricting the detention principle through limiting the scope of applying 
detention (lirst rlea) anrl is limiting it!> term (Second Plea) and the authority of the 
Judicial Police Officer to which one can reter ( 1 h1rd Plea) (Plea = Section) 

First Section: Restricting the Detention Scope 

The Legislation policy, in most of the regimes, takes a certain standpoint with respect 
to the detention institution, marked with reservations and misgivings. Accordingly, 
most or U1e legislations, especially those backing up human rights, in their modern 
meanings, tried to set out constraints and restrictions which limit the recourse to this 
rroce(h ire hy the .Jwlir,ial Polir;P. Offir:Ar8 These IE:Ql!:ilat1ons l11ed !Jest l<) I ed11c~e 1 lle 
cases to retor to this institution by limltlng It to the CllJ~ol11le 1eq11i1 eme11ls nr llw~ 

investigation (First Paragraph) and by putting down the number ot persons that are 
targeted by detention (Second Paragraph). 

First Paragraph: Limiting the Cases for the Recourse to Detention 

The I egislc::Jtion restriction to the cases that may involve the detention of the 
individual is based on the awareness of the Legislator tllElt tile detention procedure is 
ciangero11s to the inciivici11al's freP.rlom It is difficult, as a matter of fact, to justify 
rlerriving the individual of his freedom at the stage, precedin~ jud~ement by the 
court, especially in the absence of the justice commitment, as an authority, to defend 
the liberties. One should limit the possibilities offered to the Judicial Police Officers in 
this n=isrer.t Anrl to reduce them to the cases in which U1e lndlvldual's ri~ht to freedom 
can be jeopardised in order to comply with the urgent needs of the investigation. 

In this respect, the legal systems have differed on how to express these cases, 
limiting the possibilities, through a set of standards that have been adopted to 
authorise detention. To start with, it is mandatory to examine the different standards 
in the comparative laws, such as the French Law (A) before coming across the 
Tunisian Legislator's choice (B). 

A - Adopted Standards to have recourse to Detention 

The criminal systems <:l!Jr ee about tile danger that detention brings about to the 
individual's liberties. They therefore end up focusing on three basic rules for the 
setting up of this institution, namely the equality basis to have recourse to detention, 
among the inrllvlrl1.1;;,ls, ::md th;.;it the llrrnt~lior1s tu bo made, by its virt11Fl, on th~ 

freedom must be partial, i.e. in particular cases, for a certain period. The third rule is 
exceptional, its aim, as a consolidation of the individual's right principle (1), is not to 
implement detention as a principle and limit the cases to have recourse to it. 

1 Ref. Pradel: "Droit Penal Compare" Ed. dalloz 1995 
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However, associating detention with the three purposes requires the existence of 
precise standards that allow their achievement and the protection of the specific 
features of the legisl8tion roint of viow with respect to this procedure, on the practical 
level. 

These standards are based either on investigation or on the crime object of the 
detention. Some laws have introduced some standards to limit the possibility to 
operate detention, based on the nature of the investigation which the Judicial Police 
Officer in charge, undertakes. In this respect, there is a difference between taking 
care of the preliminary investigation, by the initial investigator, and his undertaking of 
the investigation by virtue of a delegation from the Examining Magistrate and the 
investigation on a fk1grnnt r,:.:isA In s11ct1 r:a d1ller enl1al1011 a lot of legislations hnvA 
found poss1b1l1t1us lo limit the cases whereby detention is 1:1utt1or i::H;d. Tile F1 oncl1 Law 
enables the Judicial Police Officers to detain the suspect during the preliminary 
investigation and the investigation for a flagrant case. However, for the investigation 
by virtue of a delegation from the Examining Magistrate, there is no possibility to use 
detention, but the ruling authority is transferred to the Examining Magistrate who can 
deliver a committal order in U1e mean lime or a search warrant or a warrant for arrest 
in cHse the concerned party is taking to fli~ht. 

Conr.erning th@ crime gr 1.wily sl.811dci1d, ii l1.=1s been :o;twtt n1Jt mRinly to limit the field of 
rlAt!=mtion in most of the systems. 1 he reason 1s that the importance ot the 
investigation is based on the crime gravity; hence this standard seems to be more 
objective because it limits the cases whereby the Judicial Officer is called to rule out 
detention. At U1is IAw~I, none of the systems authorises to detain individuals in case of 
a minor offence. Most of them indeed require llle existence of a jail sentence to 
authorise detention. Tt10 Fr rnwll L.lw l1as requested this and has not ruled out a 
minimum jail sentence. 

Considering detention as a legal Introduction means U1al tile law provides for a 
complete protection to the detainees, which makes up a basic and important 
guarantee to the individuals because, very often, the silence of the Legislator gives 
way to arbitrariness and even if some general guarantees do exist, the concerned 
cannot raise them or stick to them, which is the case, as far as the Tunisian detention 
is concerned, before its regulation by the Law of 1987. However, the interest that the 
I egislator has Btlown today to tl1is issue, enables investigating about the mcr.:ms 
which have been set out, to limit and regulate the cases whereby recourse is made to 
detention. 

B - Detention Scope in the Tunisian Law 

Since the intervention of the Tunisian Legislator, by virtue of the Law n° 85-1987, 
dated November 26111

, ·J88/, detenlio11 l1as hA1~1rn1A A p1m:edu1e i11sllluliu11 wl1id1 llas 
a legal frame, included basically in the two articles 13 bis and bi, ot the CPC. 1::3etore 
that date, detention existed on the field, however, the Law kept silent in r especl 
thereto. This silence meant oivino the security systems the authorisation and the 
freedom to judge, according to their own discretion, the different aspects of detention. 
The Legislator's intervention brought along a set of guarantees and imposed several 
procedures. However, in order to reply to the question of when it is possible to 
operate detention, the researcher finds himself in a legal situation which is different 
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from the provisions of the comparative laws, which often rule out in a clear cut 
manner, the cases whereby recourse to detention is authorised, and impose precise 
r,on<iitionn which the detainee himself can check. The Legislator, throuoh ArtidA 1 :1 
bis, used the wordings : "the cases that are requested the investigation necessity" 
which leads absolutely to the study of the intention of the Legislator when he included 
such an expression ( 1) then, to the examination of the cases authorising the recourse 
to detention in the Tunisian Law (2). 

1. Defining the Cases that are requested by the Investigation Necessity 

Adopting this formulation suggests, through a confirmation by the Legislator, that it is 
not rosslhlE=i to llmlt the cases aul1101isir l~~ dele1 llit..>11. TI le Le!-Jislalo1 01 lly imposed ll 1e 
existence of a rnlution~l1ip belwee11 lllese cases and thP- 1nvest1gation, namely that 
the investigation requests the detention. Although the existence of this unique 
condition prevents from ruling out detention, except for the sake of the investigations, 
the requirement of the relationship between the two of them only, leaves the issue 
obscure because the criminal investigation requires the introduction of some 
proceedings wilh respect to the concerned individuals, including the detention 
procedure. However, in the absence of a concrete limitation, any investigation may 
lc~d to the det~nlion of U1e i11dividuol:;., i1Tospoctive of thAir imrortRncA to tho 
i11veslig8lio11. Tl1e exp1essinn "lnv~~ti~c:!tion" remains very general because the 
Legislator has not required a certain type of investigation, he has not either µr ecised 
that it is the preliminary criminal investigation on the occasion of the committal of a 
crime; the Judicial Police Officer enjoys larger powers, covering several various 
investigations, including the opening of nn information investigation, the disclosure of 
the identity, etc.. Hence, the expression "Investigation" may enlarge the scope of 
del011lio11 and makes il possible whenever the works of the security systems requires 
doing so. However, by using the expression "Investigation necessity", the Legislator 
intended to find a formulation that, at least legally, limits the recourse to detention, 
the investigation necessity rnee:ms, basically, that the detention procedure is 
mandatory for its conducting. The assessment ot the availability of this excessively 
flexible condition remains a big question. The Judicial Police Officer who is in charge 
of the investigation alone, is empowered to assess the detention conditions through 
the investigation necessity and he has just to use the investigation requirement, as 
an excuse, to justify the soundness of his decision to go for detention, from a legal 
poinl or view. 

2. Possibility to extend the period of the Detention Cases in the Tunisian 
law 

There is no doubt that the formulation set out in Article 13 bis, links the soundness of 
the detention to the investigation requirement for this procedure, it is void therefore of 
1;my dea1 !:3la11d81 ds In 1111111 ll1e scope of llle dalenlion or at least to assess this link. 
The Legislator has chosen not to limit the cases for detention In a practical way and 
has not adopted the method followed by comparative laws either with reference to 
the nature of the investigation or to the form of the undertaking or to the gravity of the 
crime, object of the investigation. 
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However, the possibility to operate detention can be based on the taking over of the 
file by the Judicial Police Officers who directly manage the preliminary investigation 
11nrler normFll r,irr,11mstnncx~s with reference to their qualification as such, namely they 
are in charge of surveying the crimes and investigating about their authors (IJ_ 

Detention, while fulfillino thAsA rl11ties, remains a possibility as long as the interest of 
the investigation requires doing so. Concerning the investigation in a flagrant case, 
the Judicial Police Officers are invested with additional prerogatives which cannot, in 
any case, deprive them of the possibilities extended to them, intentionally, in view of 
the general nature of the flagrant cases in the Tunisian Law (2>. Concerning the 
securily systems undertaking of the investigation, by virtue of o rogatory delegation 
from the Examining Magistrate, this action was dealt with exclusively by the 
I cgislator in Artlde !11 of the CPC, which refers lo Ille f1a111e of ArlidA 1:1 bis, 
howovor, the legislator implicitly admitted that the judicial offic;er s keep ll1A1r 1111t1.=:il 
prerogatives. The undertaking of the case by the l::xam1rnng Magistrate before giving 
the rogatory delegation, despite his qualification for the issue of judicial warrants, will 
not prevent them from operatinq detention; this case is imposed by some 
comparative laws such as the French Law. (3) 

However, the gravity of the crime as a standard to evaluate the possibility to operate 
Jele11liu11 see111s lo be i11exisle11l i11 Lile Tunisian Law, hence, the Legislator relies on 
tllP. "lnv~~lig:=lior1 11ecessily star 1da1d" c=is 2111 alternative hecF11 J~A of th~ grnvity of the 
crime, which means that the importance is in tl1e investigation itself and not In tile 
crime, object of the investigation. The issue is different as long as the same 
investigation may unveil several crimes. Every criminal investigation remains 
important no matter the crime, object of such an Investigation. 

Nevertheless, th~ f orrnulalion of Article 1 :3 brs doAs not hirlfl R reservation from the 
Legislator with respect to detention and his endeavour to limit its scope as much as 
possible, which is clear from the expression "in the cases that the investigation 
necessity requires" and In the wordings "the Judicial Police Officers cannot.. .. ", 
however, his endeavour to secure efficiency to the invest1gat1on has led to relying on 
the evaluation authority of the initial investigator, in limiting the detention cases. 

Ref. Article O ot the Cnmmal Procedure Code 
2 T hP. LP-gislator ruled out the provisions of ttie flagrant cases in Arlicles 33 to 35 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code 
3 Ref. J. Pradel "Droit Penal Compare" Op. Cit. 
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Second Paragraph: Limiting the Persons exposed to Detention Procedure 

Among the judicial means to guarantee the human riQhts, with respect to an 
institution depriving the individual of his freedom, tllere is a precise li111italiu11 uf l11e 
scope of the institutions and the cases where recourse to it is made, and the persons 
that are targeted by it. Although Article 13 bis, governing detention, is void of any 
listing of the cases in which detention can be decided, or the precise standards 
allowing them, it has not tried to list out the persons that can be covered by such an 
institution, whereas it becomes clear that several comparative laws did provide, 
through the standards cc:illing for detention and the limitation of its cases, for a 
limitation to the coverage of this institution to the different individuals. 

c;ener 1:1lly ~~fKl£1hi11g, ill Ilic l 1111i~;i.1n I ~w. thfl Axpression ot Article lJ bis !!and, in 
particular the wording "Investigation" raise several questions about the extension of 
the detention to several individuals concerned by a particular criminal investigation. 
For further details, one is bound to limit the individuals exposed to detention (A) 
before the investigation and those are to be kept away from this process (B). 

A - The Individuals exposed to Detention 

ThP. modP.m I ~gill>l~tions have provided for different means and ways that made up a 
restnct1ve rule, lirnitinq the scope of detention, with respect to the person targeted by 
this procedure, although all these systems do not hide the fact that there is a tight 
relationship between detention and the criminal investigation at its preliminary stage, 
with the purpose of dlscoverinq the crime. Tllis means ll1at ll1e firBt targeted 
individuals l.Jy ll1is institution are the suspects (1 ); however, considering such a 
relationship with the investigation, one CF.In mi;,n thn ci11n;,tion whnthor it is authorised 
to keep witnesses in detention (2). 

1. Detaining the Suspects 

The meaning of the wording "suspect" refers to a special criminal stage and it 
requires a criminal investigation at its initial stage before addressing the charges. The 
suspicion, according to the conventional definition, is the whole of the doubts, around 
the individual, which bear the assumption of his committing the crime, object of the 
investigation. The suspect is different from the "accused", against whom a charge 
has been established. The reason for conducting an investigation against a suspect 
is the set of suspicions which keep the possibility of his committing the crime 
outstanding. The detention Institution finds its r easu11 in ll1e ir ivesli~aliur 1 ll1at 
includes all these suspicions. However, one should ask about the extent of these 
suspicions and their evaluation. 

1 llo Leglslalu1 adopted ii 1 Al Uc.le 13 l>l5 ur ll 1e (,p(, tile WUI Uil 1\:) "susµed" wl 1ie-l 1 

assumes the existence of two conditions, the first one is the existence of a certain 
investigation with respect to a committed crime, whereas the second is the availability 
of a set of suspicions against the suspect, against whom the detention decision was 
ruled out. Hence, the authorisation to detain a suspect stems from the text itself. 

However, the possibility to detain a suspect, despite the simplicity of its basis, starting 
from a mere reading of Article 13 bis, raises some practical difficulties. The 
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somewhat excessive relying of the Legislator on the investigation and its 
requirements, puts all the different criminal investigations in the same basket, at least 
as far as the authorisation to detain s11sr<x~ts is concerned, which is likely to put the 
gravity of the crime, object of the invest1gat1on, and the personality of the suspect, 
outside the appreciation frame when ruling out detention. The condition relating to 
the availability of a set of suspicions with respect to the individual, remains flexible, 
so much so that the Judicial Police Officer justifies the detention decision by the 
investigation requirements so that his decision can at least be sound from a legal 
point of view. 

It seems through this legislatory framework that detention lacks a lot of standards 
which stril<e a serio11s halanr,e hetwAAn thA inv~stige;ltion requirements and llm1t1ng 
the detention procedure. However, one must recall that the first proceeding stage, in 
which detention is authorised, precedes the addressing of the charges, which request 
the Public Prosecutor to examine the acts leading to the crime, object of the charge, 
without reaching the point of confirming the indictment or innocence. Consequently, 
the suspicions which are the basis for detention, are not all that clear to the initial 
investigator so that he could really justify ltle different proceedings. According to the 
initial investigation Jurists (1). it is mandatory to check the suspicion hovering on the 
individual; it is not possible for them to rely on a suspicion lhal is not confirmed to 
j11stify another rrnr,erli ire However, in ()I II opini(m, Ille SI 1spi1~in11, AS long ~~ it i~ 

rlifferent from thP. charge, is just practical elements in the invest1gat1on wt11ch do not 
rise to the level of the doubts leading to some consequences on the individual's legal 
status (2). which makes all the procedures at this level, including detention, above the 
criminal legal techniques in their precise meaning, which are subsequent to the 
addressing of the charge. The initial investigation is only a discovery slcigo wl1ereby 
the Investigator is grantE~d special powers, imposed by the specific nature of this 
stage on one hand, but which remain outside the pure criminal procedure stages, on 
the other. In addition to the above, it becomes clear that the Legislator has tried in his 
judgement to keep away the crime gravity standard, in order to guide the 
investigations and to focus on the detention possibility, considering the fact that the 
importance of the investigations and the necessity to endeavour to discover the crime 
and the offender, do cover all the crimes, although up to a different extent. 

Detailing the conditions for the suspect, enables the application of this procedure 
AQAin8t him One can assume that he can contest the decision with the lnvestiQator 
with proofs that refute the suspicions collected against him and which allowed his 
detention. 

2. The Possibility to Detain the Witness 

(i) Cf. Mohamed Hedi Lakhoua: Colloquy "1 owards ... " up. Git. 
\L) Because the outcome of these suspicions shall be determined by the decision of the Public 
Prosecution either to declare non suit or to rule out a transfer aner assessing their foundation, before 
that, they were simple factual presumptions that are not included in a certain legal application 
(
3

) lwadh Mohamed lwadh "The suspect's rights during the Investigation Stage" Tunisian Judicial 
Magazine - May 1900 p.73 
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The initial status of the witness is related to his knowledge about some information 
and data that affect, in one way or another, the investigation course. In his capacity 
as such, he is not hn;,ir.nlly concerned by the investigation. Startinq from this 
understanding, he cannot be kept in custody in principle, since we consider that the 
scope of detention is limited to the suspects, although it is permitted to take some 
measures with respect lo t1i111, such as his confining <1l or to order him to appem in 
order to hear him. However, this basic status may change if the investigation leads to 
the existence of some suspicions against the witness that favour the possibility of his 
committing a criminal act related to the crime, object of the investigation, or others, 
wt1ich is r er erred lo as the transfer of the suspicion, accordingly the status of the 
individual changes from a witness to a suspect. The admission to detain him is 
rrnv1rle<i for in /\rtide '1 :1 his Whir.h <-i!IOWS ltle O!)el aliOl l or ll liS proced1 lrA Wll~llt=!V~r 
the investigation requires it. It is not be:l~8d, as A lll8l le1 1 >r rad, nn r::in c:!ctuClll 
possibility to detain the witness but his detention comes from his subsequent quality 
since he has become a suspect, subject to a set of suspicions that authorise the 
possibility to detain him for the sake of the investi~ation necessity. 

There are still some questions about the admission to detain the witness in his quality 
as a witness, as long as no suspicion is raised against him. Most of the Jurists <

2l find 
il imµ1 obable lo go for the detention or Lile witness as an enforcement ot the basic 
n 1les for the fr~€,}dorn p1 in<:iple wl lid l oppnsA In dt=!priv~, in any way, the individual of 
his frnP.ciom, as long as no susp1c1on 1s set a~ainst him. However, some Jurists 
authorise the detention of the witness, in very exceptional cases relating essentially 
to the stubbornness of the witness and his refusing to deliver his statements or his 
intentional hidino AWAY of some important inrormation for the interest of the 
invesl1galion. <

3l Hence, this possibility is authorised to different extents in the 
comparative laws. <

4l 

In the Tunisian Law, Article 13 bis provides for the possibility to reassert that it is not 
possible to detain a witness based on the legislation using of the expression "it is 
possible to detain a suspect". As an enforcement of the limited interpretation principle 
in the criminal affairs, the scope of detention is limited to the suspect since this 
expression cannot be extended to the witness or any other who is not a suspect. This 
point of view which matches up with the text as it is, seems more logical. If we 
assume that the detention of a suspect can be justified by the investigation necessity 
and the availability of suspicions for his committing a criminal action, the witness, in 
his capacity as such, seems to be free from producing those justifications. The 
different legislations, although they have authoriserl to limit the witness' freedom, 
U1ey l1ave set n11t some llrnih-itions for lt1e µeilod lo k.eeµ llilll u11de1 cuslody, i11 rnde1 
to hear to his statements relating lo lhe investigation. It is not possible, in any case, 
to find an equation between the status of the witness and that of the suspect, in any 
stage of the criminal investi~ation. 

(i) Confinement is to ohlige a person to stay at the disposal of the security forces for a limited period 
of time either to check his identity or to hear to his statements Besson. Dalloz 1958 - Chronique p. 
139 n° 57 
<
2l Cf. Besson. Op. Clt. 

(0) Cf. Puech : Jurldasseu1. ProceLlure Penale Art. 53 to 73 11° 111 et 112 
4l Cf. Lambert - Precis de Police Judiciaire selon le Nouveau Code a l'ancien - ed. Desvigne et cie -
Lyon 1959 p.101 
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Judging from the foregoing, it becomes clear that the status of the witness and the 
admission to detain him in the Tunisian Law, and in view of the lack of clarity in the 
texts, remain linke<i to 1111 to whnt extent he can be subject to suspicions as far as the 
crime, object of the investigation, is concerned. These suspicions remain as elements 
embodying the definition of the suspicion and its close link with the preliminary 
investigation, the unique legal and practical justification for the operation of detention 
according to the Tunisian Law. The capacity of the individual as a witness remains 
independent from the possibility of the existence of the suspicious elements against 
him and the possibility to authorise his detention based on that ground. 

B - Excluding some Individuals from the Detention Procedure 

Although the Legislator has laid down ~ close link 1-,elwAAll tht=i inv~stigation 

necessity and the detention procedure, the gravity of this institution and Its impact 
however on the individual's liberties imposed limitations as much as possible to its 
scope because of its exceptional nature, which should lead to exclude the recourse 
to the detention procedure in some cases and with respect to some individuals, 
which can be examined through analysing the subjective reasons (I) and the 
objective reasons (II) to exclude detention. 

I - The Suhjectlve Reasons lo Exdu<JP, some Individuals from the Detention 
Procedure 

The subjective reasons mean the reasons that are usually considered as being 
related to thA individual's personality, largeted by detention. They concern the 
immunity cases under ;:ill their different foi ms (1) and t11e fact of being under the legal 
8QO (2). 

1. The Persons enjoying Immunity 

The existence of the immunity supposes the availability of a specific quality in the 
person that does not match up some procedures, including detention. Some Jurists 
consider that "immunities as far as detention is concerned, are actually the same as 
those wherein public prosecution has to be suspended" <

1l. Indeed, the presence of 
immunity prohibits the raising of the public prosecution, so investigation procedure 
cannot be triggered against any individual enjoying immunity, especially the initiation 
of procedures requested by the investigation, including the detention procedure. 
These immunities are class1t1ed into two categories: the absolute immunity and ttie 
restrictive Immunity. 

• The Absolute Immunity 

l he existence of the absolute imm1 inlty Is l>aslcally linked lo l11le111allo11al µollllt..:al 
definitions from which the beneficiary of this 1mmu111ty derives this guarantee, 
because ot the relationship between his capar.ity ;:ind the sovereignly of the state he 
represents, It concerns, in pr:irticular, the Head of the State and diplomats. 

(1) Cf. Puech : Juriclasseur. Proc. Pen. Art 53 to 73 p.95 
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The acknowledgement of the Head of State immunity is based, in the absence of a 
legal text clearly providing for it, as per the Comparative Law <

1l, on the subordination 
of the security systP.ms to the Executive that is presided over by thA HP.Rd of State, 
as an entorcement ot the provisions of Article 54 of ll1e Co11slilulion, which prevents 
him from being exposed to the criminal investigation, with reference to the rule that a 
subordinate cannol interrogate his boss. Practically speaking, raising this assumption 
does not exceed the theory frame; it is almost excluded from a practical point of view. 
This immunity is even extended, in reality, to the Prime Minister and the Members of 
the Government, as an enforcement of the administrative hierarchy rules and the fact 
lhal lhe detention decision rests with the Judicial Police Officers who belong to the 
State Executive System. Regarding diplomats, their representation of their sovereign 
r.rn 1ntry at the 1ntArnAt1onal lev~I makes any investigation 01 p1 useculiu11 aclion 
against them a blow to their country's sove1 e1only 1 ht=i trend in the jurisprudence 1s 
to acknowledge an absolute immunity to those diplomats <

2l with respecl lo any 
investigation or prosecution, as a result of a crime committed in the country of their 
mission. This immunity covers the diplomats and the diplomatic agents officially 
accredited. <

3l 

• The Restrictive Immunity 

ThP. lmrnunily is r eslt iclive if its existence does not prevent the conducting of the 
inw:~stigc=ition or the prosecution in some cases. 1 he meeting of special co11dillo11s fo1 
the lifting of immunity, brings back the individual to the status whereby he is subject 
to detention. This condition is embodied in the availability of the flagrant crime case 
(A) Rnd sometimes the existence of imrnunily itself is subject to a specific condition 
(B). 

A - Suspending the Effect of Immunity in case of being caught red handed 

Article 27 of the Constitution granted the members of the House of Representatives 
an immunity which prohibits any procedure against them or to operate any arrest 
during their term, because of a charge for committing a crime or a minor offence, as 
long as the House of Representatives has not lifted this immunity. The Constitution 
provides however for the possibility to arrest the representative and to notify the 
Hrnise in this respect in case he is caught red handed. Hence, the flagrant crime has 
an effect on discarding immunity and it offers the possibility to detain the 
rerresentntive, after notifyinQ the House in this respect. Even if this condition is met, 
and the representative is ctetainerl, thA House can put an end to the effect of the 
delenlion 1jecision, irnrnedialely nfle1 aµplyil lg for lls c.am:allalio1 i. 

(l) For examµle A11icle GO of the rrench Constitution doted October 1'1 1
h, 1958 

(
2

) Cf. Decocq, Montreuil et Soisson - le Droit de la Pollce n• 656 
(3) Cf. Puech, Op. Cit. 
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Article 22 of the By-Laws of the judges (1) prohibited any prosecution against any 
judge and his jailing because of a crime or a minor offence, without receiving an 
ordgr in this resper,t from the .Judges Supreme Council. The flagrant crime is 
excluded from these provisions, whereby 1t is possible to arrest the judge alld 
immediately inform the Judges Council, in this respect. 

It is to be pointed out that in these two cases, of the restrictive immunity, the flagrant 
crimes nature affects not only the detention procedure but its influence extends up to 
the existence of the immunity as a whole, covering all the prosecution actions. It 
relates to the principle of ll1e criminal accountability admission nnd the raising of the 
public prosecution. The effect of detention on the freedom of the individual makes his 
listinri among the henefir,iaries of the irnrn1 mlly e:ir 1 1111p« >1lar11 iss1 JA which exclude!; 
this procedure as much as possible, whereas th8 flagrant crime ca$e complies 
absolutely with the crime investigation cond1t1on and leads likewise to end the 
immunity impact as long as it is restrictive. 

B - Immunity is subject to a Specific Condition 

Sometimes, the exemption of a person from detention requires the existence of 
specific conc.:lilions lo exclude him from the freme of the dctontinn Grlmission principle 
anrl eCJi rality in frnnt of the I CAW He11«~e, fnr the members of consulates, their 
exemrtinn from A criminal prosecution, 1n therr country ot accreditation, Is subject to 
the existence of a Convention between that country and their mother countries. 

Article 47 of the Law 87-1989 dated September yth, 1080, relating to the organisation 
of the Lawyers' profession provides that it is not possible to sue a practising lawyer 
because of a crime he cornmilleu during the fulfilment of his duties, only in case an 
order is receiveci from the court of appeals in whose jurisdiction the lawyer works. 
Basically, detaining a lawyer is possible only after receiving such an order. In case he 
is cau!=}ht red handed, it is possible to arrest him; t1owever, he cannot be questioned. 
Because of this, some wondered about the efficiency of detaining a lawyer since he 
cannot be questioned; the general aim of a detention is to secure the adequate 
conditions for the interrogation <

2
l. Practically speaking, detention aims, not only at 

interrogating the detainee but also to avoid the detainee to commit a new crime or to 
protect the existing proofs and any other purpose that may serve the interest of the 
investigation. 

All those cases which tend to exclude individuals from the sr:ore of detention, make, 
actually a guamntoo tn the inci1v1ducils ltH:3l enables them to dispute thflllr dele11liu11, il 
confirms likewise the implicit reservation of the Legislator concernin!=} detention and 
his endeavour to avoid it as much as possible, especially that its consequences could 
not be overcome so easily with respect to some individuals, including those enjoying 
immunity and those under the legal age. 

(l) The Judges By-Laws n° 29-1967 dated July 141
h, 1961 

(
2

) Ref. to Boulbaba Othmani "Memorandum on Detention" Op. Cil. 
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2. Probability to Detain Children 

Th~ mod9rn legislation rnlir:y regmrling r.hilcirnn has taken a special stand point in 
treating children during investigation. This policy matches up the specific nature of 
their conditions, considering their young age. It rrovided for ways and means, 
included in the Child's Protection Code (1l for the prosecution and blaming the child 
when he commits a particular crime. This special treatment is extended to the 
preliminary investigation stage. It has been expected that the Legislator will not 
authorise the detention of children as long as such a procedure entails 
consequences lllal may be difficult to overcome. However, the interest of the 
investigation, on one hand, and the change in the need of the child for such a 
rroter,t1nn, accnrrling tn his rersnnAl1ty :-:ind the <..famgar he represents, r11stled lhe 
Legislator to find d1tterent means through which he endeavoured lo exlend a real 
protection to this category of individuals liable to guarantee at the same time the 
efficiency of the investigation. All these means have produced a flexibility that 
matches up the status of the child himself. The ultimate case whereby the child 
needs the maximum protection is basically linked to his young age to a certain extent. 
l he Legislator provided for an absolute legal presumption for the child incapacity to 
violate the criminal law if he is less than 13 years old (2l· Accordingly, he was kept 
away from all lhe procedures included in the investigation and prosecution works. 
l he most imrnrtant is thn fact th:.il llt1 car mol IJe delaine(i Tl1e I egislator hPi:i:; IPiirl 
rlnwn a gern=!rAI rrinciple, backed up by an ob1ect1ve standard whereby he Imposes a 
special protection to this category of individuals, considering their conditions as per 
the provisions of Article 4 which talk about the best interest of the child as a basic 
principle 1n all ll1e prnct=!rltirt=!s Article 13 of tr1e Child's Protection Code defined 
however the child as being any person whose age has nol exceeded 13 years. 
Hence, all the other asrer.ts of protection lor the exclusion of detention remain 
outstanding with rnsrer.t to children who are more than 13 years old but under 15 
years old, who enjoy a simple presumption for their incapacity to violate the criminal 
law. All the actions and procedures against them are bound by tl1is silualion in wl1ich 
the Legislator has placed them. Accordingly, the decision of the Judicial Police 
Officer to detain a child requires the availability of certain elements in the child's 
personality, liable to quash this legal presumption, by justifying in an exhaustive way, 
detention, focusing on the child's danger. It is a special protection whereby the 
Legislator relies on the understanding of the Judicial Police Officer of the exceptional 
prosecution of the child because of a crime and as an utmost exception, the 
operation of the detention procerliirn FlQAinst him. Concerning the child who is more 
than 15 years old, in addition to the fact that he cannot enjoy any legal presumption, 
he remains nonetheless entitled to a special pr oledlon, exlr m.~lod fr urn ll 1e pr ovlslu1 is 
ot Article 4 of the Child's Protection Code which provide for the taking care of the 
child's interest, first of all, in all the proceedings taken in this respect, which cover the 
procedures subsequent to investi!=)ation, including detention. 

(i) The Child's Protection Code dated November 11 1
h, 1995 

<
2

) Article 68 of the Child's Protection Code 
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The prov1s1ons of Article 77 of the Child's Protection Code makes up a general 
protection to the child, during the different stages of the investigation, or on the 
ucctasion of its r..onrl1.1r;tinq; this artir:le rmvirlc:s thGt "the Judicial Police Officer can 
hear the suspected child or take any criminal action against him, only after informing 
the Head of the Prosecution in this respect". There is no doubt that this condition 
reflects the Legislator's will to avoid to the child the consequences of the Judicial 
Police Officer's dealing with him, since informing the Head of the Prosecution 
represents a notice to the preliminary investigation body about how sensitive the 
situation of the child is and the operation of a special judicial control on the 
investigation carried out against the suspected child. These guarantees cover 
basically detention which requires accordingly the notification of the Head of the 
Prosec11tinn in this resrer:t, anrl the rmr;c("lt ire works rluring delenlion, esµedally llle 
hear in~ of ll 1e d iii d. Tile Legislator has authorised In addition to tt1B cabov~ lhe 
nomination of a lawyer during the investigation carried out by the Judicial Police 
Officer and the presence of the child's tutor or other. 

It becomes clear therefore that the Legislator, although he did not prohibit the 
detention ot children, as part of a general pr indple, he has nonetheless provided for 
011r:ffAntees that can overcome the detention ne~ative aspects that are likely to affect 
the child's cond1t1on. Hence, one can say that the dele11lio11 or d1ildren under the 
19Gf3 C:nrle is a very exr:ertional rmcerl11re anrl it rerni:iins nr A ~pP-ci~I nature. This 
particularity was arloptAd by some comparative regimes such as the 1-rench Law 
which has provided for what is called the "confinement procedure" which is subject to 
the prior approval of the judge for a period that does not exceed 10 hours. The 
French Law required an immediate merlicc=:il check up for the child targeted by the 
confinement procedure. <

1
> 

II - Exclusion of Detention because of Objective Reasons 

The Legislator regulated detention in Article 13 bis of the CPC, airninQ al confining 
the suspect by the Judicial Police Officers in order to conduct investigation about the 
committed crime. This requires limiting the scope of detention in the cases in which a 
set of conditions is met. It is to be recalled that we already came across the definition 
of the suspect. However, the expression "Investigation" may include other works by 
the security systems that are outside the precise meaning of the investigation as set 
out in Article 13 bis and what concerns investigation in a committed crime. It is not a 
secret to say that the security systems have other functions which impose special 
dealings with the individuals that may lead sometimes the institution of some 
constraints on their treedom sur;h as the rlisdos111H or the idenllly (A) a11d a1reslh1\.l 
the sought after (8). 

(A) Confining Individuals for the Disclosure of their Identity 

Identity disclosure is part of the ser.1irity systems works which is covered by the 
Judicial Police Officer, outside the legal work. Although several legislations make of 
detention a possible means to investigate the crime and confirm identities <

2
> , the 

(1) Quoted by Boulbaba Othmani in "Detention" Op. Cit. p. 46 

<
2

) Pradel "Les Atteintes de la Liberte" Op. Cit. Rapport de Synthese 
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Tunisian Legislator in view of his silence about the control system of the identity and 
its confirmation, on one hand, and considering the lack of clarity of Article 13 bis in 
rixi11g Lile detention field ba3erl on thP. gr.neral nature of the expression "in the cases 
required by the investigation, on the other, has not made a clear cut statement with 
respect to the detention admission for those who cannot identify themselves, 
although the Law 27-1993, dated March 22nd, 1993, relating to the National Identity 
Card, obliges in its Article 7, any citizen to show his identity card when requested to 
do so by the security agents. Some Jurists believe that the confirmation of the identity 
is a procedure that enables the recognition of the identity, it is applicable only when 
the individual refuses lo disclose his identity or is not in a position to do so, so he is 
detained for a short period in the administration vehicle or in the security centre until 
his irlentity 1s rcvcalerl (I) Henr;e, this ftJnctlon of l11e secu1 ily syslAlll!'> I!'> l~D11siLie1eJ 
as a preventive work tor the sake of the adrrnrnslr alive order and the short 
confinement cannot be called a detention for at least two reasons: the first one is that 
the target investigation when controlling the identity is different from the investigation 
aiming at the discovery of the crime, as provided for in Article 13 bis. The second 
reason is that confinement is limited time wise, in its procedure and results and it is 
stopped when the Identity is disclosed. Eve11 if it is found out thot the individual is 
s11hjP.r.t of F.l police search and he is kept in confinement, this is not covered by the 
first function which relates lo identity disclosure but under another qualification. 

B - Arresting the Sought after 

Practically speaking, often, the identity control leads to the arrest of an individual 
under the pretext tt111I l1P. is sought after. Allhougll the operation ends by his 
confinement, such a confinement Is different from delenlio11 since the first case 
requires the existence of a search warrant issued by security or judicial authorities 
and does not necessarily require the existence of an investigation about the crime, in 
its preliminary stage. Even if that is the case and the reason tor the search is the 
same as that ot the investigation requiring detention, confining tl1e sought after is not 
considered as a detention but a mere different procedure based on the search and 
investigation warrant and ends when the individual is presented to the searching 
authority. 

Third Paragraph: Limiting the Judicial Police Officers that are allowed to 
operate Detention 

Among the means to limit the scope of detention is defining the ::i11thorities that can 
operate such a d~?h~nt!on, henr.A, limiting tile µosslbilily lo have r ~course lo il. ll 
becomes clear when simply reading througl1 A1 licle 13 bis of the CPC that the 
rler;ision to oo for detention is in the hands of the Judicial Police Officers listed in the 
two paragrnplls 3 and 4 of Article 10 of the CPC (I) and the Judicial Police Officers 
among the Customs Agents (II) (l). However, tile quosl10111 e111ai11s oulsla11di11g about 
the possibility for other entities to operate detention and in particular the jurisdictional 
body (Ill). 

(
1

) Abdallah Al Ahmadi: Human Rights and General Liberties in Tunisia - p. 189 
(L) Article 29 of the Finance Law of 1982 n° 100-1981 n dated December 31 ~t, 1981, provided that the 
expression "Customs Code" was to be used instead of the ... 
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I - The Judicial Police Officers listed in paragraphs 3 and 4 of Article 10 of the 
CPC 

Article 10 of the CPC listed the Judicial Police Officers. It included in particular two 
categories: the first is a judicial one whereas the second is administrative. (1) In its 
third and fourth paragraphs, the mentioned article stated that the list of the Judicial 
Police Officers from the security bodies includes police superintendents, constables, 
chief constables, National Guard officers, captains, deputy officers and National 
Guard chief centres. Although one should point out that the security body is always 
present (2) in the preliminary invesligalion works, aiming at discovering tho committed 
crime, a lot of questions are raised however regarding the authority of its agents in 
l11is respect, 11r21r,tir,ally Sl19fll<mg at tho r>reliminr-iry inv~stlgallUll WI lei elJy "il is ~1ive1 l 
relative free play to the hand ot the investigator" for the sake of ll1e irwesligalion, 
considerino thA meAns, the material and human resources this body has in order 
reach that target. However, it is obvious that confronting the freedom and human 
rights systems to the giving of a free play to the initial investigator from the police and 
the National Guard creates some disorder that rather turns the concerned systems 
into a police related system. However, as far as lhe inilial investigation is the t1rst step 
in a set of procedures that are exclusively dealt with by the security authorities and as 
long as detention consists in deprlvl11g Ll1e ir1diviclual or llis freedom at this stage by 
the sairl a11thont1es, st11rlying the rp 1allflr,ations of I he .)I 1didal Pnlice Officers referred 
to in paragrarhs :3 and 4 nr Article 10, becomes useless. 1--urthermore, this 
controversy is passed by since detention is codified. Indeed, it was up to the point 
before the Law of 1987 to wonder about the right of the preliminary investigation 
authority to affect the ind1vidu::il's rn~P.(iom without a supporting text; di::;order came 
from the existence of clear provisions giving the judicial authorities lhe power to limit 
the ind1v1dual's freedom by virtue of judidnl WC:ll! a11ls, which requires the exr:lusion of 
the security authorities in ruling out detention, in the absence of a legal ground. 
However, the law dated November 26th, 1987, then the law of August 2nd, 1999, were 
clear cut in conveying the Le~islator's intention with respect to the admission of this 
possibility for this kind of Judicial Police Officers. t3l 
The Legislator has adopted a precise means to define the Judicial Police Officers in 
the security body, that are allowed to rule out detention, as per the provisions of 
Article 10 of the CPC, which has assigned the q1mlity of Judicial Police Officer to a 
certain category of employees in the security system, namely the Police 
Superintendents, the Constables ond the Chief Constablss and the National Guarrl 
Officers, captains, Deputy Officers ;:inci National Guard Chief Centres. This 
classification is in keeping with the quality of the Judicial Police Offir,Ars AS rer Article 
10, above mentioned, and the fourth parag1oµl1 ot A1lide b of Lile by-laws of Ille 
Internal Security 1--orces (~l. 

(
1

) r,f 1 A1Ah Elloumi : Human Rights in Llie Criminal Procedure Legislation before Judgement -
Republic of Tunisia - Human R1ohls Protection in the Criminal Pm1,;eL1urn Laws 111 l11e Arab World 
(International Congress for International Studies at Syracuse jointly w1tll L11e Egyptian University of 
Criminal Law - Cairo December 161

h -20u1
, 1989) p. 2 

(
2

) Ref., for example Pradel J. "La Phase Preparatoire du Proces Penal en Droit Compare R.S.C. 1983 
- p. 628 to 630 
(
3

) Hatem Dachraoui: "the lndivkt11al Rights ~mrl the PolicA Prnrogatives" Op. Cit. 

(
4
) Cf. the Law n° 70-1982, dated August 2nd, 1982, relating to fixing the General By-Laws of the 

Interior Security Forces - Official Gazette of the Republic of Tunisia n° 54 issued on Dec. 10-13, 1982 
p. 1827. 
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Through examining all these grades in the Internal Security Officers ranking, it 
becomes clear that the quality of the Judicial Police and in particular the authority 
limiting freedom was ~iven exclusively to a certain category of officers that can justify 
competence and some professional commitment, that the Legislator cherishes 1n 
order to secure some balance and moderation in executing all the different 
"dangerous" procedures. 

However, practically speaking, the Legislator's aim may not be fulfilled and all the 
different procedures become subject to the judgement of other officers that are not 
covered by the law, so they conduct the investigation and rule out detention, whereas 
the qualified officers just sign and approve. This situation may empty out a lot of the 
loQal g11arantees nt their nnntonts anrl mc:ay glv'= lu l111s pr tJcerh m:::i, one~ Rgain, en 
r:irhitrary aspect. 

II - The qualification of the Customs Agents to Operate Detention 

Amon!=} the administrative agents listed under the heading of the Judicial Police, the 
Legislator especially gave to the CuBlums Agents the possib1l1ty to have recourse to 
detention on the occasion of investigating the customs crime, provided for in the 
Customs Code. 

They are s11hjent, as s11c:h, to the same cond1t1ons and procedures that are imposed 
on the Judicial Police Officers, in the Police and National Guard. The general by-laws 
of the Customs Agents, defined the agents that can enjoy the quality of a Judicial 
Police Officer, namely the nep1ity Inspector, the Customs Lieutenant, the Customs 
Office Chief and the Head of a Customs Squad. 

One should point out, first of all, that these rankings reflect the Legislator's concern to 
secure competence in the party that decides for the detention procedure. In addition 
to this limitation, Article 13 bis has identified the prerogatives of the Customs Agents 
exclusively within the framework of the qualification granted to them by the Customs 
Code; their recourse to detention, as such, relates to those crimes exclusively. It is an 
exceptional qualification whereas the Judicial Police Officers in the Police and the 
National Guard are, in principle, qualified to handle the crimes object of lhe 
investigation which requires detention. 

However, if one compares Article 13 bis of the CPC with the prov1s1ons of the 
Customs Code, and in particular Articles 197 and 207, it appears that there exists 
some unclear polnls wllll 1esµed lo lllls quallticalion. Tile nr st rnlA AllDws llle 
Customs Agent to have recourse to delenlion whereas Articles 197 and 207 of the 
Customs Code allow them to arrest any person, caught red handed, then hand him 
over to the Judicial system, or the Police or the National Guard, which raises the 
ciuestion about the efficiency ot handing over lllR suspect lD sud1 a11 eut11orlty, in 
order to execute the Law, if the first authority has enough prerogatives to examine 
the crimes part of its qualitrcations, then to draft minutes in this respect and operate 
detention. 

In our opinion, the duality of the quallt1cat1on to operate detention cannot be a 
handicap in front of the two authorities to let them enjoy the possibility to rule out this 
procedure. The Customs Authority can operate detention on the individuals caught 
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red handed or their handing over to the Police and the National Guard. The 
Legislator may be aware of this duality which may produce better chances in 
rlisc:overing crimes and ar:hiAvino rmsitivo results in the investigation. 

Ill - The Possibility for the JudgP.s to Operate Detention, as Judicial Police 
Officers 

We previously stated that limiting the authorities that are allowed to operate the 
detention institution aims at limiting the field of application to this procedure. Despite 
the fact that the Legislator seems to be straight forward in limiting these authorities 
through the provisions of Article 13 bis, which refers to Article 10 of the CPC, several 
questions however rcmoin 1 innnswAr8d wilt1 r~spect to the admission to hi-lv~ 
recourse to tt11s procedure by other parties not included II 1e1oi11 Then=! i~ nn rlnubt 
that the limitation provided for in Article 13 bis, aims at withdrawing the qualification 
to have recourse to detention from parties other than the Judicial Police Officers, 
above mentioned. However, does the silence of the text with respect to the authority 
of the officers from the judicial sector mean a refusal or an approval? The approval is 
justified by the fact tt1al lt1e Head of ll 1e Prosecution in the standard cases, and the 
Examining Magistrate, are considered as the authority controlling detention and its 
enforcement, willl 1 esµed lo ll 1ei1 11oli fie.a lion thereof and their ruling out of any 
oxtension The rrindfil9 Is th~t the ci11lllo1 ily wl1id1 cAn dn mor~ can do less. This 
arrroach is in keeping with the quality of the Head ot the Prosecution since he is the 
President of the Judicial Police, but the governing authority remains in most of the 
cases the actual executing authority. 

The refusal option may rely on the particularity of detention as a procedure which the 
Legislator exclusively limited to the Judicial Police Officers in charge of the 
preliminary investigation This opinion is in keeping with the classification of the 
different procedures that deprive the individual of his freedom, namely those 
operated by the Judicial authorities and those limited lo l11e administrative security 
authorities. This option seems to be more logical considering that the Examining 
Magistrate has an absolute qualification in ordering the Judicial Warrants <

1l and that 
the Head of the Prosecution has got the same in the flagrant cases, and even in the 
cases where he rleems it morn appropriate to detain a suspect, he will not operate 
detention by himself but he will order the Judicial Police Officers, above mentioned, 
to execute such a detention. 

Accordingly, it is mandatory to point out that detention, As fiAr the rnoulations set to it 
by lhe Leyislalo1, Is a µ1 oceclu1 e 111le1 id111y al depriving the individual of his freedom 
temporarily, for the sAke of preliminary investigation, by the Judicial Police Officers, 
mentioned in Article 13 bis, and nobody else; and practically speaking, to deprive 
individuals of their freedom by any other party will not be considered as detention. (2) 

Tl1us, 111 the 1 unisian Law, limiting the ruling authrnily is co11side1 ed as 011e of tile 
classification standards of the institution that deprive individuals of their freedom 

(i) Cf. Article 78 and the articles thereafter ot the Criminal Procedure Code concerning the jutlidal 
warrants 
(
2

) Cf. Hatem Dachraoui : The Individual Rights and the Prerogatives of the Police - Memoir for the 
award of the Advanced Post Graduate Studies Diploma - Tunis Faculty of Law and Political Sciences 
1995-1996 - Op. Cit. 
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Second Section: Limiting the Detention Term 

Until th0 I aw of Novemher 2Rth, 1987, detention was not regulated in the Tunisian 
Law. This situation was an opportunity for arbitrariness at the level of the preliminary 
investigation. The detainee was deprived sometimes of the minimum guarantees, so 
he walked into the detention centres without knowing for how long he will stay there, 
whereas the Judicial Police Officer relies on the investigation necessity to justify this 
procedure, which is likely to empty out the suspect's legal guarantees of their 
contents. Limiting the detention term, represents therefore one of the means to 
protect the basic rights of the individuals in general and the detainees, in particulm, 
within the framework of a legislation policy driving at striking a balance between the 
1111avoidahle hrear:h ot the 1nrl1v1rl11al's trnorlom tor th~ Selk~ of l11e ii 1vesliua1 in11 
interest and the protection ot the individual's basic rights, as pa1 l of ll1e exceµliu11al 
implementation of such a procedure. 

All these reasons pusherl the Tunisian Legislator to break the ice with respect to the 
detention period and to codify the issue by limiting the initial period, then fixing the 
possibility ot its extAnsion and the authority in clla1 ge lherewith. 

When the Tunisian Legislator llad opled for regulating detention, it W£l!3 mandatory to 
!-l~t tt11s 111!.-ll1fl 111< )11 insir:le a restrir:tion fr;.arn~wor I~ lllal i111pusGs a limt"t con~traint on the 
operation of this rror,erl1 H'R He l1as likewise endeavoured to brin~ back the 
detainees to the freedom principle at least within one of the requirements for its 
application, by fixing the period that detention takes. This is what the Legislator has 
tried to do by limiting the 1111tral term (A) h11t hA has regulated ils exlens.ion (B); one is 
also bound to focus on the calculation of the detention period (C). 

A - The Detention Initial Term in the Tunisian Law 

The detention period, before the issue of the Law dated November 26th' 1987, was 
not limited and even the administrative circulars issued by the Ministry of Interior (1) 

and which were very flexible in dealing with the detention period and void of any 
subordination to the Law, were often left aside on the field, which meant that the 
Judicial Police Officers dealt with the issue freely, which made this procedure last 
more than the period ner,essAry for the conductinQ of the investigation in adequate 
cond1t1ons. (2) With the Issue of the Law of 1987, the Legislator defined the initinl 
rncixirnum period for detention to four rlnys, whir:h the text authors considered as 
enou~h to delimit the li£lbilities and to set a limit for the personal interrrntAtions and 
for any possible misuse ot authority. (1) Tl11s pe11ucl seems to be relatively long, If 
compared to the comparative legislations options; however it is the interest of the 
investigation which may have pushed the Legislator through the Law of 1987, to 

11 ) Such as the circular of April 2ni:1 and August 2i1u1
, rn 11 

(
2

) Cf. Wahid Bounenni "The Legal depriving of the individual freedom without a court sentence" 
Conferences of the Tunisian Criminal Law Society 1995-1996 p. 33 
(
3

) Cf. the report of the Political Affairs Committee and the General Legislation Committee -
Deliberations of the House of Representatives n° 5 - Session of November 21 st. 1987 
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select this period, considering that the Judicial Police Officers were not used to 
limiting the detention period within a similar short deadline. This may have hindered 
thn coursQ of lhe investigation, at least in the first rmioci, when the text came into 
force. Then, being aware of the length of this period, and its un-matching with the 
new trends in the legislation policies, in the field of human rights, Anrl in an attempt to 
consolidate the guarantee that the detention period is limited, the Legislator stepped 
in again to reduce the initial period for detention, by virtue of the Law n° 89-1999, 
dated August 2nd, 1999, down to three days, in order to meet the requirements of the 
preliminary investigation for such a period, for its smooth conducting in order to 
discover the crime. 

B Extendin{:J the l1etent1on Period 

The distinction hetween the initial period and the extension period 1s JUSt1t1ed by the 
fact that the first one reflects a direct legislation option to limit the detention term for a 
period necessary to conduct the investigation; whereas the extension requires 
exceptional cases, such as compliance to the requirements of the detention. 
Extension requires basically a valid argumentation to justify il or the interference ot 
another authority to analyse the soundness of the extension and control it. Although 
the comparative leglslat1ons took c.Mf e1 enl attitudes In extending or r efusi1 l!J l11is 
arlrlitional reriorl, anrl in limiting the E111thorlty In charge, be il tile Judicial Authority or 
the Administrative A.11thority of tt1P. SP.t~urily Sysle111s, Lhe dec1s1011 ot the l unisian 
Legislator was clear with respect to the admission of the extension in "Extreme 
Cases", i.e. the cases required by the investigation necessity. 

Regulating the extension of the detention terms in the Tunisian Law covered the 
extension authority which became unrler A jtJdicial rrnmdate, either through the Head 
of the Prosecution, in most of the cases, or the Examining Magistrate in case of a 
rogatory delegation. (1) 

But the Law of December 26u', 1987, provided for the possibility to extend this term 
twice. The first extension is for four days, equal to the initial term, the second for a 
couple of days. This makes up altogether a relatively long period for the detention 
overall period, although the separation between these different periods of time gives 
a guarantee to the detainee since any extension must be properly justified. 

The Law of August 2nd, 1999, has provirlerl for the limitation of this extension 
possibility into one single period, of three days. Actually extension, only once, oives 
an ultimate importance to this proc)ed111A, l>A1~11s8 Ille ~ove111i11y aul11orily will flurely 
make sure that the conditions are met and especially U1ose relating to the good 
conducting of the investigation, it makes up as well a sound motive to the initial 
investigAtor to complete Lile investigation requirements as early as the first period, 
just in case oxtenmon will not be granted. 

(i) Cf. Article 13 bis and Article 57 of the CPC 
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From a practical point of view, the real dealing with the set period for detention 
seems to be more precise than what has been authorised by the texts. The Head of 
Hm Prosec11finn nr thA Fx<=imining MrigistrntA, thrJt mo authorised to extend, in writing, 
the limited period, usually take precautions on this occasion about the detention 
justification and efficiency, starting from the availability of the suspicions with respect 
to the detainee and the seriousness of the investigation and the reason behind 
detention, so they step in the investigation in order to check up to what extent the 
procedure complies with the mandatory requirements to unveil the crime. This results 
in great guarantees to the detainees especially that the written formula of the 
extension stands as an obstacle in front of the Judicial Police Officers who 8pply for 
the extension only if there are serious and efficient justifications in this respect. 

The detention period, limited by the Legislator, represents one ol llH~ mos! 
outstanding guarantees, behind the regulations of the detention 1nst1tut1on, and no 
matter the results of the investigation, the end of the period will mean either the 
release of the suspect or his handing over to the judicial authority. The individual 
likewise will go back to his natural freedom or he will be entrusted to the judicial 
authority, thA initial guarantor of the individual's liberlies. 

C - The Calculation or lhe Detention Period 

The detention reriod is worked out in terms of hours and days. IJopcnding on the 
period, some rules must be available which allow the guarantee of the legal rights of 
the detainee to leave the frame of detention, as per the Law provisions. 

Concerning the beginning of the period, the Laws disagree in this respect <
1l, some of 

ll 1ern ii iduue ll 1e µer iud 11ecessa1 y fur Lile lr a1 isporlation of tha detainee up to the 
detention centre, in the calculation of the term. As long as this period of time 
corresponds to some hours and the detention period, as a whole, does not exceed a 
certain number of hours, the issue is of a great Importance. Some other legislation 
considered that the calculation of the detention period starts from the first 
interrogation, because it may not be possible to question a suspect at the first stages 
of the investigation, which does not achieve the basic purpose of the detention, 
especially if the interrogation impossibility is due to the suspect's refusal. 

Tile Tunisian Law kept silent with respect to this issue. However, with a logical 
explanation of the purpose of thA rlAtention institution based on the investigation 
necessity condition, as per Article 13 bis, one is bound to consider the period spent 
by the detainee ol the 5orviGG of thH .Judrc1al Pulice Officers in order to con<i11r,t H1H 
invest1gat1on, in the calculation of the detention period. Concerning the end of the 
detention f)Ariorl, the prevailing practises have shown that the last day is used to 
present the detainee in front of the I lead of the Prosecution or the Examining 
M£1g1strato in order to complete some que~lionings, if needs be Pr c1d1cally sµeak111~, 
the detention term ends with the enrl of its period and with presenting the concerned 
to the Public Prosecution to decide on whether to release him in case a non suit is 
ruled out or to transfer him in front of the judgement council or the continuing of the 
investigation while he is at large, or arresting him while he is being transferred in front 
of the council or the Examining Magistrate. 

(i) Cf. Pradel "Droit Penal Compare" Op. Cit. 
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SECOND RESEARCH: FIXING THE DETENTION PROCEDURES 

IJetention is un inslilutinn depriving individuals of their frr.r.rlom. Any procedure it 
requires secures a certain protection to the detainee. Any issue that is not regulated 
by tt1e Law may be transformed as an excuse for arbitrariness and a means to inflict 
an additional pressure which was not meant by the Law when codifying this 
procedure. However, in addition to the above, the Legislator adopted the detention 
procedure in order to secure the detainees guarantees, which turned its codification 
into a listing of the authorised means to protect the individual's rights. Article 13 bis, 
provided for the regulation of the detention inslilulion and the fixing of its procedures 
which make up guarantees granted to the concerned individuals such as the 
pr ucedure relating to the keer1n11 ot f1 rletention rer,orrl ( l-1rst PIA~) tiind Lt1i: possibilily 
for the detainee to undergo a medical check up (Second Plea) and Lile p1 oceclur es 
relating to the detention notification (Third Plea). 

First Section: the Detention Record 

Among the introduced guarantees in the detention instilulior1, there is t11e obligation 
to keep a special record for this procedure, as per the provisions of Article 13 bis of 
the CPC, which obliges the keeping of a special record for the dele11Lior1 (Fir sl 
Paragrarh) anrl t1xes the ner,essary inrlir,ntlons to be included i11 il (Second 
Paragraph), which prorl1.1ces g11arnntees to the rletainee (Third Paragraph). 

First Paragraph: the Keeping of a Detention Record is Mandatory 

Since the Law of November 26th, 198/, the Legislator obliges the Judicial Police 
Officer 8, in d 1a1 ~e ol detention, to keep In the detenliun G811l1 tlb, a ::.pecial record for 
this procedure. The mandatory nature stems from the rrovisions of Article 13 bis of 
the CPC. Since the amendment of the mentioned article, as per the Law of August 
2nd, 1999, the pages of the record became numbered and signed by the Heeld ur l11e 
Prosecution or one of his deputies. This record also acquired a special nature, which 
made it different from the other standard administration records that are meant to 
regulate the activities of the security and National Guard centres. It makes up a 
written support that accompanies the detainee during all the detention period. 

The detention record is a procedure that is echoed in several comparative laws, 
which hnve required its keeping for various purposes, the most important being the 
confirmation of the detention procedure and the different surrounding conditions, anrl 
enabling the administrative and Jud1c1al inspection authorities to dispose of a moai1s 
to check the enforcement of the requirements Rnrl guarantees lhal are provided by 
the Law, to protect the rletRinees. However, the importance of this record in 
proter,ting the rights of the individuals, subject to the detention, is not based on the 
obligation to keep the record only, but also on the indications that the I AOislalor 
requested to make therein. 

Second Paragraph: Detention record's Indications 

In order to play the role set out by the Legislator for the detention record, as a tool, 
reflecting the different procedures occurring during detention, which guarantees to 
the detainee his legal rights, it is a must for the Legislator to complete the obligation 
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for the record keeping with indications that secure the respect of the guarantees 
provided for by the Law. 

The first indication is about the identity of the detainee. At the beginning, may be this 
indication has no importance in the detainee's guarantees, however, practically, the 
listing of the identity in the record seems to be a major procedure that enables the 
activation of the evidencing purpose of the record through the registration of the 
Judicial Police Officers' acknowledgement that the detainee is under his custody. 
Hence, the other different procedures and the assumed guarantees in relation 
Lher elo and t11e liabilities resulting therefrom ore subject to the indication of the 
identity to prove the individual concerned by detention and to check up to what extent 
the other rror,orl1 ires, :=is fHr r.a~ tltil is concerned, have be~11 1 ~~p~d~d <

1
> I lemce, ll 1e 

ind1cat1on of the identity, despite its being ohvi< )I JS, sincP. it i5 one of the standard l::lrH..i 

administrative indications, makes up an important element in the enforcement of U1e 
legal guarantees especially that the violations that may be registered with respect to 
the detention procedure, are likely to use the identity to deny the existence of the 
concerned individual in the detention centres. 

Article 13 bis also imposed the indication of the beginning of the detention and its 
end, day wise and hour wise. In addition to tho importance of this indicc:ltion, 1n 
r,Alr,11IAting the detention pe1iud, as long as it is precisely fixed, mentioning the 
!>~ginning of detention has a procedure importance since it represents exclu::>iv~ly lhe 
prosecution deeds that interrupt or that suspend the public prescription period. At 
another level, the calculation of the detention period, has got another purpose since it 
1s rlP.rl11r,tP.d from the civil senlence period, in case a judgement is ruled out. 
Furthermorn, the Legislator is elaborating a motion allowing those who have been 
deprived of their freedom then proved to be innocent after judgement, to be entitled 
to a fair compensation. Hence, determining in a precise way, the beginning and the 
end of the detention period, has a great importance at several levels, however, its 
importance remains duly confirmed in lhe guarantee to enforce the legal 
requirements which are introduced by the Legislation with respect to detention, in 
such a way that the individual can exercise his rights and the liability of the involved 
parties can be called upon, when necessary. At another level, the Article dealing with 
detention, req1.1ested to indicate on the detention record, the notification to be made 
to the det8inee's family. This indication translates the Legislator's aim at securing the 
best chances lo a successful enforcement of the procedures relating to detention. 
This indicntion rnminds the Judicial Police Officer of the ohliOAtion to proceed with the 
family notification and sets out evidence whether this procedure has been respected 
or not. It Is the same expecled purpose from th~ ~pp II ea lion lo under yo a medical 
check up if it is introduced by the detainee or one of his relatives that are entitled to 
do so. This indication proves whether the medical check up has actually occurred or 
not. However, from a practical point of view, the security authorities have been used 
to adding some other lnrllr:r-itions on Lile delenlion record, required by ttl~ 
administrative work, including the number of the drafted minutes and the reasons for 
detention and the belongings left with the judicial police and the quality of the Judicial 
Police Officer <

2
> . 

<
1J Ref. Abdallah Al Ahmadi "Human Rights and General Liberties in Tunisia" Op. Cit. p. 384 

<
2

> Cf. Attachment n° 2 to the Memoir 
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These additional indications are dictated by the reality and the internal regulations of 
the police and National Guard centres. They nonetheless do provide additional 
guar.111tAA~ to the detainee sincn thP.y mRlrn the inspection of the conditions of the 
detention procedure easier. 

Third Paragraph: The Guarantees extended by keeping a Detention Record 

The efficiency of the different legal guarantees extended to the detainees basically, 
depends on how they are implemented, practically speaking. This requires a 
codification of the implementation means, and the availability of ways copablc of 
unveiling any violation made in this respect. There is no doubt that the Tunisian Law, 
thro11gh the keering of e rletention recorrl, Rnr:I th~ listing t11erein of all the manrlatory 
inrorrnation, endeavoured to produce a roforence that allow~ a chi:cking or the 
rlP.tAinee's actual situation and the outcome of the guarantees to which he is entitled, 
in addition to the fact that the said record makes the inspection authority work easier. 
However, one should point out that dealing with the detention institution relies in most 
of the cases on the fairness of the Judicial Police Officer in charge of collecting the 
necessary means to proceed with every d1ecking about the implementation of the 
r:letainee's guarantees. This is logical as long as the Legislator wants to strike an 
equation between t11e r !gilts of tile individuals subject to detention and the goneral 
interest omhorlierl hy thA Investigation dficien<~y lr1 nn c;:i!';e, thP.~P. QUarantees will be 
turnerl into ohst<-iclP.s lh<1t the investigation faces, which may hinder the investigation 
course. However, the detention record remains one of the legal means to protect the 
detainee's rights to enjoy these guarantees to which he is entitled. The role of the 
record in this respect h;:,s A srP.clal feature since it makes up a reference for the 
respect of the remaining legal guarantees and an essential element in confirming any 
v1olat1on thereto by the Judicial Polic~ Officer or up to what extent the mandatory 
detention conditions are fulfilled. This is possible when there is an efficient inspection 
on all the different structures whether they are administrative or judicial. However, the 
existence of the evidence means, embodied by the detention record, can nullify the 
offered possibility to prove the contrary, so that the liability of the officers in charge 
can be engaged and the outcome of the proofs collected during detention can be 
assessed. 

Second Section: the Possibility (for the detainee) to undergo a medical check 
up 

As a protection to the body immunity of the indivirlt rcil, Artide 1 ~ his rrovir:led for the 
possibility tor the detainee tu u11de1 go a medic.al c.l 1eck up. The Legl::;l~tor t1o::i 
regulated the application to be made in this respect. He suggested mentioning it on 
the detP.ntion minutes. In order to understand the motives behind this procedure and 
what kind of merits it offers to the detainee, one should examine the application for 
the medical check up (1-rrst ParagrC;tph) and the r.icti 1AI mP.dlcal check uµ (Secund 
Paragraph) 

First Paragraph: Applying for the Medical Check up 

The detainee or one of his ascendants, relatives, brothers and sisters or his wife can 
apply for a medical check up in favour of the detainee. This possibility is allowed by 
the Legislator during the detention period or upon its expiry. Although some see in 
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this possibility a legal guarantee to protect the safety of the detainees as long as the 
society is responsible for them while they are deprived of their freedom for the sake 
of tho invo~lig:.alion, Professor I amhert, on the r,ontrnry, considers that the main 
purpose of the medical check up is to protect the individuals against the possible 
violence danger. <

1
) Hence, it is possible to confirm whether the rhysicr.il fitness of the 

detainee has been violated or not during the detention period. This procedure, in the 
Tunisian Law, is subject to an application to be introduced by the above mentioned 
persons. This excludes the mandatory medical check up cases as set out by some 
comparative laws. <

2
) Article 13 did not specify the authority in charge of examining 

the application for medical check up ; t10wever, it obliged the Judicial rolice Officer to 
list such requests in the detention minutes. Based on the foregoing, one can consider 
lhal lhe J11dir:ial Polir:@ Ott1r.er in r.hargc ot tho rletAntion And the liirf i;r i;11l pwcedur es 
relatinq thereto, enjoys the authority to roce1ve the medical check up 8pplic811011s tJ) 

But is it not possible to make this application to the Head of the Prosecution since he 
is the president of the judicial police and the authority that is governing the detention 
procedure? 

The Government's representative, when debating aboul Ar Lide 13, replied that "the 
applicrition can be made to the a11thority investigating the case; it can also be made 
to the Head ot the Prosecution. There Is 110 li111ilaliu11 wil11 resµecl lo lhe concerned 
rarty to whir.h the 0rrllriation can he mArlA" ('1) 

There is no doubt that the right extended by the Legislator to the detainee stops 
when the application for the medical check up is made. This raises the issue of the 
outcome of such an appllcat1on. 1:3asir-Ally, the wording "application" means l11al there 
is a wish to undergo a medical check up. It does not mean that the recipient party is 
obliged, in all the cases, to comply with this wish. An objective answer seems to 
require that one should acknowledge that the Judicial Police Officer or the Head of 
the Prosecution to whom the application is made, has got the authority to judge the 
soundness of the application and decide its outcome, either to accept il or lo lurn it 
down, based on the detainee's health conditions, on one hand and the smooth 
conducting of the investigation, on the other, so that this legal guarantee will not be 
used as a lame excuse to hinder the investigation. Judging from all the foregoing, the 
intention of the Legislator, through the introduction of the possibility to apply for a 
medical check up, is to enable the r,oncerned authority to assess the compliance of 
this procedure with the available data about the physical fitness of the detainee and 
the srnoott1 conducting of the investigation. However, it is possible to use this 
assessment authority to deprive the individual of a possibility legally offered to him 
And to empty out the legal guarantee of its r,ontents r.ind its eft1c1ency, especially that 
the medical check up may produce evidence to dispute the Judicial Police Officer, 
when a claim regarding A physical aggression is brought forward. Hence, the 

~L~mbert "Prcci3 de Police Judiciaire selon le Nouveau Code compare a l'Ancien" l >p Clt 
<
2

) In the French Law, the submittal to a medical chec:k up is mandatory when the detention period is 
extended 
- Cf. Article 63-3 2nd paragraph of the French Criminal Code 
- Cf. also Article 59 of the CPC 
(:1) Cf. Abdallah Al Ahmadi Op. Cit p. 383 
<
4

) Cf. the debates of the House of Representatives about the Law of November 261
h, 1987 - session 

dated November 21s\ 1987 
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Investigator may use the non binding nature of this procedure to turn down the 
L1pplic1:ation, which raises the isf>tm of the efficiency of such a lef:JAI f1l i:=irnntee 
Regarding the quashing possibility against the decision, some ( t) consider that 1t 1s not 
possible based on the rule "no quashing without a text". 

Nevertheless, the application for a medical check up was authorised by the Legislator 
during the detention and after its expiry. It is likewise possible during all the detention 
period. Although it is basically offered to the individual, it makes up a presumption 
that detention is being conducted under "normal" conditions, and that the investigator 
is fair and he respects the legal requirements. One must recall that the Legislator, 
sinr;e the am~mrlment ot Ai 1g11st ;.> 11u, ·1 !1!1!1, obliged l11e JuJic.ial Police Offic,e1 lo 1 eaJ 
out the law provisions, as tar as his situation is conce1 ned, lo the detainee, using a 
language he understands. This strips him off any excuse for the failure to exercise 
this right whenever there is a need to do so. 

Second Paragraph: the Medical Check up Procedure 

The medical check up procedure implementation supposes that the relating 
application has been acceµleJ. Al lllis slage, some questions are raised about tho 
nomination ot the AXAmlnlng doctor wt10, in some systems <

2i, can be selected by the 
detainee or his rnl:=itives, whereas others consider that he should be norninaled by a1 l 
order from the Judicial Police Officer or the Head of the Prosecution. (.3) Generally 
speaking, most of the jurists consider that the detBinee or his relatives cannot stick to 
their option to seler;t the rloc:tor <

4l- Concerning the necessary expenses for this 
medical check up, they can he, in the absence of a dear cut solution, in the Tunision 
Law, borne by the State's fund since the medical check up is listed among the 
investigation requirements that provide for detention and that the detainee remains at 
the service of investigator. Hence, Society bears this kind of expenses. 

At another level, the medical check up procedure raises the issue of the mission of 
the examining doctor. The French Legislator was clear when fixing the mission of the 
examining doctor who has to assess up to what extent the detention conditions are 
respectful of the detainee's health conditions <

5l and who can survey the impacts of 
the aggressions thot are made on the detainee, physically speaking. However, in 
tront of the silenc:e of the Tunisian Legislator in this respect, one con say that the role 
of the examining doctor is limited to identifying the health problems that the detainee 
has encountered during detention and the consequences resulting therefrom. This 
obliges him to li:.;l all tile e;o11dus1011s of ll 1e medical r.h~r,I< up in H c~1 lificale l11at will 
be added to the detainee's file. But does the guarantee of the medical chock up stop 
at this point? 

(l) Cf. Abdallah Al Ahmadi "Human Rights and 13en1m:ll I lt>e1lie~ In Tunisia" Oµ. Cil. 
<
2l Cf. for example, the Algerian I 8w: Ref. Mohamed Mehda: the Suspect's guarantees during the 
preliminary investigation. l::.d. "Dar El Houda" - Algier~ 1942 p. 150 
Pl Cf. for example the French Law Article 63-3, 3rr1 paragraph French Criminal Code 

<
1l Cf. Puech Jurrclasseur Proc. Pen. Ar Lide 53 Lo 73. Op. Cit. 

(!:i) Op. Cit. 
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Basically, one must admit that the doctor's mission is two folded. His first mission is a 
stanrlarrl nm=!, rn~mely examining the detainee to check his health conditions. The 
second one is to identify some injuries that have occurred during the detention 
period. There is no doubt that the intention of the I egislator rnJt of these two roles, 
stems from his confirmation of the possibility to apply for the medical check up and its 
extension to the successful applicants and then, to list this application in the 
detention minutes. 

The medical diagnosis of the detainee's health condition enables the detainee to 
prepare evidencing means that he may need to confirm the detention conditions or 
the or:cLJrrence ot some practices to which he has bee11 exµoseu uuli11g LI 1c dele11lio11 
procedure. The same met:ms me nccrlorl hy thA .JLJd1c1al Police Officers In charge ot 
the case, to retute the suspect's claims and are used by UH:~ Head of llle P1 oseculio11 
and the Examining Magistrate in deciding about the outcome of the investigations 
conducted durinq detention. 

Howeve1, Ll1is guarantee, recently introduced in the Tunisian Law, rP.qLJires, jusl like 
any other Quarantees, the existence of practical means to secure its enforcement so 
that the purpose of its existence nnd its efficiency can be achieved, as targeted by 
lhe I C(JiSl8ln1, i11 .:m allernpl to ~trik~ the desired balance betwenn thn rrotnction of 
the individual's pride and the smooth conducting of llle µ1 el1111111a1 y er i111i11al 
investigation. 

Third Section: The Nolificalion of the Detention 

Detention has become a legal institution required by the legislations, as a compliance 
with the investigation needs, it is no longer a secret issue and the Judicial Police 
Officer is obliged to notify the recourse to such an institution. The expected purpose 
of the notification procedures is different. In most cases, the notification represents 
one ot the guarantees that are provided for by the Law in favour of the dotninee. This 
is outstanding through the notification of the suspect (First Paragraph) and the 
notification of the family (Second Paragraph) and the notification of the Head of the 
Prosecution (Third Paragraph). 

First Paragraph: Notification of the Detention to the Suspect 

Among the basic rights for the defence is to notify the suspect of the charges against 
him and of the different proceedings h~ is su1Jj0d to Tllis riglll is ra11ked as a hA;:;ic 
rule for the fairness of the criminal investigation. (1) This procedure becomes more 
important with respect to the suspect against whom the charge elements are not 
drawn out yet, tm is covered by tl1e investigation only hecat rse there are s1 rsridnns 
thEJ.t he could hAVH cornrnilled lhe crime. Notrt1cation of the arlorterl rrnr:erl11rP., 
against individuals, in general, and suspects, in particular, has a great importance as 
long as this procedure affects the freedom of the individual as it is the case in the 
detention procedure. 

(1) Cf. Mcd H6di Lnkhoua : Principe de la Loyaute These Op (;it 
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Before codifying the detention issue, the notification of the individual about this 
procedure remained an outstanding question. The fact that notification was not 
m~nrlatnry might t11rn, :::ir,tliAlly into a sudden practice that transformed the temporary 
depriving of the individual of his freedom into some sort of a sudden and unexpected 
arrest which contradicted with the justifications of detention, dictated by the general 
interest of the criminal investigation and which could not be ruled out by the general 
authority represented by the Judicial Police Officer. 

When the Law has set out the foundation elements of the detention institution, its 
procedure requirements and in particular, the identification of practical limits, which 
are bound by the individuals' rights, under the requirements of the innocence 
presumption, the Legislator mrp 1P.stP.d ll1e 11olificalion of the suspect about the 
procedure he is subjoct to, through fulfilling lt1e conrlition nt hrs srgnrng the minutes or 
the indication of his refusal and the reasons behind it. However, il t1as become c.lear 
that this legal condition does not secure a real protection of the detainee's right when 
assessing his legal status. The Legislator stepped in once again as per the Law of 
August 2nd, 1999 and included in Article 13 bis, a clear cut provision whereby the 
Judicial Police Officer is obliyed lo notify the suspect, in a language that the latter 
11nr!P.rst:::inds, about the procedure ruled out against him, its reasons and its term, in 
addilion lo Lile 1 eadir l~ oul lo llim of Lile 1 clevanl law including the possibility to apply 
fo1 ~ medi<:al d1s1:k 1 rp d111 i111J Ille delentinn p~riod. This is why the Tt rnisian I aw 
rankArl thP- notification, from a stand and formalrty that may resull trurn U le r eadrng of 
the detention minutes, on the occasion of its signing, and in which one is subsidiarrly 
informed of the procedure itself, through his coming across of the statements 
recorded against him, up to the legal duly lllat is to be assumed by the Judicial Police 
Officer in charge of the detP-ntion, and which must take place before the interrogation 
starts. This attitude wCJ.s adopted by most of the cornpamtive laws C

1
> There is no 

doubt that notifyinq the detainee of the procedure framework, its legal requirernenls 
and the guarantees offered to him, as per the provisions of Article 13 bis, extends a 
greater efficiency to the conducting of this procedure and opens the door to the 
detainee to stick to his rights and to enjoy what the Law can guarantee to him once 
he acknowledges his legal status. Notification of this procedure to the suspect plays 
also a role in implementing the legal guarantees and also allows the detainee to 
avoid being surprised by depriving him of his freedom, so that he can provide 
solutions to his own affairs. 

(i) Cf. for example, Article 63-1 of the French Criminal Code and in France, this principle was adopted 
by the Jurisprudence, for example Crim March 151 

- ih, . Bull.Crim n° 80 and 89 - Dalloz 1994 -
St 1111111<.ll y p 1.'iR 
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Second Paragraph: Notification to the Family 

The effects of detention are not limited only to the detainees but they also touch the 
parties living around them, especially their families who are affected by the operation 
of the procedure itself This procedure leaves behind material results, especially 
psychological, with the members of the detainee's families. For these reasons, some 
legislations decided to include this procedure as part of the obligations of the Judicial 
Police Officers, in charge of detention, as it is the case for example, of the French 
Law, whereas other regimes kept silent in this respect. 

In the 1 unisian Law, it was natural tt1at this procedure dld lllJt exist befrne tile Lciw uf 
November 25th, 1987, since the detention institution was kept as a secret. Even the 
Law of 1987 has not included the issue of nolirying the relatives about the operation 
of detention. Although this legal silence did not make up a refusal, the fact that the 
detention procedure remained subject to the judgement of the Judicial Police 
prevented from listing it among the detainee's guarantees ; the individual could not 
stick to, and the officer in charge of detention did not feel, its binding nature as an 
obligation. These motives pusherl the I egislator to slep in, in 1999, he tt irned this 
procedure into a now obligation borne by the Judicial Polir,e Offir,ers, knowing very 
well that It Is only Lile oblil:Jalion nature that secure~ an ade4uate entorcement to the 
institution of detention. 

Article 1 J bis did not fix the means that are to be adopted to inform the family, 
however, from a practical point of view, this notification can be made either over the 
telephone or directly. The notification method does not make a problem as long as 
the most important thing is making sure that the notification has actually occurred, so 
that the members of the family can discard the concern they have supposed as a 
result of the absence of one of their members and to endeavour, accordingly, to take 
the necos~ary measures in tt1is respect and protect his interests. 

The importance of the notification either to the detainee or to the family as a legal 
procedure makes up a taking off from a past wherein this procedure was kept under 
silence, with all the complications resulting therefrom. 

Third Paragraph: Notification to the Head of the Prosecution 

Since its amendment, detention has become a procedure in which the judicial body is 
involved through the mandatory notification of the Head ot the Prosecution about the 
operation of the detention itself, or his stepping in to extend its term. The intervention 
of Lile Head ot the Prosec11tinn A8 A legal procedur Id exeeeds ll 1e fad l11at it is simrly 
a notification operation. One sl1ould ask in this respect about the legislatory purposes 
for the necessity to go for such a notification. The Head of the Prosecution, as a 
judicial authority, has some particularities with respect to the criminal procedures. It 
represents, on one hand, the Public Prosecution and as such, can follow up the 
procedure and its enforcement, it is also the authority presiding over the Judicial 
Police, on the other. The Legislator tried to involve the Head of the Prosecution in the 
procedures relating to detention. Although this involvement is achieved legally 
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through this notification, it provides great guarantees to the detainee since the 
notification made by the Judicial Police Officers makes them, practically speaking, 
11nrler his r,ontrol, which also obliges them to respect the leQal requirements and the 
basic guarantees set out for this procedure. Furthermore, the Head ot the 
Prosecution or the Examining Magistrate, sinr.e they are the authority in charge of 
extending the detention term, are entitled, when they are notified of the beginning of 
detention, to have an idea about the detainee's conditions in order to take the 
necessary actions since, and irrespective of the provisions of Article 13, they remain 
the president of the judicial police and controlling any investi!=)ation or prosecution 
action. The Head of the Prosecution will also, simply after his notification, study up to 
what extent the detainee can enjoy his guarantees. The same is valid in case the 
not1t1cat1on is addressed to the Examining Mei~islr ale wl1c11 he lakes over tile file, by 
virtue of a rogalory delegation. Tile notit1cat1on made to the Judicial /\uthonty about 
the recourse to detention excludes this procedure from l11e framework or Lile 
practices that are kept under silence, avo1d1ng thus all eventual arbitrary actions and 
the illegal practices. It is as if the individual is put under the guarantee of the Judicial 
Authority. The notification to the Head of the Prosecution or to the Examining 
Magislr ale is a procedure that supplements the other procoduros, provided for by the 
Law, and which aim at the protection of the detainee's rights, just like the fact of 
keeµi1 ig a dele1 ilion record. 
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PART II 

CHAPTFR ONE: THE DETENTION REGIME ORGANISATION 

The seriousness of the inspection is linked to a lnrge extent to the gravity of the 
exposed issue. The law plays a role in assessing the untoward consequences for the 
failure to respect the rules of the detention regime. The law sets out a regime 
governing the gap between the text and its enforcement, between what is awarded 
legally to the individual and what the individual could enjoy therefrom. The !=Jravity of 
the legal insliLuLions, depriving the individual of his freedom, including his detention, 
is behind the endeavour of the different regimes to give the ultimate importance to 
the insrer,tinn nt the entorr.AmAnt of the legal texts. Acco1di11!,Jly, Lile i11sµedi011 
regimes have been various, depending on the intervening sources 1n this respect. 
They intermingled in order to set the basis ot a frame liable to operate all efficie11L 
inspection on all those who are governed by the detention issue (Third Research), 
with reference to miscellaneous means (Second Research) through several 
structures (First Research). 

First Research: The Detention Inspection Structures 

The changlno n~l111 e qf Ille delentinn~, ~~ ~ legal procedure, affecting the individual's 
frnerlom, on one hand, and as an indicator of how far the regimes r esµed Lile basic 
rules of the individual's freedom, on the other, has led to great consequences, which 
exceeded the legal frame and put forward data of a political and social nature. The 
detention has become a special undertaking surrounded by various structures 
including the judicial and administrative and even political structures, whose 
intervention covered as well the inspection function wtlid1 is operated at the level of 
all those structures. The detention inspection structures have accordingly become 
various to include judicial structures (First Section), administrative structures (Second 
Section) and structures taking care of the human rights (Third Section). 

First Section: the Judicial Structures 

The judiciary is the guarantor of the individuals' freedom. Its intervention to protect 
them has a great importance. It is because of this that several parties from the 
judiciary body have intervened, on the occasion of the enforcement of the detention 
procedure. This intervention is valid for all the stages of this undertaking. However, 
the detention procedure r.onrlitions change according to the reason of the detention, 
iL i:> ll 1010lore more appropriate to tacklo ltHJ l11spndio11 ca1 tied out !Jy ll 1e I lead of the 
ProsAr.11tion Deparlrnenl (First Paragraph), the Examining Mc:igistrate (Second 
Paragraph) and the Court's Structure (Third Paragraph). 

Hrsl Parag1 aph: l he h1spflGlion of lhe llead of lhe Prosec..a.1llo11 Depa1tmant on 
the Detention Procedure 

A - The Consecration of the inspection carried out by the Head of the 
Prosecution. 

The acknowledgement of the inspection authority extended to the Head of the 
Prosecution Department is based on its quality as the President of the Judicial Police 
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and as an authority ruling out the introduction of public claims and as an organisation 
to which the Legislator has extended some prerogatives relating to detention. Article 
10 of the Crimin<ll Procedure Code provides that the Judicial Police Officers are 
assistants to the Head of the Prosecution Department and they exercise their judicial 
duties under his authority, which means that he should be capable of inspecting 
them, guiding them and accordingly, they have to report to him. The quality of the 
Head of the Prosecution Department, inside the department of the public prosecutor, 
which exercises public action supposes that the Judicial Police Officers have to 
report to the Head of the Prosecution Department about their undertakings which 
have led to a detention so that the Head of the Prosecution Department can decide 
whether to keep the detainee free when transferred to stand a trial or when directing 
a non s111t l his r.ase is pnrlic11IArly rnised when we are i1ivesligali11g C.lboul criminals 
caught red handed in flagrant coses whereby the reports have to be filed with U1R 
Head of the Prosecution Department or when investigating about suspects under 
custody, so the head of the prosecution examines their cases and could review the 
extracts of the conducted interrogations and the detention conditions and in case it 
appears to him that the detention is not legal or suffers from violations of the basic 
proceedings provided by the law, the HeHd of ll1c Prosecution Departrmml i~ entitled 
to take all the actions he deems appropriate. In addition to the above he has also the 
caµadly lo guide tl 1e i1 ivesligalirn is and assess their authenticity, to use them in 
order to lr C:lnsfr;r tile case fnr j1 rdgern~nt or to direct a non suit or to go beyond their 
contents if he comes across any doubt regarding their fairness. Co11ce111111y ll1e 
detention as a procedure, extended by the Legislator to a certain category of Judicial 
Police Officers on the occasion of their conducting the preliminary investigations or 
An investigation for flagre:ml crimes, Lile autl1orities extended to the Hoc:1d of the 
Prosecution Department for the inspection are great as they cover the different 
judicial police undcrtnkings ; however, the importance of the authority And inspection 
1n the legal institutions affecting l11e individuals' freedom were not taken up by tt1e 
Legislator in a special chapter and in separate provisions, which obliges us to rely on 
the general provisions and in particular Articles 9, 10, 11 and 13 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code as an ultimate tramework to acknowledge these authorities given lo 
the Head of the Prosecution Department. Thus, the case is different in some 
comparative legislations which included the authorities of the Public Prosecutor or 
other officers from the judicial bodies in charge of inspection, in the general 
organisation of the concerned institutions. <1l 

However, despite the above, Article 13 bis provided for the authority of the Head of 
the Prosecution Department in insrecting several internal proceedings of the 
detention. 

The Legislator made it mandatory for the Judicial Police Officers to inform the Head 
of the Prosecution !Jepartment of the operation of the detention, al the beginning of 
such an undertakin!.J. f11 Ad l<;Ally sp0nki1 l~, il is done by a not1ticat1on writ or verbally 
or by telephone... The Head of the Prosecution Department can also, on the 
occasion of the notification of the detention start up, have some idea about the 
conditions in which the detention is operated and about the crime, object of the 
investigation 

(1) : Ref. for example Article 41 of the French Criminal Procedure Code 
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However, although the necessity to inform tt1e Head of the Prosecution Department 
stems from the provisions of Article 13 bis, the merit ot simply informing the Head of 
the Prosecution AS rc:irt of the enforcement of a real inspection at the beginning of the 
detention remains a big issue. 

The fact of informing the Head of the Prosecution Department about the operation of 
a detention does not make a guarantee or the actual beginning of an inspection. 
However, in our opinion, simply informing the head of the Prosecution as per the set 
out legislation, gives the procedure a legitimate nature at least at the beginning of the 
dele11lin11 :o;llH~e !11e dele11Lio11 !cuds lo a legal deprivation of the individual froodom, 
which m<=1kes thA rlAtc:iinee subject to an Institution Emdowed wllll lls co11JIU011s a11d 
proceedings. Accordingly, lhe detainee will not remain outside the frnmcwork of 
certain proceedings, actually depriving him of his freedom and which cannot be 
classified in a particular category of institutions that deprives the individual from a 
legal point of view for his freedom. 

The fact of putting a person under custody without informing thereof the Head of the 
r1 osecution Department, excludes him from hoino listerl among the rletainees; 
h~nc~, he could not benefit from what is le~ally provided to him by the I aw 

Because of that, some jurists consider that the 1nspect1on, to which the Head of the 
Prosecution Department is entitled, through his notification of the detention, is an 
inspection about the legitimacy of the procedure. 

The Law relaling to the dP.tention entrusted U1e Head of the Prosecution with the 
inspection of the detention period, either witt1 respect to the initial period or to any 
extension thereof. The first initial penod starts as of the notification of the Head of Lile 
Prosecution of the same, whereas any extension is to be made in writing, by him. 
Hence, this judicial system has a limited impact on inspecting the initial detention 
period, during which the Head of the Prosecution Department cannot examine the 
detention conditions so as to judge how far they match with the prevailing standards. 
However, his authority, as long as the extension is concerned, is great. The 
Legislator gave him the power to judge the opportunity to extend the detention 
period, when any application made in this respect. This inspection is the starting point 
to determine to what extent the detention procedure is normal and is an opportunity 
to gP-t to know about the detention conditions, in order to decide any extension. 
Allhrn 1011 Ille i11sµedio11, al ll1is stage, is basically limited to the fixing of tho period, 
some comparative laws give to the judir.iAI system, in charge of the inspection, larger 
prerogatives by presenting in front of it the detainee together with the extension 
application, with the possibility to let the detainee undergo some modicnl check up in 
l11e maanl11ne, 111 order to determine 11r to what extent Ille exle11sirn1 pe1ind wrn1ld 
affect his health, psychological and social conditions. 

On the other hand, it seems, through the obligation to keep a detention record, 
signed by the Head of lhe Prnseculio11 Department that the Legislator has added to 
this judicial system, the prerogative of inspecting the detention, through this means. 
The signing of the detention record precedes the detention proceedings and does 
not, as a matter of fact, produce serious guarantees to operate an inspection on the 
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detention itself. However, it seems that the fact of excluding the detention record from 
the other administrative records, under the control of the specialised security 
Flssor.it:ltions, <.md its necessary signing by the Hearl of the Prosecution, aims al 
giving some credibility to such a record, so as to secure the necessary means to 
operate a real inspection on the detention 

B - The Limits of the Head of the Prosecution Authority when Inspecting 
Detentions 

The several prerogatives exercised by the Head of the Prosecution Department as 
the Public Proseciilrn, Ille P1esicle11L of tile Jucllc.ial rL)lic.e a11u tllO several powers he 
enjoys in inspecting the delenlion proc8dure, may disclaim or limit his CJuthorltlos In 
the inspection procedure. However, it is mandatory to point out that the lirnitations of 
the efficiency of the inspection operated by the Head of the Prosecution do not stern 
from a shortcoming in the legal possibilities to undertake the inspection, but from a 
factual reason preventing his looking into the actual conditions of the detention and 
ll1e normal conducting of the proceedings during such a detention. The 
characteristics of the detention are closely linked to the way it is operated by the 
juuldal µolic.e, c.rn 1siue1ing ll1e nature of their work which 1s linl<ed to tho ser,11rlty 
1::1ctivilies, i11 ad1iilion to the srer:ifir,atinns nf initial intorrogRtions which are required 
directly by the Police and the National Guards. In all l11e trn egoi1 lQ, the detention 
issue and the production of the guarantees to the individuals concerned by 1t, have a 
practical aspect which may not be covered by the inspection, expected to be carried 
out by the Head of U1e Prosecution whose role remains tutory without actually playing 
a real inspection role, because of the hindrance we may cause to the proceedings. 
Furthermore, although the intervention of U1e Head of the Prosecution Department is 
not direct and somewhat limited from the point of view efficiency, it translates, 
nonetheless, the concern of the Judicial Police in charge of the detention, to enforce 
the Law simply because the framework of their activities remains subject to this 
system, which may transform the relationship between the two structures into a 
cooperation and not based on an inspection in the strict meaning of the word.(1

) 

Because of the foregoing, one must admit that the specific features of the detention 
prevent from exercising a real inspection during its operation by the Head of the 
Prosecution Department. Hence, the matching of the detention to the legal 
conditions, at least at the first stage, remains subject to the authority of the Judicial 
Police Officer. (2) 

<
1
) Cf. CLEMOT : Garde a Vue et Libertes Fondamentales en Droit Fran9ais et Canadien : 

These Montpellier 1994. P .265 
(
2

) Ref. J. Pradel - Omit Penal Compare. Op. Cit. 
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Although the detention conditions have a pure practical aspect, which cannot be 
covered by the Head of the Prosecution Department, the control of the investigation 
about the cause of the detention, through the interrogation, remains, in any case, 
subject to thA Absolute interpretation and 8ppraisal of the Head of the Prosecution to 
whom the judicial police reports, so that he could check how serious the conducted 
investigation, during the detention was, assess its respect of the facts and the 
procedure basic rules, he could therefore rely on the collected proofs in the meantime 
and determine the outcome of the conducted investigations, which allows him to take 
t11e appropriate decision with respect to the investigation and the detainee and even 
with respect to what he can undertake by himself ; he also can, based on what is 
avallahle to him, rP.jP.cl Ille application to exlend l11e dele11lirn1 µ0riod and liberate the 
detainee when the latter is presented to him under custody, especially tor lt1t1 case ur 
flagrant crime investigation, in addition to his prerogatives to direct a non suit or to 
transfer the case in front of the competent court with respect to a specific er irne. 
During all the foregoing, the Head of the Prosecution deals with the investigations 
operated during the detention. 

Second Paragraph: The Examining Magistrate's Inspection 

Th~ involvi:rnenl of lhe fx(l9mininQ Magistrate during the detention is part of his 
prerogatives 1n the inspection of the judicial powers yrven lo ll 1e Judicial Police 
Officers. Article 57 of the Criminal Procedure Code gave the Judicial Police Ott1cers 
in charge of the investigation by virtue of a rogatory commission, the possibility to 
have recourse to del1:3nlion. In return, the inspection of the rrnne<i11m for the 
operation of the detention is entrusted to the examining Magistrnto who has to be 
1nlonned of the detention decision m1d wllo !ms the authority to extend it. 

Through this involvement, one can say that the prerogatives of the Examining 
Magistrate In this respect requires an inspection on the course of the detention and 
the conditions of its operation and whether it is in keeping with the investigation 
report. It is a minimum inspection, endowed by the Legislator in order to guarantee 
the involvement of the Examining Magistrate, to control the detention conditions and 
to allow him to get to know about the investigation conditions and in particular on how 
the detention is operated. This inspection covers the different stages of the 
investigation and it supposes that a rogatory commission is given and that the 
suspect is at large. The Examining Magistrate, who is authorised to deliver judicial 
warrants, can issue a committal order and arrest the suspect as a prevention 
measure. (1) In this case, the Judlclal Pulice Officers, i1 l cliarge of the case, by virtue 
of a rogatory commission, do not have to have recourse to detention. However, in the 
case whereby the suspect remains at large and the officer in charge has opted for the 
detention institution, the Examining Magistrate entertains an indirect control on such 
a procedure. The nonflict b(:}lween Lile intervention of the 1-xamlnlng MAgistrate In Lile 
preventive detention, in case of a rogatory commission, and his ir1lervenlion in the 
detention, is due to the different nature of the prerogatives extended to him, under 
each case. He is directly managing the preventive detention operations whereas he 
is only controlling the undertaking in the second case. However, the Legislator aims, 

(i) Hedi Said -
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Through the control exercised by the Examining Magistrate on the detention, to let 
the r.;::irriArl 011t investi~ation, as a result of an enforcement of a legal rogatory 
commission, be subject to a judicial inspection, without looking into the details ot the 
investigation work carried out by the Judicir:il Police Officer. 

In addition to the prerogatives of the Examining Magistrate, in his capacity as the 
initial commissioned authority, the Examining Magistrate presides over the 
investigation because the sum of tho works executed as an enforcement of the 
rogatory commission, is forwarded to him and he relies on the same in order to 
r:issess Its respect of lt1e 1101 rnal sla11dar Js wlle1 l c.lusir lsJ ll 1e ir ivesliyaliur i. <

1l 

Hence, the prerogatives of the Examining Magistrate in the inspection of the 
detention stems from three main accesses namely his capacity as the initial 
commissioned authority and the authority to whom the investigations are forwarded, 
in addition to the prerogatives extended to him by the Legislator by virtue of Article 57 
or l11e Cr irninal Procedure Code, and allowing him to intervono in the procedure, 
either through his own undertaking or his authority to extend the detention period. 

Third Paragrnph: The Inspection carried out by the Judging Committee 

The criminal investigation ends up in the hands ot the Judging committee. The fact of 
insisting that the court has an inspection function over the detention comes from its 
role to find some bolnncc between the produced proofs and those which ;::irn 
collected through the different stages of the criminal investigation. In principle, the 
legal value of the suspects' declarations is the same whether they are under custody 
or at large. However, the things are different when the evidences, questioning the 
legal value of the confessions made during the detention, become numerous, or 
when they contradict with other evidences which seem more in keeping with the 
overall conducting of the investigation. Accordingly, the position of the Judgement 
System as far as inspection is concerned, is excellent with respect to the evidences 
object of the investigation which requires the detention. Some consider that it is the 
unique means to catch up any unbalance between the proceeding parties. (2) It has 
the ultimate decision when determining the future of the public prosecution or 
favouring the innocence evidence over the indictment elements. In this particular 
respect, the detention conditions are reduced to the level of a factual element in 
order to question the value of one of the confirmation elements considering the 
c.011Jili011s in which they hElVC occurred. The role that the court has to play in 
inspecting the detainees' conditions and the way they are treated by those in charge 
remains improbable since it is not, in principle, part of Lile competence of the court 
dealing with the prosecution object of the investigation which hns led to the detention. 
As a matter of f~d, l11e <~0111 I i:, rH>I i11 a µuslllo11 lu exa111ir1e lluw fei1 l11e Judicial 
Police Officers have treated the detainees only on the occasion of a separate criminal 
case whose object is limited to one of the crimes committed during the detention or 
while operating it. 
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Second section 
The administrative structures in the detention inspection 

The judicial duality of the Judicial Police Officers at the level of their duties makes it 
that both the administrative authorities and the judicial authorities intervene in order 
to control their undertakings and the legal institutions which they use, including 
detention. The fact that the Judicic:il Police Officer is subject to the administrative 
system makes it mandatory for him to be under the orders of his boss as a 
subordinate. 

The by-laws of the internal security police hove class1t1ed the ranks of the concerned 
staff both in the Police and the National Guard systems. The llier ar cl 11cal aulhonty 
obliges the subordinate to comply with the orders of his boss and to refer to him 
about all the undertakings he carries out. In principle, this legal frame allows the 
responsible officials to control the detention proceedings and to inspect the 
application or ils legal conditions and their complic:mco with the instructions coming 
from the officer in charge and how appropriate they are for the ongoing investigation. 

This; possibility to insrer.t I earls to thP. availability of another insrer.tinn stri 1r.tlffe, in 
addition to the lnsµed1011 cover eu uul by judicial autt1or Ille~ wllld 1 cumµels tile 
respect of the law and the implementation of the guarantees which have been 
extended to the detainees. However, one must state that the object of such an 
inspection may not be judicial, strictly speaking, as it cannot cover the specificity of 
the detention as a procedure which is triggered on the occasion ot a criminAI 
investigation. The onject of the inspection, on the contrary, is focused on the 
administrative work rather than on U1e specificity of the criminal investigation which 
has requested the operation of the detention. The work of the administrative official in 
the security authorities in charge of the detention, may affect several drafted minutes, 
several detainees and the coordination between them and the judicial systems. This 
inspection can have several forms such as examining the detention record, the 
drafted minutes, visiting the detention centres , which is normal, especially that the 
heads of the security zones and districts are informed of the different proceedings 
including detention when recourse thereto is made. <

1l 

In our opinion, the administrative inspection on the detention can be efficient for 
several reasons, the most important being that the severity of the hierarchical 
aulllor lly rn1 Ille .Judicial Pulice Officer obliges the latter to pay more attention to the 
application of the instructions, especially that he reports to that authority which is 
different as far as the judicial system is concerned, and which remains independent. 
Furthermore, the security or the National Guard officer, when violating the law, 
usually misuses tile adminl::1trnllo11':::i 118!.Jli\JAlllin a11d uve1luuh.i11(J, wl1id1 111ee:'l11s lhat 
he takes advantages of the administration's silence. 

One would expect that the ultimate purpose of the administrative inspection on the 
detention is to stir l11e will of the different parties, in order to sot out real guarantees, 
granted by the law, which have to be enforced by the system in charge of the 
detention procedure from the administration point of view and by the judicial system 
as an authority conducting the legal investigation. 
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Third section 
The inspection by the Human Rights Committees 

The delicate nature of the proceedings, relating to the individual freedom and tt1e 
human rights, makes it a must to find special and specific features to them which 
make them different from the remaining administrative and judicial undertakings. 
Hence, these institutions require some mechanisms in order to inspect their 
application on the field. The modern structures of the human rights tried hard to 
intervene next to the traditional system in order to guarantee the efficiency of the 
JI 1<i1r,1ary n 1lirl1'-JS anrl tn set 011t prrictlcHI mea11s fo1 ll 1e gua1 Cl11lccs granted to the 
individual's rights, in lt1e different fields, 1n particular the exceptional s1tuat1on ot thA 
detainee at the initial stage of the criminal investigation, where the dir!erent issues 
which used to be kept under silence 1n the past, make the object of an inspection by 
the human rights structures. 

Tl1e l1u111a11 1igl1ls structures aim at securing an inspection ovor what has not hean 
cuve1 ed !Jy ll ie limited prncerh ire insrier,tion oreraterl hy thG j11rlir:iAI strur-tures or by 
the automatic inspection carried out by the adrnlnlslr alive aulllo11ly, away Imm l11e 
security considerations and the criminal confinement, because the theory, based on 
the respect of the enforcement of the human rights, is related to practical aspects in 
the exercise or sud1 all enforcement and up to what extent it complies with the basic 
individual's rights, no matter their origin. Among these structures in charge of the 
inspection function, as far as the human rigl1ts are concerned, there is, since 1992, 
the Human Rights Section at the Ministry of Justice, which is presided over by a third 
ranking judge. It aims at contributing in the consecration ot the defendant's 
guarantees and the protection of his basic rights against any violation and the Human 
Rights Section intervenes in order to investigate in the cases wherein violations of the 
human rights and of the individual's freedom are made. Hence, it can intervene in 
cases where individuals are detained illegally and when some violations occur during 
the detention. There is no doubt that this section, as soon as it is notified of the case, 
will operate its inspection and conduct its investigation which is, one must 
acknowled~e, an inspection role played by this section on the operation of the 
detention. ( l 

l here is also a similar section dealing will 1 ll 1e I 1u111a1 l 1 igl ils inside t11e Ministry of the 
Interior, wl1icl1 operates its inspection when some cnsos, requiring its intervention, 
relating to the violation of the human rights by the authorities in charge, occur. 

Tile c1 oaled f;l11iclums, i11side tile 1111111stnes in charge of the entornement nt tt10 le!J~ll 

institutions depriving the 1nd1v1dual of his freedom, Including delenlion, co11l1 ibule in 
the consecration of an independent inspection on the administrative regulations 
especially that their vocation is to respect the human rights in their largest meaning. 

On the other hand, the Human Rights Higher Committee was created. It submits, 
every year, a report to the President of the Republic, taking up the conditions of the 
human rights situation in the country. In order to do so, the Human Rights Higher 
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Committee conducts inspections and works out statistics and carries investigations 
about the violation and misuse of authority that occur. As an example for the period 
rnnoing between January 1988 and March 31 G\ ·1995, 302 cases were examined by 
the courts which were brought against security officers, including 277 cases for the 
misuse of authority. (2) 

The intervention of the Human Rights Committees for the respect of the guarantees 
of the detainees stems from the human rights sources, in their widest meaning and is 
not bound by the detailed legal provisions wl1ich can create a complementarity 
between the inspection structures, thus making them more accurate in their 
undertakings, which secures greater protection to the individuals' rights. 

SECOND RESEARCH - Means to inspect the guarantees extended to the 
detainees 

The efficiency of the consecration of the guarantees extended to the individuals, 
sulJjed lu a uele1 lliu11 µmcedure, is linked to the operation of a s0rirn 1s insrer,tinn 
wl1id1 mahes s1 ire that th@ga g11arantees me resreGtRrl on the field. Hence, the Law's 
intervention in the re!=)ulation of the inspection issue can be efficient In the search to 
achieve that target. Because of the foregoing, the Tunisian Legislator started t1rst, as 
early as the detention institution was legislated, with finding means liable to allow the 
inspection syslerns lo play their roles so that it would lcuvc behind the violations, the 
misuse of authority and the arbitrariness which had stained the history of this 
inslitution. (1> 

The different required proceedings that the Judicial Police Officers must respect 
when operating a detention include means that allow the governing authority to 
investigate up to what extent such a procedure complies with the legal requirements 
which, as a matter of fact, represent guarantees to the detainees. Hence, the 
inspection function of the legal guarantees merges with the protection function of 
such proceerlinos which aim at protecting the individual's rights at this level of the 
proceedinys. 

The detainees need to rely on the regulations of this procedure, when they are kept 
under custody, in order to protect them from the deficiency leading to violations and 
arbitrary actions, on the flHld, wl1id1 ca11 be observed during the inspection that goes 
alu11g wilh l11e detention (Section One). However, the inspection has a subserJI 1ent 
means which prevents the consequences due to the violations of the required 
provisions, either with respect to the situation of the detainee or with respect to the 
criminal lnvestlQfltion proceedi11y (8ect1on l wo). 

SECTION ONE 
THE INSPECTION THAT GOES ALONG WITH THE DETENTION 

The legal texts governing the detention have required several procedures and 
obliged the Judicial Police Officer in charge thereof, to be bound by some 
requirements. One should note with respect to all these requirements that they leave 
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the inspection door open to the concerned authorities, which allows checking the real 
conditions of the detainee inside the detention centres. They offer as well an 
orrortt Jnity to OVerr,omA the possible deficiencies SO that the detainee Will not 
continue to experience the same conditions, through the synchronised inspection 
means which can be triggered starting from the detention notification writ (First 
Paragraph) and its extension (Second Paragraph) and the keeping of a special 
record for the detention (Third Paragraph) and the request for a medical check up 
(Fourth Paragraph). 

First Para~raph: The Inspection on the Detention Procedure through the 
Detention Notification 

Articles 13 bis and 57 of the Criminal Procedure Code make it mandatory to the 
Judicial Police Officer to notify the Head of the Prosecution or the Examining 
Magistrate, as UH:~ case may be, of the operation of the detention. Through such a 
notification, the concerned judicial system can examine the conditions in which such 
a detention has 1Jee11 uµe1 a led a1 id up to what extent it complies with the 
investigation, ~~ !lie <:aso may bA There is no doubt that tho notification of the 
rlAtention procedure does not make up, in itself, an author ily lo l11e 11ul1!1ed party, In 
order to assess the legitimacy of the decided detention. However, considering the 
specific prerogatives of the Head of the Prosecution or the Examining Magistrate who 
1ntroducerl the prosecution e:mu cunsiderinq the role played by each of them in 
conducting thA rublic prosecution, both of them can intervene either in the cases 
when~by ii aµµears that the operation of the dolent1on is groundless because of UK) 

simr>lidty of the investigation and the crime, object of the detention, or because of the 
quality of the detainee in the investigation since he is the injured party or a witness or 
in case the concerned judicial body discovers, on the occasion of the notification, that 
the same has been operated on a person for reasons which are not included in the 
investigation made by the Judicial Police Officers. On the other hand, the detention 
notification allows intervention when it is proved that the decision is not legitimate for 
legal reasons such as immunity or in case the criminal interrogation conditions are 
not met or because of a specificity imposed by the law when dealing with a certain 
category of persons such as children for example; it is forbidden to the Judicial Police 
Officer to interrogate them. <

1l 

TI 10 implementation ot the detention lnsped i< >11 1111011\:)l 1 I he notifir,ation is an 
imrortant function to overcome all the deficiencies which may affect the undertakings 
made during this procedure, it is a quick and efficient overcoming which allows the 
concerned ~arty to avoid the bad consArt11en1-As of Hn illegal and inappropriate 
µ1 uceuur e. ( ) 

There is no doubt that the expected purpose from the detention notification is 
achieved when it is made with the requested speed. Articles 13 bis and 57 have not 
provided for the notification means or when it has to be made, which may lead to 
some negligence or delay in the notification which could deprive it of its efficiency. it 
is because of this fact that some jurists recommend to activate the notification 
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procedure so that the purpose of its existence for the operation of an inspection by 
the judicial authorities as quickly as required can be achieved. (3l 

Although the notification of the judicial authorities in charge is provided fo1 by l11e 
legal text dealing with the detention, the notification of the administrative authorities, 
the parent authorities of the Judicial Police Officer in charge, is provided for in 
provisions and independent administrative regulations aiming at the organisation of 
the administrative work in the Police and National Guards Stations. Practically, the 
rlP.tP.ntion notification is addressed through a notificntion writ to several authorities 
including the judicial authority in the person of the Head of the Prosecution and the 
concerned Examining Magistrate, and the administrative authority, including the 
(;overnor, the Distrlcl Hild Zone Police and National Guard Superintondonts There is 
no doubt that the notification of ll1e aull1oi llies allow l11e111 lo sleµ 111 wl1e11 ll aµµea1 s 
that the detention procedure is nol legitimate or does not match up with the 
standards. These authorities are entitled to do so as long as they represent the 
hierarchical authority of the officer in charge. 

However, the expucled inspection from the administrative m ithoritiAs, although it 
sometimes leads to their intervention, such an intervention is not justified in most of 
ll 1e cases by llle detainee' s cond1t1ons or by 11r to what E?xtent tt1e legal g11arantee!'; 
are n~~p~cted, but it takes place in order to respect other conrlitions rel:=:tting to the 
public interest, dictated by secur 1ly and administrative rnollves, w1ll1oul any 
investigation in their serious matching up ot the standards from the crlmi11al 
investigation point of view and the requirements to adopt the detention procedure. 

Second Paragraph: The Inspection on the Detention Procedure through the 
Extension of its Term 

The authorities of the initial investigator in the detention procedure seem great. He is 
entitled, as such, to operate the detention procedure and he has only to notify it. This 
freedom is limited to the initial term of the detention; however, the Legislator has 
made the extension of this term for another additional period subject to the 
intervention of the inspection authority represented by the Head of the Prosecution in 
two cases, namely the preliminary investigation and the investigation for flagrant 
cases, and by the Examining Magistrate when the Judicial Police Officer is sollicited 
by virtue of a judicial action. Articles 13 bis and 57 of the Criminal Procedure Code 
provided for a written authorization from the concerned judicial authority in order to 
extend the detention period. There is no doubt that the inspection authority in charge 
of llle ex.le11slu11 aµµlicaliu11 must, in all the cases, investigate 8ho11t how rooterl the 
detention decision is, about its legal legitimacy and up to what extent it is appropriate 
to the concerned person and to the conditions of U1e invest1gat1on requirement. The 
intervention, on the occasion of an extension application, allows the survey of the 
dntHnl1011 co11dilions in case tt1~ del.Elir1en is prosenled tugel11e1 willl l11e applir;atinn, 
especially 1n case of the Investigation in nagrant cases. (l) Hence, the authority of the 
Head of the Prosecution and that of the Examining Magistrate exceeds the guarantee 
that the detention extension application is grounded to cover an overall inspection of 
all the conditions that surround this procedure, especially that the Legislator has 
entrusted the concerned aul1101ily, wil11uul conditions, with studying the extension 
issue, which invests it with large prerogatives which translates the legislator's will to 
extend an overall inspection on the legitimacy of the detention and on the need of the 
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investigation for such a procedure and the practical conditions to operate it, 
especially in the presence of the detainee. 

However, although the extension order gives the concerned authorily l11e µossibility 
to have an idea about the detention conditions, with respect to its compliance with 
the conducted invest1gat1on, the application of the legal Quarantees for the protection 
of the detainee's body inviolability and the conditions for dealing with the detainees 
as individuals, entitled to the innocence presumption and subject to a criminal 
1nvest1gation which deprives them exceptionally of their freedom, cnnnot be covered 
by this inspection, especially that, from a practical point of view, the concerned 
authority just delivers the requested written order and, at the utmost, shows a lot of 
resentment to RX I R!ld ll 1e dele1 illo11 µe1 iod a1 id 1 educes it down to one day or two 
days, especially lhal lho huge volume of work of the Hoad of ftH:~ P1oseculiu11 a11d l11e 
Examining Magistrate may prevent In musl uf tile cases the fulfilment of the expocted 
inspection function and trom submitting the extension aµµlicalion to a real 
examination authority in these two bodies. 

l hird Paragraph: The lnspeclion through the Detention ReGorrl 

Tl1e ll1te11lirn1 ur l11e Legislator through ruling out thn ner;essity to keep ci dele11lin11 
sped al 1 et ~oni signerl hy the II earl of tho Prosecution is to find an effir.ient wAy thAt 
allows t11e inspection bodies to exan1111e l11e different proceedlng::i w1d l110 
surrounding conditions of the detention. It is, as such, a record that accompanies the 
detainees throughout this procedure. The purpose of its existence is to allow the 
operation of a se1 ious inspection, liable to unveil the violations and the deficiencies 
and to limit the liCJbilities with respect to any arbitrary Action carried out during the 
dolonlion procedure or as a rnsult themof. Accordingly, severrtl jurists consider this 
special record of detention as the most important means to inspect the detention 
regulations. <

1l This assumes that the inspection concerned authority reviews this 
record and checks the existence and veracity of its contents so that to unveil the 
possible deficiencies and take the necessary measures in respect thereto. l his task 
should be possible to be undertaken by it at any time. It is also entitled to revoke the 
Judicial Police Officer with respect to all that is related to this record. However, 
practically speaking, the fulfilment of this inspection task is not possible for several 
reasons, the most important of which is the non availability of an enforcement method 
for the achievement of the expected inspection, liable to enable the Head of the 
Prosecution to examine on a periodical basis the record, or on the occasion of the 
closure of the investigation minutes which have led to the detention. The huge 
volume of the work or ll1e Head of lhe Prosecution prevents him from the systematic 
follow up of the detention operation through a permanent review of the concerned 
record. 

1:3esides, the <iAtonl1011 r ecurd allows the adrninl8tr aUvP. fllJI llrn lly, tile µa1 e1 il aull 101ily 
to the Judicial Police Officer, to operate its inspection through such a record ; 
however, in most cases, it is an administrative inspection aiming at coordinating 
between the actual work and the adopted procedures ; hence, its dealing with up to 
what extent the guarantees of the detainee have been respected is subsidiary and 
secondary, <

2l although some comparative laws have requested the periodical review 
of the detention special records by the administrative authority. It becomes clear from 
the foregoing that the detention record keeping system in the Tunisian Law, does not 
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offer the practical means to operate the expected inspection which has led to its 
existence. Furthermore, and even of we assume that this handicap has been 
overcome, and even if the; inspection authority does examine this record, it does not 
mean that an efficient and real inspection is operated with respect to the conditions of 
tho dotc:iinees, because the provisions of Article 13 bis, regarding the record, do not 
make up a basis liable to give to the inspection authority the possibility to have an 
overall picture about the conditions that surround the detainee so that it may confirm 
its legitimacy and its respect of the standards and whether any violation and misuse 
during the detention have occurred. lndeeci, most of the pr ovisio11s mentioned therein 
are standard provisions relating to the identity of the individual, the beginning and the 
end of the detention and the crime, object of the investigation, the beginning of the 
interrogations r-mrl their end, tile request for a mediceil d1eck uµ 01 11ol. All or l11e111 
are µ1 ovisions that do not allow unveiling tho arbitrary means and the violations to 
which the detainee may be exposed. 

Fourth Paragraph: The Inspection through the Medical Check Up 

The Legislator allowed tile detainee or one of his relatives to request a medical check 
up for him The Law dated August 2nd, 1999, made it compulsory to list the request in 
U1e dele1 ilion ieco1 d. As lrn l\J as ll 1is 1 cquesl is written down on the rocord, the 
ins red Ion e11tt1or ily <:811, ir l p1 i1 id pie, ex;::iminA the reasons for suGh 8 reri11Ast The 
;:ittitticie to be adopted toward the detainee's conditions, In the presence u! a 
possibility, authorized by the Law, will depend on the outcome of the medical check 
up. However, as long as we are talking only about a request, the failure to comply 
therewith hy the .Judicial Police Office1 may not be assessed by the inspection body 
as a presumption to make reservations on the outcome of the medical check up. If 
that is the r.Ase, we are in front of a simple factual presumption which is not enough 
to rule out an appropriate decision. However, the medical check up may confirm the 
health and psychological conditions of the detainee, which could prove to the 
inspection authority the detainee's inability to continue sustaining the detention 
conditions. So the inspection authority may either make its best to protect this 
detainee, namely to extend a special care to him during the detention period or to 
release him 

If the medical report include!::> a confirmation that the detainee was tho !:>Ubject of a 
material violence or torture, the inspection by the Head of the Prosecution or even by 
the administrative authority will be the ground for the liability of the Judicial Police 
Officers who are in charge of the detention 

The ahove mentioned positive aspects for indicating on the record the request for a 
medical check up remain, practically speaking, limited, especially that the Legislator 
has only ruled out the indication of the request for a medical check up exclusively, 
without 111ak.i11y il 111a11dall.,1y In 111dude 111 llie record t11e outcome of ttv; medical 
report ; hence, the inspection will cover only the request, which means that the office1 
in charge of the detention may find several excuses to turn down such a request. He 
will even try to mention the refusal of the detainee to undergo such a medical check 
up, which will shift the centre of interest of the inspection authority from this element. 

This inspection, which the Legislator has made available to the Head of the 
Prosecution or to the Examining Magistrate, through the operation of the medical 
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check up, assumes the actual undertaking by the detainee of the medical check up 
and the confirmation that he was physically molested or that the procedure did not 
mnkh up with his health conditions. 

SECOND SECTION 
THE SUBSEQUENT INSPECTION ON THE DETAINEE'S GUARANTEES 

Normally, the detainee looks forward to the end of the detention procedure, even if 
he 1s to bA rlAlivered thereafter to the judicial bodies, which may lead to his official 
charging or to the opening of an investigation leading to the issue of juridical warrants 
in his name. Despite the foregoing, the intervention of the authorities in charge of the 
s11bserp u=mt procedure that follows Jele11lio11 allows the elimination of an 
extraordinary inslilulion which could nol offer to tho delainee l11e QUa1 CJ11lccs 
extended by the Legislator : hence the subseque11l aull1ont1es will inspect the works 
of the initial investigator and his actions during the detention. The end of the 
detention, from a procedure point of view, means the delivery of the detainee, with 
the detention and interrogation minutes, to the Head of the Prosecution, 1n case of 
U1e preliminary investigation Emd the investigation about a flagrant crime (First 
Paragraph) and to the Examining Magistrate in case of a prosecution (Second 
Pai aQ1 aµll). I lowever, lhe subsequent inspection me~hanism on the rletention 
p1 O< ;eedi1 l!JS anti gutilrantees, will go beyonrl thA staQe whereby the detainerl is 
officially transterred in front of the cour l ror JULiQe111e1 it ( 1 hird Paragraph). 1 he Juuicicil 
body executes, in the course of its overall inspection, an 1nspect1on on the detention 
procedure and the collected proofs as a result thereof, which can be efficient. 
However, unveiling the inspection procedure emd structures remi=iins linked to specific 
means provided for by the legislatory organisation of the detention in order to enable 
the concerned authority to examine the conditions under which the detention and its 
outcome have occurred. 

First Paragraph: The Head of the Prosecution Inspection, after the Detention 

The Head of the Prosecution to whom all the reports of the Judicial Police Officers 
are forwarded, in his capacity as their chief, is in a position to examine all the 
conditions of the detention procedure, either starting from his review of the minutes 
produced to him and relating to the procedure itself or through the interrogations 
resulting from such a detention. Any violation of the detainee's guarantees can be 
detected through the lack of the requested provisions to be mentioned on the 
detention minutes, or through the discovery of the violations of the legal deadline for 
the procedure under IHkilll], t>t Ille discove1y of the failure to inform the Head of the 
Prosecution of the decision to operate the detention. The outcome of the merlir:al 
check up, executed during the detention and which provides for the exposure ot the 
detainee to physical violence or wrongdoing, for example, makes up a ground 
enabling thA Hcmd or ll 1e Prosecution to examine the cn:1c dir uully U1 l1.) ope1 l ;;a1 i 
investigalion in this respect or to transfer ttio blmneu Judicial Officer directly in front 
of the concerned court for his wrongdoings which are forbidden by the Law. (1) BY 
examining the interrogation minutes, he will be able to detect their shortcomings such 
as the absence or the lack of the requested provisions or the contradictions in their 
contents, in a very clear cut way, or the absence of any party among the confronted 
suspects, and, in general, anything that is liable to question the veracity of thAsA 
minutes. 
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HowP.vAr, in addition to the above, the fact of identifying the detainee's health 
conditions and of receiving his claims with respect to any physical or mo1 al v1olat1on 
he may be exposed to, supposes 8 direct contact between the suspect and the Head 
of the Prosecution or any of his assistants. (1) However, from a practical point of view, 
it is very scarce that such a contact takes place for several reasons, the major of 
which is the huge volume of work that this juridical body is executing and its being 
guided by the dirnr,tion ndopted by l11e Judicial Police Officers in the investigation, 
esµecially that it may be difficult to the Head of the Prosecution to rroduce legal 
findings, as long as the violation and misuse of authority presumptions remain 
groi 1nrllP.ss nnd void of any suppor Un~ evide11ce, ell least at this level of proceeding. 

Hence, the inspection by the Head of the Prosecution, despite its legal utility, suffers 
from a lack of practical ett1c1ency for purely practical 1 easons. However, this 
inspection remains important in view of the large prerogatives he enjoys during the 
investigation for directing a non suit, the official charging or the ordering of further 
invesligalions with the other Eluthorities, which may enable the proser,1Jtor to avoid 
being bound by an invesligation, whose impartiality is questioned, or driven by the 
susµecl's 91 oundlcss claims. <

2l 

Second Paragraph: 1 he Subsequent lnspeclion l>y the Examining Maglsltale 

Just like the Head of the Prosecution, the Examining Magistrate enjoys large 
prerogatives in the inspection of what is taken up on the occasion of the prosecution, 
the r,loslng of the prosecution and its transfer. The sot mechanism allows him to 
know about the circumstances of the detention and the different conditions 
surrounding its operation and the interrogations made during the procedure. In his 
capacity as the initial party in charge, he is in a position to address the shortcomings 
suffered by the investigation and to correct what he considers as a legal or factual 
deficiency. He has the largest power to reject investigation findings which, to his 
judgement, are linked to violations and misuse of authority. However, sometimes, the 
overcoming of the shortcomings is not possible with respect to some practices such 
as those affecting the individual's body immunity or his freedom, without a legal 
motive. There is no doubt, if the Examining Magistrate has reached a confirmation 
with respect to those deficiencies that he will not hesitate to raise the issue and to 
transfer the case in front of the public prosecution, in order to make the appropriate 
decision in this respect. 

Third Paragraph: The Subsequent Inspection on the Detention by the Judicial 
Body 
In case the charges are confirmed, the proceedings and the investigations are 
torwarded to thA conc8r 11ecl judging body, in Its dlffei r~111 ~1 ades. TI ils body exc1 c..:ises 
a general inspection on the detention and on the legal or judicial guarantees secured 
by the detention procedure or those stemming from the human rights sources, on the 
occasion of the examination of the accusation brought against the suspect. The 
judgement process is based on a balance between the innocence proofs and the 
prosecution evidences. This assumes that the courl will come across all the 
procedure stages through which the investigations, including the initial investigation 
or the investigation on a flagrant case, or the investigation by virtue of a public 
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prosecution, have passed. This insrP.r.tion is extended, first of all, to the collected 
proofs as a result of the detention, with reference to the investigation minutes that 
include the interrog:::itions And the confrontations in which the detainee was involved ; 
it can, likewise, conclude with evidences that privilege the soundness of tt1e charge 
or confirm the innocence presumption that is extenrlAr.I to the accused until the 
judgement is delivered. (1) The court studies the evidencing force of the minutes 
contents, issued during the detention by the Judicial Police Officers. However, in 
addition to the above, the inspection carried out by the court allows the examination 
of up to what extent those proofs Arn impartial and their respecting of the basic rules 
for dealing with the individuals that are subject to a criminal investigation, and the 
legal means used for the collection of the evidences. (2) 

This combined role, played by the court's inspection on the 1nvest1gallons, covers the 
different procedure stages, in keeping with what has been set out by the law. The 
legitimacy of the investigation proofs, collected during the detention, is perceived 
from the soundness of the procedure itself. As long as the individual's deprivation of 
his freedom has not taken place as per the legal means, making it an arbitrary 
detention, it carmoL be considered as a legal detention procedure; all that has taken 
place in its course, such as interrogations, and the drafted minutes, will not be taken 
in Lo accou11L by LI 1e cuu1 L Lo bac.k uµ iLs 1uli11g. 

However, the cases of violating the detention legal guarantees are gell111g 11u111erous, 
so much so that they are classified into categories. There are those that relate to the 
soundness of the procedure itself, they affect the proofs resulting therefrom. There 
are casAs relating to the deLenlion conditions and in particular to the subsidiary 
effects of the proofs, which leads us to wonder about the extent of the inspection 
r.:::irriArl out by Hie court. The question is whether the simple fact of witnessing a 
r.leficiency from the point of view procedure or with respect to an Indication provided 
for by the law, such as the name and the quality of the Judicial Police Officer in 
charge ot the detention, allows the cour L Lo reject the proofs resulting from the 
detention procedure and to overlook the minutes drafted during the detention? 

There is no doubt that the reply thereto is linked to the inspection results and the 
decision ruled out by the court with respect to the possible deficiencies in the proofs 
that are collected by virtue of the detention. (3) 

However, far from this legal exaggeration, in the activation of the inspection, the 
aspiration to consecrate the human rights gAve way to new forms of inspections, 
occurring subsequently to the detention, endowed willl spedficilies a1 id features. 

Fourth Pal'agrn.ph: lnspec;tion over the Human Rights Slmclures 

By virtue of the order n° 54-1991, dated January i 11, 1991, as amended and which 
was completed by the order n° 2141-1992, dated December 101

h, 1992 (1), the Human 
Rights Higher Cornrnillee was launched. It is under the direct control of the 
presidency of the Republic, its task is to study the conditions linked to the human 
rights. It submits every year a report to the President of the Republic about the 
human rights status in the country. 
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In view of its special qualification to handle the human rights issues, the committee 
surveys the cases anrl institutions that are linked to the human rights with reference 
to the International Standards. In this respect, Article 2 bis at the Order 1992 gave 
the President of the Republic the authority to ask the Committee's President to visit 
prisons, detention centres and the custody places and to analyse the events, to 
confirm up to what extent the laws and the regulations governing the detention and 
prisons are respected. 

Accordingly, the inspection of the detention regulations and the guarantees 
pertaining thereto and extended legally to the detainees is included in the 
prerogatives ot this stn1r,t1ire, Inking cc::i1e of ll1e l1u111a111igllls. This i1isµeclio11 allows 
lt1is committee to discover the casAs of violAting these guarantees and to assess tip 

to what extent the conditions of those detainees are matching up the standards 
adopted for the individual's basic rights, as per the human rights sources. 

This inspection is different from the judicial and administrative inspections which are 
caused by a pr oceuur e or administrative actions bound by special forms and legal 
restrictions. The Human Rights Higher Committee can, as part of its prerogatives, 
survey actual silual1011s wliicl 1 a1 e 11ol taken up by legal texts and 1n relation to whir.h 
it is not mamfa~lory lo lake <:.ert;:iin action!; or to obey to particular procedures. 
Howt=wer, such situations do not match the human rights, w1l11 all lile11 dinerent 
sources, and the wide field the intervention covers. Detention can be sound from a 
legal point of view as long as it complies with the requirements provided for by 
Articles 1 ;i bis and Article 572 or the Criminal Procedure Code; however, it is 
operaterl in r.onrlitions that are not suitable from the point of view protection. As it is 
alreAdy known, none of the two articles whict1 govern the detention contains any 
codification and organisation of the custody, food, cleanness conditions, elc ... , wl1ich 
makes it impossible to operate thereto a legal inspection. However, adopting an 
inspection baserl on the definitions of the human ri~hts as provided for in the 
agreements and conventions and tile general principles on which they me based, 
allows to remedy to this legal silence and to raise scientific shortcomings, which 
makes it mandatory to secure an actual protection to those individuals. 

Thanks to the foregoing, the inspection carried out by the Human Rights Higher 
Committee achieves some special results that cover aspects which are not handled 
by the judicial structures, especially that this committee derives its authority from the 
prerogatives of the President of the Rer11hlic, which allows, likewise, the overcoming 
of the shortcornrngs on a larger scale and In a rno1 e fur ida111e1 ilal way. 

THIRD RESEARCH: THE ISSUE OF INSPECTION ON DETENTION 

The Legislator, when ruling out the guarantees extended to the detainees, rocused 
on the protection of the detainees' basic individual rights, when they are subject to 
this institution, by deciding regulations aiming at protecting the individual's freedom, 
starting from the exceptional nature of the detention procedure, its period and the 
immunity of the bodies of the detainees, through requesting a medical check up and 
concentrating the evidence means to confirm the violations that they may be exposed 
to, such as indicating the detention and investigation minutes and the necessity to 
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keep a special record for this procedure and the notification of the Head of the 
Prosecution or the Examining Magistrate. However, the guarantee rule exceeds the 
limited framework in which the individual finds himself in, inside the detention centres, 
to cover the legal means to protect the 1ntt1al po!:>ilion of the detainee, at the level or 
the criminal investigation, su1.h as the suspect's enjoying of the innocence 
presumption, his right to keep silent or to quash the proof!:> brought against him. 
Hence, the guarantees extended to the detainee are classified into two types, the first 
one is relating to the detention conditions, whereas the second type deals with the 
invAstioAtion proofs that are collected as a result of the detention and the operation of 
the inspection on both of them. 

It Is ltlernfu1 e uµ lo ll 1e µoll 1l lo It wesli~ale al>Uul ll 1e i1 ispection on the detention 
cond1l1011s (first section), then to tackle the l11:;,pecllu11 rn1 l110 i.:.ullet.:.led prnnfs as a 
result ot the detention (second section). 

First Section: Inspection on the Detention Conditions 

The danger of the detention, as a procedure, comes from the results that are brought 
forward, based on the situation of the individual, when this detention is coupled with 
violaliu11s rn1d misuse of authority that affect the md1v1dual's pride, his frnerlom anrl 
his bndy ~r;ifftty. This particular prerlir.ament rns11ltAci in a lot of questions about the 
detention as an institution at different levels. Me:my Jurists consider the detention as 
part of the criminal investigation procedures that does not justify the existence ot the 
presumption of innocence, which requires to leave the accused at large during all the 
judicial dispute stages. Detention, according to soma, boars some speculation about 
the individual's ignorance of his freedom or his fears of the polirR. <

1
) A lot of jurists 

have called therefore to conccl for good the detention institution. (2) 

These opinions, which reject the recourse to detention, although they somewhat 
exaggerate in some cases, when judging a criminal institution which is, in most of the 
cases, imposed by facts, in compliance with the investigation requirements; seem to 
be justified by the danger surrounding the institution and which the researcher finds 
even outside the juridical studies. 

The laws under their rliff P-rnnt shapes, do include, some reservation of a diverQent 
importance, about the detention procedure and they compete among themselves in 
finrling mer=ins liAhle to prevent its awful consequences on the individuals. So they 
tried to secu1e serious gua1 a1 llees lllal miligale the effect of the procedure and which 
were applied to the individual's bnsic personality. <

1
) Furthermore, jurisprudence, 

despite its limited intervention, bases most often its reservation about detention on 
the fact that the individual, subject to this institution, enjoys the innocence 
prP.swnpllon whid1 protects him throughout tt1e inveslltJEllion p10CP.P.di11ys <2) 

At another level, the fact that the detainees are supposed to be innocent means that 
they cannot be subject to any form of oppression. This particular point of view was 
expressed by the Cr irninal Division al Srax Court of Appeals, in a clear cut way, when 
it ruled out that "the suspect, in front of the law, is innocent until his culpability is 
confirmed by conclusive evidence and by strong proofs and not by ill treatment ... <3) 
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However, the detention conditions, object of the inspection, may bring forward a very 
special reality, especially in view of the large possibilities in exploiting these 
r:onditions and subordinating them in such a way that mr=ty r:ontrndir-t with the 
guarantees extended to the detainee, but without representing a v1olallon of t11e legal 
requirements ; the fact of speaking loudly diiring the investigation or depriving the 
detainee of cigarettes, sleeping <

4
), has not been covered by the provisions of Ar licle 

13 bis, but it may, from a practical point of view, lay down the basis for an efficient 
inspection that covers the detention conditions as experienced by those individuals in 
the detention caves and centres, but which are not so obvious when reading the legal 
texts. 

l he stn tdt H'P.S ill charge Of tile human rights tlctVe lre<-:lled ll 1e dele1 lliOl l ii isliluliul l in 
a special way, which is due to t11e delicate aspect ot the issue and its importance. 
Such a procedure includes some practices and imposes situations that overlook the 
most fundamental rules for the protection of the individual's rights, not as a person 
subject to criminal investigation only, but also as a free human being, so much so 
that the detention centres have become one of the important fields for the 
inlervention of those structures. (1) 

It becomes clear from the forogolng that the con!!l~<:r <rll i< )11 c if II 1e delentinn c:is .,, 
pror:Arl11re reri11irnrl hy th0 criminal investigation is endowerl with a srer:i81 rlRlir;:ite 
nalur e, lllal covers the proceeding system ~mu U1e u1imi11ol µuli~y .:15 a wl 1ule. ll 
requires the search for protection means that set out limits to the detention procedure 
and imposes on those in charge of its execution restrictions. So the Legislator 
adopted a set of regul8tions and provisions that secure guarantees to the individuals, 
subject to a detention ruling. The inspection tool was an excellent means to reach 
this rliffir,11lt eri11ilihri1 im However, inspection, in itself; may lead to another issue 
relating to the study of its efficiency, since it comes across a lot ot obstacles that 
hinder its enforcement. The problem faced by inspection is how far the detention 
conditions can be open to inspection (first paragraph) so that its results will not be 
limited (second paragraph). 

First paragraph: How open the detention conditions are to Inspection 

The first obstacle encountered by the attempt of exercising an inspection on the 
enforcement of the detention decision is basically the law providing for such a 
possibility and which enables the concerned authority to operate this inspection. The 
detention legal setting is required by Articles 13 bis and 57 of the Criminal Procedure 
Code. Tl1ey botl1 included a restriction to the procedure, as far as the possibility to 
recourse to it and its terms are concerned. It imposed several controls on the .Judicial 
Police Officers in this respect. However, none of lhe articles has regulated an 
inspection mechanism in 8 detailed manner. l he intervention of the Head of the 
Prosecution and the l::.xaminino MAgistrate, In case of ;:a public µioseculio11, is a 
procedure Intervention exlenueu IJy lhe authorities in charge of the detention. 
However, such an intervention does not allow them to analyse the detention 
operation conditions. 

Tl1ere is a practical gap between the procedure dat8, ns recorded on the detention 
record and its minutes, and the reality of the detainees in the custody centres, which 
cannot be subject to such an inspection. The detention conditions are not simply the 
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prov1s1ons included in the minutes drafted by the concerned authority, or the 
detention notification or its extension, but should translate the situation of the 
rletAinee AS An individual living in special conditions, undoubtedly, from the point of 
view lodging, food, sleeping, undergoing some investigation in special circumstances 
and over a certain period of time. All these elements remained outside the legnl text 
and accordingly, outside the scope of inspection. One may refer to the human rights 
sources, in their different organisations, in order to come across the basis of a 
"serious" inspection. These sources provide for general principles that may cover this 
edgy issue, especi811y th;::it finrlino structures in charge of their enforcernenl may lead 
to the overcoming of these practical obstacles and the discovery of a truth that 
matches up the situation of the detainees with the minimum set rules for the human 
rights All the morn so ris Hll these sou1ces aul1101ise l11is kirnJ of u11de1laki11~. '1l 

In our opinion, the problem ot how open the detention conditions are to Inspections is 
not faced by a complexity at the level of the operation ot the 1nspect1on, tram the 
point of view legal texts or needs. It is relating to the specificity of the procedure and 
the recourse to it, as part of the preliminary investigation which still remains a factual, 
analysing slage in order to collect the proofs, and which 1gnore3 the 8ctual features 
of the criminal procedures. Furthermore, the governing organism, in the person of the 
Judicial Pullce Officers, is a sµecial 01 ga1 iisrn lhat is surroundod by security 
co11;tidl;;'tL1lions will1 all ll18i1 varirn1:s 11;1111;piciom; tBnd misQivings. The rolice and the 
National Guard Ott1c1als and Agents treat the incident within the framework of a 
security situation which must be addressed quickly, in an efficient way .... These 
motives mean a relaxation of the outside inspection authority in dealing with the 
specificities of this kind uf work. 

Hence, the reality of the detention conditions is kept under silence when executing an 
inspection. However, these conditions may respect the law and even the basic 
human rights rules, but they are not appropriate to the concerned individual. The 
exposure of detention to inspection is double folded. The first aspect brings along a 
legal possibility to operate a various inspection on the procedures and the means to 
execute them. The second aspect unveils a practical shortcoming in extending this 
inspection to feel the actual situation of the individual in the detention centres. 

Second Paragraph: The Limits of the Results of the Inspection on the Detention 
Centres 

In front of the relativity of the exrms11rn of the detEmtion conditions to inspection, the 
part ot these conditions that are subject lo this lnspHd ion, 1 P.lllAins vul11e1 able, will 1 
respect to lhe possibility to improve the detainee's situation and to the binding 
attitude of the Judicial Police Officers authority. Inspection allows the discovery ot the 
suffered detrciencies in the enforcement of the guarantees extended to the detainees 
and the ml9use of Al 1thont1As 1!1HI ci1H liable lo occur in the meantime. I lowev~r. 
relying on the role of the inspection systems, 1n this respect, may dwindle as long as 
the results coming from such an inspection remain limited from a practical point of 
view considering the expected role it has to play in taking away the detention outside 
the frame ot arbitrariness and violations under their different shapes. 

The Head of the Prosecution and the Examining Magistrate as an authority that is 
entitled to put this legal institution under its control, encounters without any doubt, 
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some limitation in its prerogatives to take the necessary action when it comes across 
such a deficiency since, as already mentioned before, several deficiencies are 
rnitsicfo the scope of the inspection. 1-urthermore, the violAtion of the rrnvlsions 
relating to the detention and which represent the guarantees extended to t11ose 
individuals will not lead to serious res11lts to catch up for what the detainee has 
suffered. The question in this respect is how the Head of the Prosecution or the 
Examining Magistrate reacts when discovering some violations of the statements that 
must be incorporated in the detention or the interrogation minutes or even when he 
discovers that he has not been informed of the delenlion procedure itself. There is no 
doubt that the required accuracy in the proceedings obliges him to raise the issue of 
examining those violations with the concerned Judicial Police Officer or even his 
parent adrnlnlstrallve aulllorlly. (1) Tl1e11, l1e will be furced lo lake uµ a1:1ai11 by himself 
all the executed works or lo trust them to another authority. Irrespective of the 
sanction that he may have to rule out, the proceedings cannot be of any use uul, 011 

the contrary, it will disturb his undertakings. 1-rom a practical point of view, this 
practical solution can even be an excuse to extend the detention period whenever it 
is possible. If the extension of the detention term is not possible, the case may be 
brought in front of the competent court in order to assess up to what extent this 
deficiency has affected the proceedings. 

/\t a111 )U lOr lew~I, tllP. in~p~ction imposed by the HumAn R.ights \,ommittP.P.S And their 
ra1s1ng ot the occurrence of eventual violations and misuse of aul1101ily w1ll 11ul leau lo 
concrete results in catching up for the wrongdoings suffered by the detainees and it 
will not also allow the recovery of what the detainee has lost or has suffered as a 
result of a misuse of l11e aut11ority, although the simple raising of the issue will bo fair 
enough to the detainee and paying a respect to himself and his rights. \:Z) 

There is no doubt that making up tor some of the violations, especially those related 
to the individual's freedom, his physical security and honour, may be impossible 
because there is no way for Lile detainee to go back to the same conditions he was in 
before the occurrence of those violations. May be the political orientation, aiming at 
allowing the individual, who has been deprived of his freedom by virtue of criminal 
proceedings, then, proved to be innocent, to have a fair compensation, mitigates, to a 
certain extent, the impact of those violations on the victim and will activate the 
inspection that must be operated on the detention conditions. (3) 

SECOND SECTION 
THE INSPECTION ON THE PROOFS COLLECTED 

AS A RESULT OF THE DETENTION 

The detention is a procedure leading to depriving the suspect of his freedom for a 
certain period in order to interrogate him as part of the proceedings that are meant to 
discover the crime. Hence, the recourse to the detention is justified by the needs of 
the first criminal investigation carried out by the Judicial Police Officers. The 
Legislator in Article 13 bis ot the Criminal Procedure Code (1) has provided for the 
foregoing. The recourse to the detention measure aims at collecting the proofs for the 
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criminal prosecution which will serve also to direct the charges, then, to back up the 
indictment or the innocence of the detainee. 

The investigations carried out by the Judicial Police Officers, whether when they take 
up the preliminary investigations or when they investigatP- in flc::igrant case or when 
they enforce a judicial action delivered by the examining magistrate, are more of 
inquisition nature, based on facts which are used as a starting point for a criminal 
proceeding. Accordingly, they are not subject to an accurate legislatory attention. 
These investigations are part of the prerogatives of the judicial police am:! will be 
forwarded to the Head of the Prosecution. However, the situation is different in case 
the investigation is initiated by virtue of a legal prosecution which includes some 
rlemgat1on trnm thB 1-xr.imining Magistrate to this body In or de1 lo cat 1 y out µart 01 Clll 
of the investigation work under his orders and control. l he recourse to the detention 
at this stage of the proceeding is dictated by the investigation requirements so that 
the investigation can take place in adequate cond1t1ons and allows the interrogation 
of the suspect and his easy confrontation with other parties. However, reality may 
sometimes prove that this cause is jeopardised by the adopted practices when 
detention is transformed into a means to extend a spociol treatment to the concerned 
person in order to extract vital evidences in favour of the prosecution, using all means 
and ways, wl1el11e1 aul1101iscd or 110L I lence, confessions urc extracted by force, 
1.:HJt::ti11sl Ille delai11ee's will and ~r~ im:l1Jdffd in the interrogation minutes anr,orrlino to 
the investigator's d1scret1on. All the foregoing makes a violation of the pr Ind pie ot 
fairness in the criminal investigation. However, and irrespective of the consequences 
that this kind of situation will entail to the detainee and to the purpose for the 
operation of the detention institution itself, the most serious danger is the impact of 
thP. violc::itions that are committed during the detention on the public prosecution 
proceeding. Hence, this contrary meaning given to detention makes up a major 
concern to the jurisprudence <

2
) and the judges <

3
) and the only way out from this 

predicament in view of the necessity to go for detention in some cases, is to organise 
an efficient inspection not only on the procedure itself but also on its outcome, 
including the proofs that will accompany the public prosecution in its proceeding and 
will chase the suspect during the proceedings' subsequent stages. 

An efficient inspection and a serious examination are the means adopted by the 
different regimes with respect to the proofs resulting from detention. In providing for 
this inspection, there is a confirmation of the necessity to rely on the initial authority in 
order to bring things to normal. The judicial authority is first and finally responsible for 
the truth outcome and the truth for ginu Ac~c~or dinoly, sD111e of tile 1 e~i111es I 1ave 
hesitated to make the judicial structures which intervene in the public prosecution G 

guardian of the proofs. <
1
) Hence, we should examine the inspection earned out by 

the Head ot the Prosecution (First Paragraph), by the Examining Magistrr-itH (Second 
P!:lr!:lyrapll), tHKi IJy ll1R t~ourl (ll1l1d µa1ay1aµl1) 011 tile µ1oofs µroduced du1l11!.J tile 
detention. 

First Paragraph: Inspection by the Head of the Prosecution on the Public 
Prosecution Proofs produced during Detention 

Although the Legislator has granted to the Public Prosecution the prerogative for 
deciding the investigation outcome, in accordance with the matching principles, the 
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undertakings of the judicial police end up in all the cases in the hands of the head of 
the prosecution, so that he may examine them and decide what he deems 
<=ir>r>rn11ric:ite (2) ThA t::irgeted examination in this respect has several phases, starting 
from the different decisions that are taken by the Head of the Prosecution in this 
rospoct. The decision to transfer the case in front of the concerned court or to open 
an investigation is always based on the presence of presumptions and on the data 
included in the first investigation and which favour the possibility of the suspect's 
committing a well established crime, punished by the law with reference to the deeds 
referred to 1n the investigation report The non suit ordering may be based on the lack 
of evidence which means there is no minimum proof in order to direct the accusation 
and to order thereafter the transfer of the case in front of the competent court. 

ll becomes quite clear from the foregoing that the Head ol lhe Prosecution 
appreciation is always based on the preliminary investigation which makes up the 
unique grounds for the decision to make; however, as long as the soundness and 
fairness of these investigations are questioned, the soundness of the prosecution 
decision, based thereon, becomes doubtful. Hence, the inspection must also cover 
the preliminary invesligalion (1) so that to avoid basing the decision to transfer the 
case or to direct a non suit, on false grounds. So does the Head of the Prosecution 
1 eally u11<.fo1 lake ll 1ls ii isµedio11? 

There is no doubt that the legal possibility to play this role remain::; uµe11, Gu11:::.1deri11g 
the large powers invested by the Legislator to the Head of the Prosecution. However, 
one must consider some legal data, the first being that the Judicial Police Officers are 
rublic officers supposed lo be fair, trustworthy, and that their undertal<ingn nhould be 
in compliance with the law. (2) The minutes drafted by them are supposed in all the 
CAses to be true until the contrary is proven by conclusive evidence, as part of 
formalities and by virtue of procedures that are limited by the Law. (:3) Furthermore, 
the factual data assume that the violation cases of the fairness principle remain 
limited And scarce. However, in any case, the inspection by the Head of the 
Prosecution remains necessary. This body operates an overall inspection on the 
undertakings and the minutes that end up to it and will not hesitate to take the 
appropriate measures, when it appears to it that there are some doubts about the 
veracity of their contents. It is part of its duties to take the necessary precautions in 
this respect, using several means such as carrying out again the investigations 
conducted by another party or to hear the suspect himself. 

The spscific feature of the fairnAss issue in the preliminary investigations, as far as 
the ruhllr, rrosecutlon Is concerned, Is l><':lsed 011 µ1 adical w1uu11ds, which suppose 
the combination of presumptions and proofs that favour tho decision to transfer the 
case to the court, or to open an investigation. These data and grounds are combined 
and collected to justify the necessity to go for such a decision. When either of them 
lacks lairness, it means thFlt tt1e d1a11ces lo affed Um µ1 oseculio11's µoslliu1 l 10111ai11 
slim 

Second Paragraph: The Inspection by the Examining Magistrate on the Proofs 
collected in the course of the Detention 

The undertakings of the Judicial Police Officers, by virtue of the legal prosecution, 
end up, when completed, in front of the Examining Magistrate. Irrespective whether 
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the prosecution is limited to the undertaking of some special or absolute proceedings, 
covering the different works, needed for the investigation, the body in charge, shall 
r:on<i11r:t th~ inv~stioations, in orrler to 11se them in the r.ase examination worl<s anrl in 
particular in order to draft the end of investigation decision. The Examining 
Mc::igistrnte exercises nn inspection on the investigations which have been executed 
so that he can make sure that they comply with the object of the prosecution and the 
charges object of the investigation, that they cover the concerned individuals and that 
they match up with the general framework of the investigation file. 

Tr1ere is no doubt that the Examining Magistrale, as a civil authority, enjoys large 
prerogatives in dealing with the undertakings of his nominee, since he inspects their 
effirienry at the level of the ro11rse of the investigation c:inrl their fnrmril r,omrlic:inr,P 
w1U1 U1e set standards, as well as their fairness, by checking the soundness of the 
investigation minutes whether they include interrogations or confrontations or surveys 
or other. The Examining Magistrate will not hesitate to reject any investigation work 
as long as he entertains any doubt concerning its validity. Confession for example, 
with the Judicial Police Officer, as long as it is not backed up by convincing proofs, 
will not prevent the Examining Magistrale fr orn µur suing U1e sear d1 foi 0U1e1 
evidence and even start a~ain from scratch. One cannot imagine that the 
i11vesligalio11 body, iii a11y case, is bou1 id by ll 1e oulco111e of ll 1e i1 wesligalio11s made 
Rt thP. IAVAI of thA .Jurllr.IRI r'ollcP. Officer. 

It becomes clear from the foregoing that the inspection on the proofs produced during 
detention are subject, just like any other evidencing means, to the absolute 
arrrer,1at1on of the Fxamining M;:igistrntP., to rlAr.irlA whP.thP.r to consider them or to 
reject them in accordrinr,e with the legal framework of thA investig<1tion, in i1n 
independent way, bHcked 11p by lc-:irge pre1ogc.ilives, i11 yuidi11y l11e irwesliyalio11 a11d 
collecting the proofs to set up the grounds for the results listed in the end of 
investigation report. 

Third Paragraph: the Inspection by the Judicial Body on the Proofs of the 
Prosecution collected during detention 

The traditional role played by the criminal court is to strike a balance between the 
different proofs, out of which the prosecution may favour some for the commitment of 
the crime object of the case transfer, and some others will be allocated to the 
assumed innocence, for every person as part of a presumption, which is fundamental 
in the Criminal Law. 

This role req11P.sts thP. jt irlid;:il hody to exercise Rn Hccurate and overnll examination 
that covers all the different conditions of the investigation and the adopted 
proceedings. Although these data set up the grounds for a balance betweon tho 
value ol the ev1denc1ng means produced by the social body, upon the request of the 
Public Prosecution and those presented by the accused in order to favour his 
innocence, they leave some special issues unanswered. The recourse to some 
institutions, adopted during the different proceeding stages, offers an excellent basis 
for the court's assessment of the produced proofs. In this respect, the recourse to 
detention, as a temporary procedure, needed for the preliminary investigation, 
requires from the court to consider the conditions in which the proofs are collected 
and to inspect up to what extent these data match up with the fairness principle at the 
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preliminary investigation stage and their compliance with the legally set conditions for 
the evidencing means produced during such a stage. (1l 

Acknowledging that the court has an authority to inspect the validity and the fairness 
of the collected proofs, by virtue of the detention, through its initial authority in 
assessing the value of these evidencing means, allows the judicial body to extend its 
authority to the different aspects of bringing the evidence, starting from the means to 
reach it, the conditions of its notification, up to the listing and the confirmation of 
those means during the stages subsequent to the criminal proceeding. (2) 

However the circumstances leading to the collection of proofs during detention are 
oftfm Rff P.r,tP.rl hy f:=ir,ts whir,h rnrp iirn thP. grnnting of An Absolute m.ithority to the initial 
courts. This conclusion was reached the French jurisprudence when it gave complete 
freedom to the court in assessing the legal validity of the conditions and the fairness 
of the proofs, object of the investigation, requesting the operation of the detention. (3l 
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CHAPTER II 
SANCTION FOR THE VIOLATION OF THE DETAINEES' GUARANTEES 

The ruling out of legal guarantees to the detainees is part of a legislation policy 
aiming at the protection of the basic human rights of the individuals and surrounding 
them with an efficient protection, considering their situation, whether special or 
exceptional, within the framework of a legal institution capable of depriving them of 
their freedom on temporary basis, as a guarantee for a good and a smooth running of 
the criminal investigation. However, the provision for such guarantees inside the legal 
texts is not enough in order to confir rn their r especl e:md llleir enforcement, wllid1 
leaves the basic rights of the concerned individuals exposed to violations affecting 
their treedom, their body immunity and their s1tuat1on 1n the invest1gat1on as persons 
covered by the innocence presumption. The cancer n, over lhe pr aclical violation of 
the le~al ~uarantees is ~reater when we are talking about a procedure stage which 
has its specific features, since it is directly linked to the Judicial Police Officers in 
view of the security motivation they bring along and the special means used in the 
investigation, and also in view of the fact that the preliminary investigation may take 
place outside the crlmlnal proceedings In their strict meaning. The existence of some 
means to inspect the detention procedure, may be a guarantee to limit the law 
violallon and lo secure Lile expected efficiency t1 om llle existence ot ll 1ese leyal 
Qt 1arantees, esred~lly th~t the insrection meas1 ires anrl the stn 1ct1 ire of s11ch an 
insrer.tion ::ire vArio11s And m;:iy r=H ithorise the orerc:ition of c:m effir:ient insrer:tion 
touching the different conditions of this institution and laying down the basis for an 
efficient protection of the detainees' rights. 

However, the existence of a legal guarantee and the operation of an inspection in 
order to materialise it, from a practical point of view, will lead to talking about the 
s;:inr:tion rrovided for, in r:r=ise A violr=ition is mFJde thereto, Rnd for the misuse of 
authority resulting from its application. Generally speaking, in criminal issues, and as 
far as detention in particular is concerned, the conseq11ences resulting from s11r:h 
violations are more serious for two reasons at least. The first reason is that the 
criminal investigation, whenever its soundness and fairness are questioned, affects 
the balance of the procedure stages, including proceedings and judgement and will 
lead to consequences that cannot be, or that are difficult to, overcome. The second 
reason is that the nature of the possible violations in the detention institutions affects 
the individual in his personality, his body and his psychology. The violations 
represent, as a matter of fact, transgressions of basic rights highly ranked by the 
modern substantive law. 

The criminal investig;:ition Anrl the detention m;:iy rrovirle An orrort1 mity to ::in 
aggression prohibited by the Law and considered as a criminal offence, to which the 
institution keeps silent, making hence an authorisation for violations that are not 
Justified. ll likewise deprives l11e 1nd1viduals' guarantees of t11eir contents, tile reason 
for their existence. So the investigation authority allows itself what is prohibited to the 
others. Hence, the question of sanction for the violation of the provisions of the 
guarantees extended to the detainees is of great importance as it affects the 
efficiency in legislating the detention institution, the reason behind the ruling out of 
these guarantees and the efficiency of the inspection ways and means imposed on 
this procedure. 
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In order to examine this sanction, one should make the difference between the 
sanction on the undertakings (first CElse) nnd the s8nction imposed on the offender 
(second case). 

First Research: Sanction imposed on the Undertakings: Nullity 

The existence of the detention, as a legal institution, is justified by the needs of the 
criminal investigation or by what is considered by the Legislator as the requirements 
of "the investigation necessity". This procedure is included in a proceeding stage 
whose purpose is to look for criminal prosecution proofs. The detention has recourse 
to all these proofs in order to allow the judicial authorities to dispose of clear data so 
that it r.an assess the necessity of the rmcee<iing, at a first stage, then to har.k 11r the 
lr ansfer in front of a cour l, U1e drafling or Uie bill or indiclmenl or U1e proclamalion or a 
non suit. The detention ends up with a set of undertakings, included in minutes that 
are issued along with the criminal investigation, in its different subsequent stages. 
The influence of the detention on such undertakings is efficient. Indeed the minutes 
drafted on the occasion, often translate the preliminary investigation stage conditions. 
Asking questions about the end use of these undertakings, when it is confirmed that 
some deficiencies have affected the procedure, is, as a matter of fact, a confirmation 
of tile impacl of ltlese under lakings on llle decision lllal llie µ1 usecullon, ll1e 
jt 1<igement anct sanr;tion may hring along 

However, looking for answers, encounters several complex issues, the most 
important being the expected gap between studying the problem and the ruling out of 
a dec1s1ve sanction tor the possible shortcomings. lhe reply, providing for the 
necessity to stop the law violation, by virtue of the failure to respect the guarantees 
extended to the detainees, is facerl hy rractir..al rliffic11lties coming from the grnvity of 
the issue, the srer,ific nr:iturn of detention and the outcome of the public prosecution. 
One is therefore bound to study the possibility of ruling out the nullity sanction (first 
paragraph) then to take up the possibility to enforce this sanction (second 
paragraph). 

First Section: The possibility to rule out the nullity sanction 

The efficiency of the legal guarantees extended to the detainees is related to the 
necessity to set out a decisive and efficient sanction in order to overcome the 
consequences of the deficiencies, affecting these guarantees, on the situation of the 
individual, his basic rights and in particular on what it is related to the criminal 
investigation. The Jurists <

1l are inclined to accepting the ett1c1ency of the nullity 
sanction in facing such shortcomings which am ofti:m hAserl on rractir-AI violations of 
the rights and the guarantees brought forward and reasserted by the law. The 
decision lo rule out a punishment, at this level, pushes the Judicial Police Officers in 
cl1a1ge, to be more attentive lo tile respect or the law and to abide by wl1al it llas 
extended to the individual. Nullity alone is the guarantee to erase the impact of the 
undertakings executed during the detention, together with the defects pertaining 
thereto. The set of guarantees ruled out by the law, with respect to detention, as part 
of the requested proceedings to operate a detention, such as its notification to the 
concerned parties, the limitation of its terms or the nomination of the people in charge 
of its conducting, and the procedures adopted during its terms, such as the keeping 
of a detention record, the possibility to apply for a medical check up, and the 
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mandatory indications in the minutes relating thereto, means, if they are in-existent 
or if they suffer from any shortcoming, the exclusion of the detention institution from 
the framework set out by the Law for its legitimacy. This situation leads to quostionino 
the legal validity and the soundness of the undertakings and the minutes drafted in 
the meantime. So, declaring them as null becomes an issue imposed by the 
provisions and the efficiency of the existence of such guarantees. 

The protection measures, ruled out in favour of the detainees, by the Law, are closely 
related to the outcome of the conducted investigation. However, the issue of nullity, 
despite its being clearly a sanction for the violation of the guarantees extended to the 
detainees, requires basically a law authorising the recourse to the detention by the 
r..rn 1rts whir:h remain the r>Arty rnsronsible for the protection ot the 1nd1v1duals' rights 
in general and the person implied in a criminal investigation, in particular. 
Furthermore, the detention specific nature leaves the nullity of the undertakings 
resulting from it, a case for dispute, and one is therefore directed towards examining 
the obscure legal grounds of nullity (1), then studying the argument about the 
exposure of the detention undertakings to nullity. 

A - The Obscure Legal Grounds of Nullity 

If !ho legal grrn 1nrls for the ni 1llity of the 11nrlert~klng~ 1-:llld pr o(;ed111 cl~, e:xe(~11led 

rh iring rletention, whir:h include F.I violation of the legal requirements, are clear to 
some extent, in the comparative law, the Tunisian Law has kept things obscure and 
unclear in this respect. The articles governing detention, its conditions and 
proceedings do not include any sanr,tion for the possible deficiencies. Even if one 
refers to the general provisions of the criminal provisions, In a search for the nullity 
grounds, one encounters rliffir..11lties in interpreting the provisions of Article 199 of the 
Criminal Pror..erl11rn Code (CPC). 

Article 199 of the CPC was inclt 1rlArl in Sedon 1 O under the Heading "Nullities". It 
provides that "are considered as null all the undertakings and provisions that are 
contrary to the texts relating to the public order or the basic criminal rules or the 
accused legal interest". 

The Jurists did not agree about the interpretation to be given to this text. Some of 
them find in its general aspects the freedom of the judge to limit the nullity cases and 
the objective of this nullity. Others consider that the general nature of the text is 
intentionol, selected by the Legislator as an excuse in order to avoid clear cut 
provisions about nullity In case the detention n~quirHlll81lts a1 e not r espeded. 

This general nature of the text left the possibility to order the nullity sanction 
uncertain, since the proclamation of the detention and undertakings nullity resulting 
therefrorn, requires the llst1ng ot the shortcomings it suffers from among the r:ases 
provided for by Article 199, above mentioned. These cases are three : the first one 
being the violation of the texts dealing with the public order, although the definition of 
the public order remains unclear in the substantive law, in general, and the r..riminal 
law, in particular, the limitation of the legal provisions it includes raises a special 
difficulty, namely that the Tunisian jurisprudence often evades the issue of tackling 
such kind of questions. The Supreme Court of Appeals examined a case wherein 
nullity was requested for the violation of the detention legal deadline. The Appellant 
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considered that there was a violation of some provisions relating to the public order. 
However, the Supreme Court of Appeals quashed the plea based on the fact that the 
case file did not include any evidence provino thnt the: custody period of the accused, 
during the detention, exceeded its legal deadline. At another level, several Jurists of 
the comparative law consider that some of the guarantees extended to the detainee 
include provisions that are related to the public order, such as the failure to respect 
the detention deadline. 

However, the jurisprudence attempted to determine the definition of the public order 
as being a set of essential principles and basic rules which guarantee the successful 
running of the criminal system. President Salah Trifa considers that the public order 
rrovisinns are 11s11Ally set out for a general 1ud1c1al purpose, witt1out being directed 
basically towards protecting the accused interest, although they have covered such 
an interest in a subsequent manner. 

The second case for the regulation of the nullity sanction, with reference to the 
provisions of Article 199 of the CPC, is the violation of the basic procedure rules. 
Such rules Include all t11e µrocedu1 es l11at govern tile conducting of the public 
prosecution. The jurisprudence makes a difference between the basic procedures 
cind the µ1 ocedu1 es 1elali1 lg lo ll 1e µ1 adlcal 111ea1 lS. Co11side1 i1 lg ll 10 fad ll 1al tile 
rletantinn rrocer:li ire Is p~ut of 1o1 corwer ned <JI irni11al slcigo, nne r::mnnt imillgine that 
the violc=ition rnsulting from the detention can be covered by thrs case in the nullity 
sanction regulation, because, as we already pointed out, the preliminary investigation 
cannot be considered as a pure criminal procedure. 

The third case in the I egislatnr's nrinion for the nullity of all the procedures and 
judgements is in r,ontrndiction wrtl1 tile legal interest of the accused. The used 
expressions suggest that the sanction was ruled out by the Legislator to protect the 
accused, when he is deprived of a possibility that serves his interests and which is 
granted to him by the Law. We are talking here about a protection measure for the 
accused. 

The Court of Appeals considered that the nullity resulting from this measure is 
relative nullity and consequently requires that the concerned party should stick to it, 
contrary to the last two cases listed in Article 199, above mentioned, whose existence 
should lead to the absolute or mandatory nullity. 

If the study of the provisions of Article 199 does not offer a clear cut basis for the 
ruling out of nullity, a sanctron imposed on the undertakings executed by virtue of the 
rletention anrl whir,h include a violation of t11e secured guarantees with respect 
thereto, the general nature of the cases listed in the above mentioned article allows 
the acceptance of such cases to operate this sanction on a group of possible 
violations occurring durrng detention. The coverage by the said Artir,IP. of ttlo 
undertakings and provisions provides a basis to the courts in order to adopt this 
position. Hence, to our mind, the position of the Court of Appeals was not sound and 
did not respect the provisions of the text itself when it considered that the target 
nullity covered only judgements. 
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B - The exposure of the detention undertakings to nullity 

As long as the legal basis to rule out nullity rP.fArs to a legislatory text or to the 
jurisprudence appreciation, the centre ot interest is shifted towards a new handicap 
which is the exposure of the detention undertakings to nullity. Some Jurists consider 
that there are some legal and practical difficulties to make the undertakings, resulting 
from the operation of the detention, subject to nullity, whenever they have proven to 
be illegal. 

The reason for this difficulty is the nature of detention itself which remains, according 
to some, outside the scope of the criminal procedures in their strict meaning. 
1Jete11tio11 is 11ol a pure procedure work so that it may be declared null if it is not 
carried out according to the standards. It is a strange police management ot the 
precise technical prosecution works. It is hence an internal organisation procedure for 
works and studies to be conducted by the Judicial Police Officers and the failure to 
respect its requirements does not require the nullity of the work resulting therefrom 
nor the investigation it leads to. This trend is supported by the flexibility of the 
provisions governing detention and which remain in most of the cases a large field for 
the appreciation of the Judicial Police Officer in charge of the investigation. It is he 
who decides whether the procedure is appropriate with reference to the requirements 
of "the investigation necessity". He i'3 also the party who rleterminAs thA IAn~th of the 
detention period within the legal restrictions. llle Jud1c1al Police Officer is authorised 
to select the interrogation conditions from the beginning to the end and manages the 
interrogation according to his discretion, as well. There is no doubt that this flexibility 
is opposite to a sanction as serious as nullity since it aims at serving the interest of 
the investigation and the nullity of the undertakings may strip the preliminary 
investigation off its efficiency and affect the course of the criminal case. This attitude 
has limited the nullity sanction to the deficiencies, witnessed in the form, without 
considering the core of the undertakings executed during the detention or on its 
occasion. 

At another level, it seems that the nullity sanction is opposite to the purpose of 
operating an inspection on the detention, especially the judicial inspection which 
authorises its systems to adopt the adequate measures in order to overcome the 
possible shortcomings in the detention procedure. The Head of the Prosecution can 
withdraw the investigation from a concerned party in the judicial police and assign it 
to some other party. The Examining Magistrate enjoys also the same right and, in 
addition, can proceed with the investigation himself. This positive intervention of the 
Inspection aulho1Hy in lhe dele11lio11 can, when the nullity sanction is ruled out, make 
do without the violation of the requirements set out by the institution. This 
jurisprudence trend goes along with the position of the jurisprudence in the 
comparative law and especially the French Law which stuck lo a clear rejection to 
oanuel the illegal detention measures. It is a basic rejection declared by the frenoh 
Court of Appeals since 1959, based on the fact that the detention provisions were 
considered as a mixture between reality and the law. 

The same court explained in 1960 that the violation of the detention procedures did 
not in itself entail the nullity of the procedure undertaking as long as it was not proven 
that the search for the truth and its unveiling was substantially deficient. 
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However, sometimes the French Supreme Court of Appeals finds protection behind 
the fact that the issue relates to facts that are not subject to the law court, so as to 
avoid debating about the nullity adm1ss1on as a result of a violation of the provisions 
pertaining to detention. 

The French Justice attitude with respect to a sanr.tion for thP- violr:3tion of thp, 
detention procedure bears, implicitly, an acknowledgement of the difficulty to nullify 
the undertakings resulting from the detention institution, from the point of view 
principle, e:md lhe possil>ilily l11erelo from a leQal point of view, which remains an open 
topic tor d1scuss1on, however the appl1cat1on of the nullily sanclion on those 
undertakings is not void of a similar provocation. 

Second Section: The possibility to apply nullity sanction on the Undertakings 
resulting from Detention: 

The reason behind putting aside the possibility to apply the nullity sanction on the 
clele1 iliu1 l u1 icle1 laki1 iys is ll 1ei1 sµeciric 11alure if compared to tl1e otl1er procedures 
wllid l 81 e 8cinpleri 1i1 iring tllA crimin~I invr:tr:;tig~tion or on its occasion. The 
1unsprudence acknowledges the necessity to allocate special provisions to detention 
which govern it and provide for the necessary sanctions to be delivered in case of its 
violation. 1 

On can consider the prov1s1ons governing the detention institution and their 
complexity, a handicap for the delivery of a clear cut sanction in case they arc 
violated. None of the governing articles has included or organised the sanctions, 
which means that we have to detail the different cases for the violation of the 
guarantees extended to the detainee, by virtue of the law. Accordingly, on has to rely 
on the criminal general provisions and to have recourse to the sanction that is 
required for any violation of the legal guarantees. 

In order to examine this, one should limit the nullity cases (first paragraph), then 
study l11e effects of the nullity on the public prosecution (second paragraph). 

First Paragraph: The Violation Cases requiring Nullity 

l lle rn ya1 iisaliu1 l of ll 1e clele1ilirn1 ii islilulirn l llas led l.o I.I 1e avallabllll.y of a !'l~I or 
guarantees as explained hereabove The purpose of such guarantees is to lay down 
requirements and conditions to operate the detention which may prevent the 
occurrence of the violations and the arbitrary practices. 

These guarantees aim also at securing a minimum level of trust and fairness 1n the 
preliminary investigation works, imposed by detention. Hence, it seems more 
appropriate to study the nullity sanction with respect to the detention procedure itself 
(A), then, the nullity of the works resulting therefrom (B). 

1 Cf. for example Bouloc: "Les abus en rnaliere de Procedure Penale" R.S.C. 1991, p. 211 
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A - The Nullity of the Detention Procedure 

The codification of the detention has required the availability of conditions and 
formalities when there is recourse to it. Since Articles 13 and 57 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code (CPC) remained silent with respect to the required sanction in case f 
a failure to respect these conditions is recorded, it is proper to ask questions about 
the possibility to refer to the sanction nullity as provided for by the general provisions 
of the criminal proceedings, in order to rule out the sanction nullity. 

There is no doubt that the reply thereto requires U1e thorough knowledge of all these 
conditions in order to find out any provision therein liable to lead to this nullity. 

1. The Violation of the Condition providing for the necessity to go for 
Detention 

The Legislator sets as a condition the investigAtion requirements for the operation of 
the detention. This condition is confirmed by the provisions of Article 13 bis, which 
should be included among the legal and serious guarantees extended to the detainee 
and which relate to the soundness of the procedure itself, since it relates to the 
corner stones ot the detention lnslilulio11. 111 case ll 1e Liele11lior 1 II isUluUu11 Is 1 efe11 eel 
In, whereas there is no necessity for it hy the. invAstig::11tion, WA RrA in front of R hR~lc. 

violation that sho11lrl learl to 111 illity hc:isP.rl on thP. rrnvisions of Article 199 of the r,pr, 
since the violation of this condition relates at the same time to the basic procedures 
and to the legal interest of the accused. 

However, this strict attitude, rn dealing with the violation of a core condition in the 
dele11llu11, 111 sucl1 a way, 111~y A1H~rn111l~1 !'lFllVFlll<'il ol>!'ll<'!cle5 wl1id1 p1eve11l ftulll 

Applying the nullity sRnr.tion The c::issessment of the availability of the investigation 
necessity condition cannot be based on firm standards that allow its identification and 
accordingly, one can analyse up to what extent it has not been respected. 
Furthermore, the preliminary investigation, or the investigation in a flagrant case or 
the investigation carried out by a special legal proxy from the Examining Magistrate, 
is a special stage in the investigation procedure which does not allow the different 
parties in charge to seriously grasp the soundness of the investigation guidelines, its 
d1tterent undertakings and consequently assess the necessity to adopt a certain 
procedure. 

As long as the investigation necessity condition is an element to prove the 
soundness ot the detention procedure and an exceptional guarantee extended legally 
to the individual, the flP.xihility whP.n RSSP.ssino the RVAilAhility of this r,onrlition 
prevents the operation of this sanction. 

2. Vlolallon ot lhe Obligation lo Nolity lhe Uelenlion 

The article governing this topic required the notification of the procedure to the 
different parties. The notification of the Head of the Prosecution and the Examining 
Magistrates of the recourse by the Judicial Police Officers to this procedure, makes 
up a notification to the judicial body which is concerned by the above mentioned 
institution. Although this notification makes up a guarantee to the concerned 
individuals, as mentioned hereabove, it seems that the pure mandatory nature of 
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such a notification was laid down in order to organise the work and the coordination 
between the different concerned authorities, in addition to the guarantee to enforce 
the other guarantt'lt'l~, without ranking up as an independent protection mci:m;, which 
would lead to the nullity sanction in case of any violation thereof. The failure to notify 
the Head of the Prosecution or the Examining Magistrate, although it makes up a 
violation of the law, it does not meet all the requirements set out for the detention 
nullity. On the contrary, the fact of notifying the detainee of the decision taken against 
him, affects directly the situation of the individual concerned and is of importance to 
get to know about his status, his rights and guarantees during the detention. This 
may lead to declaring that the above mentioned procedure is of a special importance 
in the protection of the detainee which allows us to claim the nullity of the procedure if 
this tormality is not resrecterl <

1l However, nirllity, in this resrRct, mAy face the 
obstacle of bringing in the relating evidence, so how can the injured, through the 
violation of the obligation to make the notification, prove that he was not informed of 
the same. Although Article 13 bis made it mandatory to indicate such a notification on 
the detention minutes, this does not change the possibility of proving the contrary. 

Hence, the nullity admission faces in this case ll1e ul.n:>lade uf ll1e exisle11ce or 
serious chances to bring in the evidence thereto, especially that the detention 
minutes and ils e<.mle11ls 1 emai11 a sol iu µmof lo quasi l dow11 any co11l1 ary co11le11ll01 l. 
/\t anntht=1r lt=tvAI, thA Rrtlcle governing dehmtion ~~l~ uul fur l11i; ublig1.;1liu11 lo nulify 
thR fi::imily nf the recourse to this procedure. The Legislator obliged the Judicial Police 
Officers to mention it on the detention minutes and on the record reserved to this 
end. Although this kind of notification avoids to the detainee himself and his family 
the consequences of an 1.mexrec;teci procedure, however, Its violation remains 
possible and it is legitimate to ask about the necessary sanction provided for in this 
respect. 

There is no doubt that the importance of this notification in limiting the consequences 
of the detention on the individual anci his family, mec::ins the necessity to declare its 
nullity if a violation is made to such a notification, since detention in this case, is 
contrary to some procedures imposed by the law, which will lead to violating a 
mandatory procedure which the Legislator sets as a protection to the individuals and 
his relatives against an unexpected decision to operate this institution. Accordingly, 
nullity can be proclaimed based on Article 199 of the CPC. However, the obstacle of 
bringing in the evidence prevents the enforcement of a similar sanction, considering 
the difficulty of proving the contrary and the keeping of the opposite party, namely the 
Judicial Police Officers, of decisive evidence proving the contrary. 

3. Violating resulting from the failure to respect the detention term 

if one studies the detention guarantees, one can confirm that their importance "is to 
limil ll1e delenlron period". Since the codification of the institution in 1907, this 
procedure has become possible within limits and restrictions in time, imposed by the 
Law, starting from the determination of the initial period then the ruling out of the 
period procedures for any extension thereof. There is no doubt that the Legislator's 
firm intervention in this respect, contradicts with the fact that the detention institution 
goes beyond what is authorised by the text. Any suspected detention for a period 
exceeding 3 days, without any order for an extension is undoubtedly an arbitrary 
detention, as long as it includes a violation of legal restrictions. 
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In principle, the failure to respect the detention period implies its nullity and the nullity 
of the works resultinn therefrom One has rer,011rse, in this resrer,t, to the rrovisions 
of Article 199, in order to declare nullity as long as they make it clear that the violation 
of the detention period is a violc:ition of the public order regulations and the accused 
legal interest, since depriving the individual of his freedom is automatically arbitrary 
as long as it is not legally backed up and motivated. 

Although the Supreme Court ot Appeals (1) did not contend the principle ot nullity 
admission in a case wherein il backed up t11e opinion of Tunis Permanent Martial 
Court in rejecting a request to declare nullity for the absence in the case file of any 
8Vlrienr,e Of exr,eerling the <ietention reriorl, its rosition in this resrer,t rlirl nnt 
cunlrad1cl w1tl1 lhe poss1b1hty to declare this sanction as long as its requirements are 
met, consisting essentially in proving the actual period during which the detainee was 
deprived of his freedom and which exceeds the law provisions . One should point out 
in this respect that proving this issue, although it is fundamental to admit nullity, 
makes up, practically speaking, an obstacle to execute such a sanction. 

The individual may not have enough means to bring along such evidence. 
Nonetheless, the expiry of the deadline in itself, if proved, serves 8s 8 b8sls lu 
rlAr.l.'llrA thA rlAtAntion rroc~dlJrA null Rnd void. 

Despite the above, some consider that nullity will not be declared as long as there 
are no consequences of such a violation on the course of the case. 

However, in any case, violating the detention periods remains the most frequently 
used ple:::is to :::ipply for nullity. 

4 - Violations relating to the Detention Record 

When requiring to exclusively allocate one record to detention, with numbered pages, 
signed by the Head of the Prosecution, the Legislator wants it to be a different record 
from the other administrative records, which the Police and the National Guards are 
accustomed to keep. He undoubtedly aims at laying the practical basis for an efficient 
inspection, which enables to examine the said record, have an idea about the 
conditions surrounding the detention procedure and the different proceedings 
referred to in its course. There is no doubt that all the foregoing makes up a 
guarantee to the concerned detainees. Accordingly, the violation of the necessity to 
koop this record an to list 1n 1t all the required indications may eliminate the expected 
rroter,tion rinrl mFJy c:.iffect, as a consequence thereof, the individual's rigtils ant.l 
guarantees. However, such a violation will not rnnk up to the point of requesting the 
nullity sanction, as long as we are talkin!=) about, in our opinion, a plain record whose 
purpose 1s to regulate the work and the inspection witho11t giving a srer,ial stah 1s tn 
the detainee, in an indirect way, nor entailing a direct damage to him. Based on this, 
the violation of the guarantee, arising from the record existence, remains amid the 
legislation means governing the procedure and securing internal regulation 
mechanisms that are not supposed to be included in one ot the cases that oblige 
nullity as per the provisions of Article 199. 

In the French Law, the failure to make this guarantee entails the nullity as per the clear text 
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5 - Violation of the right to request a medical check up 

Since reguluting detention, the Legislutor hus uuthorisod tho possibility to c:isk for ci 

medical check up for the detainee. The Legislator made it compulsory to indicate 
such a request in the detention minutes and in the special record to this end. Tl1is 
newly created possibility provides a legal means to discover any violation of the body 
immunity for this category of individuals, on one hand, and to determine up to what 
extent the detention conditions can match up the detainee's health conditions.(1

) 

Although this possibility makes up an important legal guarantee for the detainee, 
asking questions about its violation and the results brought forward in this respect to 
the detention institution, will naturally lead to debating the issue of what kind of help 
thP. rP.(jl IP.St tn l tnrlP.rgn o1 mAriir,::il r,her,k 1 lfl r.an ar,h tally rrnvirlo tn the rlet8inee Tl1is 
possibility for applying for a medical check up is allowed to the susp~r,t hims~lf or to 
one of his relatives as fixed in Article 13 bis. Its purpose is to discover the health 
conditions of the concerned detainee during the detention or at its end. 
Consequently, the violation resulting from this guarantee will consist in failing to 
mention on the detention minutes and on the detention record, the application made 
for this medical check up, without turning down a request that was actually made, 
which does not make up a violation of a legal procedure since the article governing 
the Issue has not made the medical check up an obligation and has not accordingly 
l)hligcd 1110 .Jt1dic1!<ll Pol1<~fil Olt1c@rs lo comply w1lll ll11:S r~lellBHJ r~q11~8I Allllrn1gt1 
turning down the request may be justified, in some cases, the medical check up 
remains subject to the good willing of the officer in charge of the detention, which 
makes his judgement suffer from the lack of clear reference standards. 

In consideration of the foregoing, one could say that preventing to make the 
application for a medical check up or the failure to mention it in the detention record, 
although it makes up a violation of the Law, however, its affecting the soundness of 
the detention remains open to discussion. On one hand, depriving the detainee from 
this possibility makes up a violation of a legal guarantee, however, practically 
speaking, the object of this guarantee will be made on the basis of the outcome of 
this medical check, and not the simple application therefor, on the other. 
Consequently, the soundness of the procedure, including the foregoing, may be 
affected by the execution of the medical check up without stopping at the outcome of 
the simple request made in this respect. Hence, one is tempted to discard this case 
from the detention nullity cases in view of the absence of a direct link between the 
procedure and the request, object of the medical check up. 

B - Nullity of the Works resulting from Detention 

ThA r11rrnse nf having rer,rn irsA tn rletentinn, as rernrterl hefnre, is tn r,oller,t the 
criminal prosecution proofs, object of the investigation. Reganiing A s11srer.t, the 
detention le8ds to his interrogation 8nd the listing of his statements in minutes. The 
Legislator also obliged the interrogation to abide by moral requirements when 
operating this procedure, including the notification to the suspect of the procedure 
taken against him, the reason behind it, the date of the detention beginning nnd the 
end of the interrogation and reading to him the legal guarantees extended by the Law 
to him. 

(l) Cf. in this respect Pradel : "Les atteintes de la Liberte" Op. Cit. 
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Furthermore, the purpose of all the indications that must be included in the minutes is 
to offer an actual materialisation of the guarantees offered to the detainee. 

Although those different indications are dictated by the nature of the minutes, since 
they fulfil a set of elements surrounding detention, regarding the parties and the 
object of the minutes, Article 155 of the CPC required, in order to make it sound, that 
the minutes had to be drafted according to the Law, and its author had to include 
therein what he heard, witnessed personally during the fulfilment of his duties. 
Jurisprudence has made it mandatory to indicate the date of the minutes. As a matter 
of fact, the Supreme Court of Appeals ruled out that any contradiction in the dates of 
the minutes issued by the Police would deprive it of its evidencing nature. (1) Article 
199 of the CPC has dassifie<i the ni .rllity of the works an<i the rrovisions that are 
against the public order or the basic procedure rules or the legal interest of the 
accused. The general nature of the word "works" means that it covers all the 
proceedings and means that are adopted in the investigation and the criminal 
prosecution, which would mean the application of the nullity sanction on the works of 
the Judicial Police as long as they include a violation that is listed amid the cases 
provided tor by Article 1 ~~. above mentioned. Concerning the minutes drafted during 
detention, some of the violations relating thereto seem to affect the basic 
proceedings and the detalnee's, or even the public order Interest, legally protected by 
1110 I ~1w l111s w1ll 1~q11110 lllc11 1111llrly hosed 011 Ille provisinns of lhis arlicle Hnwcver, 
the assessment of the nature of the violation and up to what extent it r:ontra<iir:ts with 
any of the cases listed in Article 199 remains subject to the absolute discretion of the 
court as long as the Legislator has entitled it to do so. 

Jurisprudence has, under the control of the Supreme Court of Appeals, exercised this 
autt1or'lty ot assessrmmt t:lnd hi;is 11ol t1~silC;ll~d for C;l wllil~ lo rul~ oul nullity sa11clio11 
as long as it meets the legal requirements (2) on any procedure that the court finds 
contrary to the above mentioned rules. However, with respect to the detention nullity 
sanction, decisions, in this respect, remain limited. The fact of limiting the provisions 
of Article 199 of the CPC to the nullity of the provisions seems, in our opinion, to be 
overlooking the Legislator's intention. (3) 

The nullity of the detention minutes, generally speaking, is based on two reasons, 
namely the failure to respect the formal conditions, both general and specific, relating 
to detention and interrogation and whenever lheir contents are in contradiction with 
the individual's rights that are legally protected. Some (4) consider that the core and 
the formal nullity reasons, generally, are set out in order to achieve a general 
jurisdictional aim, without trying basically to protect the interest of the accused 
although they cover it in a subsequent manner. 

\l)""Pemil I lec1s1on n" 11085 dehvernd on JtJly 51
h, 1g15 by the Sllpreme Court ot Appeals - Publication 

or l11e Suµ1e111e CoUI l or Aµµeals ro1 1975 - Penal Section µ. 76 
(2) Cf., for example 

the Criminal Decision n° 5646 delivered on June 51
h, 1968 by the Supreme Court of Appeals -

Publication of the Supreme Court of Appeals for 1968 - Criminal Section p. 34 
the criminal Decision n° 7234 delivered on December 61

h, 1972 by the Supreme Court of 
Appeals - Publication of the Supreme Court of Appeals for 1972 - Criminal Section p. 136 

(
3

) Cf. the Criminal Decision n° 73898 delivered on March 3rd, 1997 by the Supreme Court of Appeals 
- Publication of the Supreme Court of Appeals for 1997 - Penal Section. 
(
4
) Cf., for example Salah Trifi "The Investigation" Tunisian La Gazette - April 1983 p.40 
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Accordingly, the nature of nullity depends on the nature of the committed violation. 
The Tunisian Supreme Court of Appeals considers that nullity is mandatory when we 
aro in front of a violation of tt1e text relating lo the public order and il is relative when 
we are talking about the violation of the rules relating to the accused legal interest. 
Hence, nullity sanction, which is to be ruled out on the occasion of the violation of the 
indications to be included in the minutes drafted during detention, is listed under the 
second category, which supposes the confirmation of the procedure violation, the 
damage resulting therefrom and the sticking to it with the initial court. 

Second Paragraph: Nullity Effects 

The provisions nf /\rtide 199 of the CPC have provirlerl that "any J' 1rlqement 
providing for nullity should specify the scope of its target. Although this article invests 
the court with a large authority in ruling out nullity sanctions and limiting its effects on 
the different proceedings, the assessment of the nullity scope requires however to 
investigate about the causal relationship between the works and the proceedings, 
including those that are wrong and whether there is any impact on the defective 
proceeding and the soundness and the fairness ot the conducted works. Accordingly, 
the sound works and proceedings will be either listed as defective or will remain as 
being sound and productive of their legal effects. (1) 

However, the fact that the concernerl ~n11rt has nn predse st.anrlarrl tn ft 1lfil the 
mission, it will be facing, a lot of difficulties, especially if the issue relates to complex 
proceedings involving a lot of formalities and procedures. Detention, supposes a link 
between its forms and requirements and the guarantees extended in this respect 
which will have an impact on the outcome, especially that the relat1onsh1p between 
detention itself and the works carried out during it for the search of the proofs and 
evidence set out a procedure system that cannot be excluded easily. Consequently, 
some consider that nullity effects during detention cover the different proceedings 
surrounding the institution, including the fact that detention nullity means the nullity of 
the interrogation minutes and the nullity of the confessions and the nullity ot the 
works that preceded it such as search and arrest. (2) The positions adopted by the 
French Jurisprudence were different, some of them applied the sanction on all the 
proceedings that were adopted, by virtue of the detention (3l, whereas others limited 
the sanction application on the illegal proceeding only. (4l However, Article 147 of the 
CPC left it to the court or to the Head of the Prosecution to determine the field of 
application of the nullity sanction. (5l 

According to the Tunisian Law, the court's authority to determine nullity and the field 
ot its application does not necessarily imply that the standard to be adopted in 
fulfilling this mission m1Jst he hAserl on the rnlAtionship bP.twP.en the pror,eerling Bnd 
the effect of the effective procedure on the remaining procedures. 

(l) Cf. in this meaning Bagbag Med: Memoire precitee p.30 

(
2

) Ahmed Bassiouni: Criminal Investigation and Criminal Evidence - University Editions - Alexandria 
1989 - p.70 
(
3

) Cf. in this respect Crim. 27 Decembre 1935. D 1936 
(
4
) Cf. Aix en Provence. 22 Decembre 1993 D. 1994 p. 566 

(
5

) Starting from the application of the Law dated January 41
h, 1943 - Before that date, the adopted ..... 

See in this respect Boulbaba Othmani - detention - Op. Cit. 
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SECOND RESEARCH: SANCTION ON THE OFFENDER 

The violation of the quarantees extended to the detainee le~rls tn th~ rl~te-rmin~tinn 
of the offender's liability. If the quality of the official implies a disciplinary liability 
(Section 2), his violation of the guarantees of the detainees implies also a criminnl 
sanction (Section 1) and a civil sanction (Section 3). 

First Section: Criminal Sanction 

The application of the sanction on the offender for his failure to respect the detention 
regulations requires the availability of violations making up a crime. The Legislator 
marle snme nf the wnrks wh1r.h may he exer.11ter:I nn the ncr;cis1nn nt the entnrr:ement 
of the execution of the detention institution as criminal actions in view of the gravity of 
some practices to which the individual can be exposed, especially that the 
relationship between the procedure enforcement and the purpose of the investigation 
within the framework nf thA r,rimirn=il rroser,1ition will he interpreted by some as an 
authorisation to treat those individuals, using different means and ways, liable to 
affect their pride, their body immunity and their freedom. Among these 
transgressions, we can come out with two crimes, namely torture cnme (1 st 

paragraph) and the crime tor tt1e bread1 of personal t1eedom (seco11d µa1a~1aµll). 

First Pr1ragrnph: Torturn CrimP. 
This crime must be well founded (A) so that it can be enforced (B) 

A- The crime foundation elements 
Article 101, governing the torture crime, was amended legally by the Law of august 
2 11

d, 1999. The enforcement of this article requires the fulfilment of a set of conditions, 
the first one being the aggressor's quality, since the offender must be a clerk or a 
similar official. The Supreme Court of Appeals made a large definition of the wording 
"clerk" in its decision dated January 161

h, 1967 which ruled out that the clerk is thA 
person who was granted by the law or the government some authority to protect the 
public order or to enforce the laws or the regulations or to execute the government's 
justice decisions. (1) 

However, the requirements for applying the crime, object of this article, and 
considering the prohibited works, request the availability of a material authority to this 
clerk, authorising him to fulfil his duties. With respect to detention, one is bound to 
say that the concerned clerk is the Judicial Police Officer who is authorised to 
operate detention, as per the provisions of Article 13 bis and bi ot the CPC. In 
8ddition to that, it is leo<-1lly mimissihle tn rrnser,11te 811 the rolir,e Anrl Nr:itinnr:il GtlArrl 
agents who are not listed in the two paragraphs of Article 10 of the CPC, as a result 
of their involvement in the enforcement of the detention institution and the possibility 
f 01 ll 1e111 lo commit acts object of sucll a c1 ime. Tl1e enlorcernenl ol Article 101 ot tl1e 
CPC supposes the occurrence of the aggression during the fulfilment of the duties or 
on their occasion. If such an aggression occurs outside the working hours, it cannot 
be governed by such an article. This is the solution adopted by the jurisprudence. (2) 

(1) Ref. to the Decision n° 4960 (penal) delivered on January 161
h, 1967, by the Supreme Court of 

Appeals - Publication of the Supreme Court of Appeals 1967 p. 79 
(
2

) Cf. in this respect the Decision n° 6647 (penal) delivered on April 23rd, 1969, by the Supreme Court 
of Appeals - Publication of the Supreme Court of Appeals - Criminal Section - p. 137 
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The acts, considered as criminal, as per this article, include the fact of torturing a 
person whereas Article 101 "old" provided for the physical aggression on the people. 
This formulation mt:1y boar o lot of doubt when it is enforced, for at least two reasons. 
The first reason is that physical aggression supposes a material act, aiming at 
inflicting a direct violence on the individual's body, which excludes the cases of moral 
violence from the scope of this text. The second reason is that the wording "people" 
has a very large meaning and requires an interpretation which may lead to exclude 
the individual concerned by a criminal investigation in general and the detainee in 
particular, from the scope ot the crime appl1cat1on, considering his special situation 
and his exceptional conditions. Hence, the formulation of Article 101 (new) seems to 
be clearer cut, since the Legislator considered torture as a crime. Thus, it clarified the 
meaning of tort1 ire anrl listArl all thP. c=ir,ts considered as such. Aggr essiun is any ad 
that results in serious suttering and pain. Accordingly, it is larger than the worrling 
"violence" which embodies limited cases, the most important of which is beating, 
causing injuries, disfiguration and causing disablement. Pain may result from a 
physical hurting. The aim of the text was general and tried to cover the different 
cases of aggression. 

Concerning aggression that makes up a torture crime, the Article at stake provided 
ll 1al ll is made uµ of a11y ad leadl11g lo a se1 ious suffe1i11g oi µai11, wl 1ell 1e1 µllysical 01 
spiritual. Hence, the Legi~lt;llor dr;finr;d llli; 8!,.J!,.Jf essiu11 by ils r esull.s, repn~senle1i by 
suffering and pain and included the case of moral violence 1n the application ot the 
crime. This makes up an effort to be in keeping with the jurisprudence considerations 
with respect to the aggression, that affects the individual and which can be either 
spiritual or psychological. <

1
> At another level, the definition for torture included a 

limitation of the purposes of inflicting aggression, which include mainly the extractiun 
of information or confessions or the enforcement of punishments or the frightening of 
the individual. 

These cc=ises, included in the torture definition, enhances the Legislator's tendency to 
counter this kind ot crimes, considering their violation of the individual's basic rights, 
their translation of a poor use of the general authority, then their shifting towards 
treatment means that have nothing to do with the legal and political systems. They, 
as such, bear prejudice to the society and the individuals. (2> 

The Legislation clarity helps in determining the criminal intentions which must be 
available in order to justify the torture crime. Physical aggression on the individual's 
body, by using practices that include physical or moral violence requires a criminal 
intention which means that the offender is aware that what he is executing aims at 
receiving a confession or information with respect to the crime object of the 
investigation. Accordingly, t~1e intention of tt1e white collar is lo bear prejudice to the 
victim in order to achieve one of the purposes listed in Article 101 and which relate in 
all the cases to the situation of the offender's duties, especially his role in the 
investigation and lhe unveiling of the conditions Anrl thB r.rlmB BIBmBnts, ohjf:!r:t ot tho 
detention. 

t1J Cf. for example, Lakhoua These precitee 
And also Hayet Abbes : "Torture between reality and law" Memoir for the award of the Advanced 
Studies Certificate - faculty of Law and Political Sciences of Tunis 
And also Hatem Dachraoui "Individual Rights and Police Prerogatives" Op. Cit. 

<
2

> Cf. Gassin considers that the consequences of such crimes are double for all that they include as 
Ill treatments for the individuals and the society. Cf. Gassin Op. Cit. p. 36 
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B - Executing of the Crime object of detention 

There is no doubt that the amendment of Article 101 was motivated by the need to 
clarify a basic legal option aiming at enforcing the human rights and c:ictivnting the 
protection of the law to individuals, especially those concerned by the criminal 
investigation. The extension of the scope of the torture crime, as per the above, has 
led to an increase of the chances to apply it on the illegal practices committed by 
white collars among the Judicial Police Officers, as a wrong interpretation of the law, 
towards the individuals that are undergoing the invesligalion and in par-ticular t11e 
detainees, since a lot of the acts that are included in Article 101 aim at prohibiting the 
v1olat1ons r:omm1tterl hy the Polir:e anrl National G1 rar<is Offir:ers against the 
detainees during their interrogation. Tt10so pr uclices in the interrogation procedures 
changed into a means to extract confessions and to collect evidence tram the 
concerned. It becomes clear from the foregoing that these violations are considered 
as an intentional crime, as per Article 101 which covers all the different violations on 
the detainees, as lon!'.J as the necessary foundation elements are met. Although this 
legislatory cover is basically enough to talk about a criminal protection of lhe 
guarantees extended to the detainees, the issue remains in the hands of the courts 
which remain the autt1orlty lhal Is enlrusled wlll1 U1e assessme11l of llow well four1ded 
tl10 cnme 1s anrl tl1a applir.<?ition of thA ::trtir.IA rrnvlslon~ 

Practically speaking, jurisprudence, before the new amendment, often refers to 
Article 101 (old) to determine the criminal liability of the Judicial Police Officers, as a 
result ot v1olat1ons and misuse of a11thnrity or.r.1 irrino rlP.tP.ntion <

1l However, the 
coU1 ls have shown some reluctance to enforce this crime since, very often; they 
examine the case in a way that exr.h 1rlP.s thP. rirrlir-Ation of Article 101, above 
mentioned, on some of the practices occurring during detention. <

2l 

However, despite the above, Jurisprudence seems to hP. rlP.r.isivP. in enforcing the 
principle of calling a crrme, all the violations affecting the individuals' basic rights, 
such as the right to protect the body immunity, when it is confirmed that some 
violations have occurred by the body in charge of detention. This was used by the 
Criminal Chamber in Sfax Court of Appeals in one of the reasons adduced to its 
ruling <

3l through stating "whereas the accused, in view of the Law, Is Innocent until 
his culpability is confirmed by conclusive evidence and strong proofs and not by 
violent beating ... " 

(
1
) Cf. for example, the Docic;ion n° 1 ~89o rlAhVArP.rl on .lttnfl 1 lh, 1991 hy the f-1rst Cnminril Chamber 

of Tunis Court of Appeals - unpublished, attached to the Thesis of Ahmed Oualha - Op. Cit. 
(
2

) An example for this: the Decision n° 8616 delivered on f-ebruary 25u1
, 1977 by the Supreme Court 

of Aµµoals - Publication of the Supreme Court ot Appeals tor 19 / / - Pcm1I (r.nmmAI) fkr.tion, r 81 
(
3

) Cf. the Decision n° 4728 delivered on July 131
h, 1987 by the Criminal Chamber at Sfax Court of 

Appeals Op. Cit., 
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Second Paragraph: The Crime of Violating the Personal Freedom 

The Legislator made the violation of the other's freedom a crime as per Article 103 of 
the CPC and the reason behind is the violation of the personal freedom of the others 
without a legal ground by the public white collars. The quality of the public white 
collar, as per this Article, covers the Judicial Police Officers in charge of the detention 
and those who work under their control, such as Police and National Guards Agents. 
Indeed, the introduction of the criminality notion aim exactly these officials, 
considering the material authority they enjoy - which allows them to commit such a 
crime- and the relationships between their duties and the concerned violations. 

Hnwovor, nno shn11lrl r:larify the meaning nt an aggressinn nn the rersnnal freerlnm 
There is no doubt defining freedom by virtue of a legal institution authorising it, such 
as detention and preventive detention and imprisonment, as an execution of a court's 
judgement, does not make up an aggression as long as the law or the prison 
sentence are the basis of this practice. In return, violating the individual's freedom 
without an absolute reason, is one case of the requirements of this crime, it is the 
most clear cut case. Transgressing the individual's personal freedom, under the 
cover of a legal institution requiring it, whereas the illegitimate nature of this institution 
l1as 1Jee11c.011fi1111eu, sl1oulu c.011slilule Lile sec.omi c.ase for c.0111111illi11~ sud1 a c.1 i111e, 
since tile illegitimate natl 1m nf the pmcerl1 ire makt=ts it rn 111 .'linrl canr;Als thP. rA~11lt!l'i 

originating therefrnm 

Detention is an institution ruled out by the Legislator who has fixed regulations for its 
applrcatrons and cond1t1ons to be met to rts operation, rt requires accordingly the 
existence of a condition that makes rts operation mandatory, required by the 
invesligalion course and Lile Laking of measures and formalities when a detainee is 
kept in, such as his notification of such a decision and the notification in this respect 
of the Head of the Prosecution or the Examining Magistrate and the mentioning of 
the foregoing on the record specially kept tor detention, Gnd the drafting ot some 
minutes in this respect, complying by the requirements set out by the law. 

There is no doubt that the failure to respect the basic condition leading to detention 
or the failure to respect the necessary measures, makes detention null and void, 
which excludes custody and the depriving the individual of his freedom, from the 
detention framework and results in the loss of its legitimacy. When the legitimacy of 
the practice is lost, the issue will become a violation of the freedom, it is the object of 
a criminal action, as per Article 103, above mentioned. (1) 

At another level, one st1ould recall that the Legislator has limited the detention period, 
either through the initial period or through any extension thereof. One is bound, 
based on L11e foregoing, to exclude the keeping in custody of Lhe detainee for a 
per lod exceeding ttle de(:3d lines mid Ltle sel Lime reslr iclions in tt1ls respect from the 
framework of this institution. (2) 

(i) Ref. In this respect to Robert "Les Violations de la Libert0 lndividuelle par les Agents Publics et le 
Probleme des Responsabilites" These - Paris 1953 p. 150 

(
2

) Cf. Abdallah El Ahmadi - Human Rights and General Liberties in the Tunisian Law. Op. Cit. p. 52 
and Cf. also Hatem Dachraoui - Individuals' rights and Police Prerogatives. Op. Cit. 
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Considering the foregoing, one would state that the field of application of the 
aggression crime on the p0rsonal freedom, with respect to detention, assumes that 
the concerned Judicial Police Officers behaved in a manner that did not respect the 
guarantees extended to individuals under detention. 

However, the criminal intention for the foundation of this crime requires that the 
offender deprives the individual of his personal freedom, intentionally knowing that he 
is likewise violating the law. Proving the criminal intention, with respect to the legal 
detention, is often difficult from a practical point of view, as long as depriving the 
individual of his freedom rnay not coincide with the Judicial Police Officer's being 
aware of his violation of the detention procedures especially in view of the complexity 
ot this 1nst1tut1on, starting from its regulations as rer Artide ·1 :-3 his, whlr:h has n 1lerl 
out a lot of requirements and precise statements which the standard ott1cer 1n the 
police and the national guard cannot grasp, whereas he is covered by the culpability 
scope. 

Third Paragraph: Blaming for the Crimes committed during Detention 

The purpose of the Judicial Police when executing some practices during detention, 
I~ lo se1ve l11e l11le1esls of llle ilwesliQalio1i. Howeve1, l11e il1le11lio11s a11J l11e 111olives 
will not ~ffer..t the engaging of his r:riminal liability ~s long ~s th6 crlrn6 Is w~ll 
frnmdrKl This c:ipproc:ich was taken up by jurisprudence. (l) Hence, the concerned 
officer will be blamed for his deeds. 

A- The Criminal Prosecution 

The c1 irninal p1 oseculion in ll 1is 1 especl adopts vanous means a1 id ways since the 
criminal liability of the officer in charge of the detention may be raised by the detainee 
himself and he could apply to the Public Prosecutor in order to end the detention, 
producing evidence providing that his personal freedom was restricted without any 
reason or that he suffered torture in the meaning given in Article 101 of the CPC. One 
can point out that the Legislator has supported the individuals' chances in collecting 
the evidence means in this respect through the possibility of asking for a medical 
check up. When the medical check up is executed and the doctor proves that the 
detainee suffered aggression, there Is no doubt that the Publlc Prosecutor will order 
an investigation in this respect for the committing of the torture crime, against the 
Judicial Police Officers in charge of the detention procedure, especially that this 
crime has been included since the amendment of august 2nd, 1999, in the list of 
crimes requiring 8bsolutely m1 invesllg:::llion. 

The second case for the raising of the prosecution, because of crimes committed 
during detention, consists in the discovery by the parent authorities of the existence 
ot v1olat1ons 111 the requested regulations for the operation of the procedure, which 
mAkes up c::i crime. Then, prosecution is raised after examining the issue, either 
directly or by another party in the administration body, in the police of the National 
Guard. 

(j) Cf. Crim January 23rd, 1962 - Bulletin Crim n° 57 
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This case supposes that the Head of the Prosecution or the Examining Magistrate, in 
charge of the detention, carries out the necessary inspection works which bring about 
the inrriminaterl mis11ses This is A11tnmFJtir.Fllly thr. r,n;,r. whr.n, n;, n rc:;,11lt of thr. 
committed violations, serious consequences are brought forward such as the death 
of the suspect or his suffering from serious injuries that require the intervention of the 
medical authorities which will execute the notification procedures. 

The raising of the aggression in front of the court makes up a possibility for the Public 
Prosecution to step in, in order to sue the attender. However, this requires absolutely 
the exislence of serious evidence that favour the occurrence of such an aggression. 

1:3 - 1 he Necessary Punishment 
Since the amendment of Article 101, by virtue ot the Law ot August 2nd, 1999, the 
torture crime has become a high crime since it leads to a sentence of 8 years in jail. 
Article 103 provides for a jail sentence for a period up to 5 years and a fine, for any 
offender on the personal freedom. There is no doubt that this punishment is 
considered as harsh and severe. The justification thereto is the gravity of such a 
crime and its combined imf .. H:lcls 011 lhe individuals' rig I ils lo self r esµed, lo fr eedorn 
and to the protection of their bodies and the rights of the social community to a legal 
a11d fair lr1vesligalio11 l11al serves as a basis fur a fai1 judgellle11l, e11di11g eil11e1 will1 a 
conflrm~d lnnocwnc~ or wilt1 Ill !;.luµµo1 l1;.;cl dll.;lt Qill!,,.J. TI ie Le!.-Jislalu1 was 111ulivaled, 
when ruling out similar punishments, by the quality of the offender who committed 
this kind of crimes, namely Judicial Police Officers who bear the hopes of the society 
in enforcing the law and its ideals in respecting the same. (1) 

However, evaluating the serious nature of the punishment provided for by the 
I egislc::itor mquires a consideration of the gravily of lhe crimes and their impacts on 
the compatibility of the legal system with the human rights basic principles. 

However, the enforcement of these punishments when engaging the criminal liability 
of the officers in charge of the detention, leaves the punishment issue subject to the 
absolute judgement of the court to which the Legislator has given the authority to rule 
out the ultimate punishment or to reduce it, or to extend the mitigation conditions and 
the delayed enforcement of the punishment. There is no doubt that the court uses its 
authority in the assessment of the case, based on tt1e facts and the conditions sel oul 
in the case file and which influence the limitation of the required punishments. 
However, considering that reducing the punishments and the award of the delayed 
snforcement of the sentence in such cases as being irrelevant (2), and not proper, 
seems to be not objective, because this issue remains, as per the legal text, subject 
to the court's assessment and judgement. Nobody else can under slar1d the different 
motives behind its decision. However, the principle of culpability based on the legal 
adaptation of the works, remains the real standard in the jurisprudence dealing with 
such crimes l-"3l and jurisprudence did not hesitate on several occasions to make 
positive rulings. 

(j) Cf. Decocq : Droit de Police Op. Cit. 

(
2

) Cf. Hayet Abbes: "Torture between reality and law" Op. Cit. 
(J) Cf. for example Judgement (criminal) n° 38907n96 delivered on February 6u1

, 1997 by Tunis First 
Instance Court - unpublished, attached to the Thesis of Hatem Dachraoui, Op. Cit. 
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Second Section: The Disciplinary Sanction for the Violation of the Detention 
Provisions 

The draft of Article 13 bis of the CPC and which was withdrawn, included a clear 
statement about the confirmation of the disciplinary liability when the detention 
procedures are not respected. (l) The reason for not including these statements in the 
final text of the Detention Law is that the disciplinary liability is an administrative issue 
independent from the criminal procedures. Such a liability requests a disciplinary 
error (A) that justifies the blame (8). 

A - The Disciplinary Error 

The disciplinary liability seems to have more chances to be applied than the criminal 
liability, considering the precise nature and the severity of the Criminal Law, if 
compared to the flexibility of the disciplinary error and the possibility available to the 
disciplinary authority to execute the sanction. Based on this, it is possible for this 
authority to confirm the liability of the officer whenever the provisions relating to the 
detention and to the requirements pertaining thereto, are violated, as long as the 
Judicial Police Officer's action is listed among "the cases for the violations of the 
duties requirements or his position as a "general clerk" <

1
). Tile dirrerenl procedures 

l11ul uru ruquirwd 011 l11w occli.l:.io11 of ddw11lio11, cw1 IJw con;aid~r<.;d by l11w di:.dpliru.iry 
authority as obligations borne by the Judicial Police Officer and accordingly, he is to 
be blamed when he commits any violation thereto, especially if a crime results from 
its violation, for which he should be blamed and punished. The confirmation of the 
culpability, by virtue of a crlmlnal decision, obllges the dlsclpllnary authority to apply a 
disciplinary sanction; however, the declaration of non suit, by virtue of a criminal 
judgernenl does nol prevenl from exlending a disciplinary blame wilh reference lo ll1e 
appreciation of the extent of the disciplinary error. 

Article 49 of the by-laws of the National Security Force <
2l provides that the 

disciplinary error is "any act or the refusal to do an act that includes in itself a 
violation of the obligations imposed by the duties". Accordingly, one can consider that 
all the procedures that the Judicial Police Officers must respect when operating a 
detention, make up professional obligations which, when violated, lead to an error 
that imposes disciplinary measures. Hence, the failure to notify the Head of the 
Prosecution or the Examining Magistrate of the detention procedure or the failure to 
extend the validity of the detention period, during the detention or the violating of any 
indications to be included absolutely in the detention minutes or in the special record 
of the detention, can be considered as errors which engage the d1sc1pllnary llabll1ty ot 
the Judicial Police Officers. 

n) Cl. Ll1e Au111l11lsl1 alive C0u1 l's 1Jeclsl011 11'' 488 ualed Aµill 1 i 11, 1983 
(
2
) The Law n° 70-1982 dated august 5th, 1982 relating to fixing the general by-laws of the Interior 

Security Forces - Official Gazette n° issued on August 10-13, 1982 - p. 1827 
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8- Disciplinary Blame 

In the lrench Law, the disciplinary blame is based on the violations occurring during 
the detention, committed by the Judicial Police Officers in their capacity as such. The 
French Legislator uuthoriscd the ruling of disciplinary measures for errors relating to 
this issue, to the juridical body presiding over the Judicial Police, the Indictment 
Chamber, for example. (l) It authorised it to rule out a set of disciplinary sanctions that 
relate to the judicial activities of the offending officer. There are various sanctions, 
ranging from warning to the withdrawal of the judicial qualification and preventing the 
officer from exercising the duties of a Judicial Police Officer such as preventing him 
from receiving rogatory delegations (2). 

However, tile Tunisian Law treated this issue differently. The disciplinary authority for 
the Judicial Police Officer, in the Police and the National Guard, is invested to the 
Ministry of the Interior (3l, and for the case of the Customs Officers, it is among the 
prerogatives of the Ministry of Finance (4l. 

The by-laws Included a listing of the se:mctions for the disciplirn:lry errors, under Grade 
One, covering warning, blame and the compulsory transfer and the deletion from the 
p1ornoU011 d1arl a11d l11e lernµo1a1y dismissal, a11d u11de1 Grade Two coveli11\J tile 
downgrAding by one or two scalQ::a, th~ dl~d1&.ir g~ ulong with u 9Ulld1 y r t?duclio11, Lili;; 
downgrading and the dismissal for good (G). 

However, all the sanctions do not match up the committed errors, especially in case 
of a violation of the rletention g1Jarantee, as this case remains subject to the public 
order as far as disciplinary measures are concerned. Accordingly, the severity of the 
disdr>linAry A11thority in blF.Jming the agents for such violations <

5l is based on the 
violation of the working obligations and not with reference to a legal commitment to 
protect the individuals and to respect the guarantees extended to them. This seems 
logical as long as the main concern of the parent administrative authority remains the 
fulfilment of the duties without a problem, no matter the party concerned by them. 

(i) Cf. Article 224 of the CPC 

(
2

) Cf. Besson "La Police Jud1c1aire dans le Code de Procedure Penale) LJ 1808 chron. p. 142 
(
3

) Cf. Article 50 of the Law dated August 1982, above mentioned 
(
4

) Cf. Article 53 Of the Law n° 46-95 dated Maay 15th I 1995, relating to fixing the general by-laws Of 
the Customs Aoents 
<
5} ( ~t Artlr.les 50-53-54 ot tile I ~w ol A11g11sl 5'h, 1 !181', ;:il>ove menlio111·1d 

(
5

) Ref. the Report of the Human Rights and Oasic Liberties Higher Committee to the President of the 
Republic, concerning the .... International Studies Journal n° 44 - March 1992 p.14 7 
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Third Section: The Civil Sanction for the Violation of the Detention Guaranties 

The ruling out of a civil sanction for the viol8tion of the detention logt:::tl requirements 
and, in particular, the guarantees extended by the Law to the detainees, aims at 
allowing the individuals who suffered aggressions or misuse of authorities, no matter 
their nature, on the occasion of the operation of the detention, to file an action 
against the responsible party therefor and to oblige him to produce compensation. 
There is no doubt that the compensation function, in this respect, exceeds the frame 
of the sanction resulting from the confirmation of the civil llab1llty tor the v1olat1on ot 
the detention guarantees (First Paragraph) to reach eventually the limitation of the 
violations made to this procedure as long as it is illegal or not justified. Hence, one 
shn11lrl investigate ahn11t the rnssihility tn r,nnsirler this rrnr,erlt JrP. AS A IP.QAI Anrl 
independent guarantee (Second Paragraph). 

First Paragraph: Compensation as a sanction for the Confirmation of the Civil 
Liability 

The civil liability system, as per the general provisions <
1l, requires the availability of 

the necessary grounds to confirm it. The violation of the detention guarantees 
requires the study of these grounds based on the legal basis of lllls llablllly. 

This civil liability, resulting from the violation to the detention legal guarantees, is 
based on the general provisions starting from the provisions of Article 85 of the 
Contracts and Obligations Code which states that "if a clerk or an employee in a 
public institution, caused physical or moral damages to the others while he Is fulfilling 
his duties, intentionally, or as a result of a serious blunder, he is obliged to remedy 
thereto if it ha~ been conl11 rned lt1al the damages IH::lve been caused intentionally or 
because of his fault. However, if this error is not so serious, the victim cannot sue the 
clerk, only if he has no other means to recover his rights. 

One can conclude tram the prov1s1ons ot this article that the action leading to the 
engaging of the civil liability can be triggered intentionally or can occur as a result of a 
serious error. Concerning the violations to the detainee's extended guarantees, this 
act can be a direct violation affecting the individual's body immunity or his basic 
moral rights, through a practice that is not allowed by the law or by depriving the 
individual of a right extended to him legally, resulting to him in material or moral 
damages. At another level, this civil liability requires the confirmation of the damages 
suffered by the Claimant and such damages can be assumed only with respect to 
depriving tt1e lndlvldual of t1ls legal rlgl1ls, extended by Lile de ten lion pr ovlslons, 
hence the freedom deprivation, in view of the detention illegality, such as exceeding 
its maximum term, makes the damages confirmed and direct. 

(i) Cf. in this respect Mohamed Ezzine "Studies in Civil Law" Second Year- Tunis Faculty of Law and 
Political Sciences - Polycop. 1996 
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However, the Legislator extended to the Claimant two grounds, the first one is 
supported by the personal liability of the Judicial Police Officer and it requires the 
committing of a serious rerson~I error, otJtsicte the joh rnquirements The sec:onct 
ground for filing the claim is based on the state's liability represented in the parent 
administration, for the acts committed by the clerks and which make up an implicit 
error, directly linked to the job. The Legislator in the general by-laws of the interior 
security forces (1l, in Article 49, ha regulated this situation as far as the Judicial Police 
and the National Guard are concerned and in Article 52 of the Law dated May 151

h, 

1995, for the Judicial Police Officers in the customs. However, the difficulty in 
separating these two grounds, in this respect (2l, can be overcome starting from the 
nature of the acts that engage this liability. As a matter of fact, among the purposes 
tor the reg11lat1on anrl the corlifir.at1on of the rletention is the r11rrose to set 011t 
constraints and restrictions to the officers in charge of it, in exercising their duties, 
and control their freedom in this respect. The requirements, making detention 
mandatory, rise up to basic obligation whose violation results in a professional error 
horne rersom~lly hy the officer in r.hnrge However, this does not deny the existence 
of the administration's obligations especially with respect to inspections and 
Instructions and whose absence or Inadequacy has contributed In the occurrence of 
the violations engaging the liability (3l. Judging from the foregoing, the victim's right 
r esulling from C:Hl illegal uele11lio11, or f mm a misuse of aull 1orily and aygr essions in 
its c.rn irse, to file an action on the hasis of the arlministration's liahility is confirmerl 
Things wrnilrl hnve heP.n rliffP.rent if it hecomP.s clear that the acts lflading to the 
damages will be invested with a criminal nature. There is no doubt that believing that 
the administration is liable for such a crime is not compatible with the principle that 
crime and punishment are personal. 

Concerning the filing remedy, there is no doubt that filing can be made to request a 
r,omrE=msntion for the violations of the detention guarantees as per the general 
provisions of the civil liability as long as it is possible to confirm the error and the 
damages and the causal relat1onsh1p. 1 he claimant can also activate the civil 
prosecution, under his own responsibility if the committed errors are crimes that are 
prosecuted with the criminal authorities, as per the provisions of Article 7 of the CPC; 
in this case, the claimant profits from the evidence and the confirmation means that 
have been collected by virtue of the initiation of the public prosecution. 

(i) Cf. the Law n° 70-82 dated August 61
h, 1982, above mentioned 

(
2

) Cf. Hayet Abbes "Torture between Reality and the Law" Op. Cit. p. 140 and the pages thereafter 
et. also: "Hatem L)actiraoul "the lndlvldual Rights and the 1-'ollce Prerogatives" Op. Clt. p. 85-86 
(
3

) CL also in lhis respeel Robe1i "Les violations de la Libe1ie lndividuelle par les Agents Publics et le 
Probleme des Responsabilites" These - Paris 1953 - p. 5 
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Second Paragraph: Compensation as an independent legal guarantee 

The specific nature of the errors committed by the officers in charge of detention, and 
the gravity of the consequences resulting from them to the detainees, pushed for the 
setting out of a legal and independent basis authorising compensation for the 
damages in a direct manner, without having to debate the traditional civil liability, with 
its intermingled foundation elements and the complex system for their confirmation. 
Several comparative laws (1) consider the necessity to enable the victim of the 
detention procedure who suffered illegally in this respect, to receive some 
compensation if the proceedings against him ended wiU1 a non suil, as far as he is 
concerned and a judgement for his innocence is ruled out. Although this tendency 
shows a r.nnr.ern to r..omrensate this vir.t1m tnr a wrong rrnr.erh ire thAt h8s 8ftor,torl 
his freedom, his pride and his reputation, the acknowledgement of the gravity of 
detention as a basic institution is a confirmation of the same, especially when it 
becomes clear that this procedure has been illegal, without a legal motivation 
rnci1 iirnrl hy thA invAstior:ition ; however, this system requires a legal procedure that 
meets all the requirements of detention, but investigation and prosecution do not 
require it. The case being is that the lllegltlmacy of detention is liable for lhe violations 
of the detention procedures. The Tunisian reality is not far from this newly created 
cornµensalion insUlulion since ll 1e members of ll 1e House of Reµr ese1 llalives 
requested its confirmation in the Tunlsl;:in I .aw <

2l on the or.r.asion of the detmte~1 on 
thP. I Aw of NovAmher /f>1

h, 1987, governing detention. 

Then, despite the fact that the issue is not regulated by the Tunisian Law, it exists 
practically, since the Pros1dont of tho Ropublic ordernrl in '188'1 to give flnanclal 
compensations in favour of the families of the detainees who suffered rl<=1m<=1oes for 
the operation of detention in an illegal manner. (3l 

One must finally point out that the Tunisian Legislatory policy tends to rule out a 
system that allows these detainees to rer:eive finr:inr:ir:il compensation when detention 
is not legally motivated, within the framework of a decision ruling out a non suit, with 
respect to the cause that has led to detention. (4) 

(
1
) Cf. Pradel: "Les Atteintes de la Liberte avant Jugement" Op. Cit. 

(
1
) Cf. the debates of the House of Representatives (Session of November 21 5t, 1987 - Debates n° 5) 

p. 94 
(
3

) Cf. the report of the Human Rights and Fundamental Liberties to the President of the Republic on 
... - International Studies Magazine n° 44 - March 1992 p. 155 
C
4

) Pail or l11e Sµeed1 or l11e P1esiJe11l or l11e Reµul.Jlie; dated November ih, 2000. 
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CONCLUSION 

The necessity to protect the detainees is not limite<i to the rro<i11ctinn nf legal 
guarantees. The basic individual rights of the detainees are exposed to a danger that 
exceeds the scope of their legal status. Indeed, the material situation in tho dotontion 
centres and the details of the interrogation and the treatment of the detainees and 
their lodging and food in these centres cannot be covered by a legal protection. They 
are naturally factual elements far away from legal exaggerations or as stated by the 
French Supreme Court of Appeals, they are a mixture of reality and the law. (1) 

In addition to the above, the text cannot cover all the details and precisions; 
ntherw1se 1t lnses its general nat1 ire, which makes 11r the g11arantee tor its 
application. Accordingly, tho cod1t1cal1on ol detention 1s not enough to protect the 
detainees in an exhaustive way from the violations they are exposed to. Concerning 
the human rights principles and the defence rights resulting therefrom, their general 
nature prevents from ind11c:ling them among the serious guarantees extended to the 
detainees although these principles represent a material source for the legal texts; 
the silence of the legal text with respect to some of these principles leads absolulely 
to question whether this silence is justified by rn:iiw~ty or intentional innorance? 

/\II the foregoing gives snme srer,ifir, fei~t1 irA tn thA rlAtP.ntion ln::1tittJtlon th~lt cov~r ~ it~ 
legal reg1 il;:itions Rnrl the rroc:erlurn rletRils Are there any practical motives behind 
this exceptional aspect, in order to unveil crimes and to fight against criminality move, 
or is this linked to the security system governing detention? 

One must go back lo the necessity dictated by the investi~ation to operate detention. 
The issue is dealino with the c:ore of the c:riminRI policy and in particular the criminal 
organisation. The mixed organisation which groups together investigation means and 
indictment means, creates a legal hesitation in deciding over some legal institutions. 
Detention is made necessarily by the decision to increase the investigation means 
and the chances of the investigator to reach positive results. This purpose, although it 
is a motive that does not match sometimes the gravity of the results coming from the 
freedom deprivation and emptying the innocence presumption of its contents, it 
remains, however, enough to acknowledge the difficulty to strike a balance between 
the legislation options. There is no doubt that the ruling of the decisive nature of this 
institution and the quest for substitutes and compensations for the proceedings 
depriving the individual of his freedom remain the ideal consolation to the individuals 
and the most noble purpose of the Law. 

('l) er. Crim. October 15111
, 1959 Bull. C1i111. N° '155 
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